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.strict Lodge, (jood

Templars.

meeting of Waldo District
1 od Templars was held with
ige March 5th. Tell lodges were
v
delegates. The meeting was
r> a. m. by District Templar E.
officers present were:
Mabel Rose, Brooks; CounFcrnald, Belfast; Past District
6 Dolliff, Jackson. The folntments were made to till va-

The other
ar,

tarv, T. H. Fernald, Belfast;

i'

Sherman, Burnham;
Pendleton, Belfast; MarParsons, Belfast; Guard, Lillii:, Belfast. The District Lodge
conferred on eight candidates,
g address of welcome was given
an Spinney of Belfast Lodge:
ntative of Belfast Lodge No.
h'
great pleasure to extend to
F.

< .<•■»

City

sends

Government.

The final regular meeting of the City
Council of 1897-8 was held Monday evening,
March 7th.
All the members of both board
were present
except Alderman McKeen,
who is still unable to attend on account of
illness.
Roll of accounts No. 12 was read and passed. The amounts under the various appropriations were as follows:
Contingent, including the year’s sal-

-•

arnest temperance workers a
.■arty, welcome to our fair city,
short stay amoug us he both
profitable. We are met to
great interests of the tempered God grant that we may he
strengthened so as to make
md
acts
most potent
for
-•Latest evil in our country
0 iulgeuce
in alcoholic liquors

The discouragement of
ti.-e then must he, lor a long
important aim of all earnest
o
'i in the temperance cause,
sing is had, aud only had. The
ji.■11 traffic is the curs* of Ainer*.!■>- community is free from it.
r■
deeming feature. It threat*
veil interest of society.
Net
ng sorrow to t ie liomes of
hut
to
the
ly
proudest and
nation's plague. It takes mir
uohi and manly, transforms
1 beas-ts and tears from them
1 truth.
All through the
lie hi mes and hearts made
his great evil.
Rev. Parrish
ynne other than a downright
the constitution and the (lag
»*r apologize for it is bey. mi
How any good citizen,
nsTian, can do other than ophouorfcble means cannot he
d. The decent people of this
1 not tolerate the saloon for a
Vet many are indifferent, many
owardiy. The popular theory
nk or I cau let it alone,” hut it
alone.
Total abstinence is the
Let prohibition be the goal,
Some few are
ry honest soul.
trustful and determined. God
;d on the armor. To plaut our
oid higher.
To quench with
■dilution this fierce hell-born
And now, again, in the name
Lodge, No. >0, I bid you weligc.

st

1

1

1

t

Templar

S. Dolliff rewhich the District Lodge aduner, which was furnished by
F.

udge.

cil:

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE

LIBRARY.

The details given by the Librarian so clear
ly show the practical operations of the library that anything further in that direction

is

rendered unnecessary.

It appears

that

notwithstanding interruptions caused by repairs, the past year has been prosperous
both in

circulation and accession of
books.
By the accompanying financial
statement it will be perceived that the sum
ordinarily expended for new books has been
the

somewhat restricted by the cost of decorating the interior of the building and of a new
heating apparatus. Vet the number of volumes added, 319, although less by 128 than
that of 1890 97, exceeds that of several previous years.
Hereafter the income will enah 11• the purchase of an increased number
of volumes. The average daily distribution
of books during the year has been 80.
issuing and receiving books, however, constitutes but a small part of the library work.
Visitors and students as well as card-holders have gradually increased
in number,
ami hardly a day is passed when the librarian is not called upon to assist some applicant in finding information upon various
subjects. Pending arrangements for a portrait -if the late Nathaniel Wilson, the trustees heard that one had been taken before
l*:s death.
Correspondence with relatives
hi.d an advertisement in the New York
Herald have failed To establish its existence,
and measures for painting a new one are in
progress. The relations between the library
and the public schools demand careful consideration, and it is recommended that by
conference with the school committee, or
teachers, methods may be devised by which
wider advantages may be afforded to pupils
throughout the whole city.

Joseph Williamson, Chairman.
Belfast Free Library, March 1, 1898.
To the Trustees of th< Belfast Tree Librar;/ :
Gentlemen;—This annual report showing
the circulation and growth of our Library is
respectfully submitted to you.
The Library contains 7,840 books, of this
number 519 have been added during the

year:

By purchase.:>14
150
gift.
binding periodicals. 55
519

Because of their worn and soiled condition
49 books have been discarded.
Classes of the books added are as follows:
Fiction, including Juvenile.140
Periodicals. 91
Science and Art. 75

44
History.
Reference including State Reports. 40
General literature and Poetry. 40
29
Thorndike; Counselor, E. A. Biography.
Sociology, including Pedagogy... 20
Brooks; Vice Templar, Mabel Religion
aud Philosophy.
20
20
Secretary, T. H. Fernald, Travel and Description.
'••usurer, George E. Reynolds,
519
Chaplain, J. S. Maddocks,
Books sent to a bindery to he repaired
nviile; Superintendent Juveor bound..
125
Mrs. Geo. F. Sherman, Burn- Books repaired at the
Library.....1,086
The Library was closed four weeks last
ii. Gerald W. Howard, Belfast;
for interior
and painting, and
Voung, Lincolnville; Sentinel, springlas', fall ten repairs
again
days when the new heater
Assistant
Smith, Waldo;
Sec- was placed in the basement, on this account
‘k Ferris, Belmont; Deputy Mar- the total circulation of books has been less

officers were elected for the
District Templar, E. L. Bart-

:.g

L.

Parsons, Belfast; Past DisS. Dolliff, Jackson. The
installed by State Deputy Mrs.
kctt and District Deputy F. S.
sted by J. B. McTaggart and
Heton as Marshals. The followto the Grand Lodge were
Ar, F.

ib-prcsentatives,

E. L. Bartlett, T.
Carpenter; Alternates,
Mrs. E. L. Brackett, Geo. E.

K.

a.

'ted

to procure a banner for
utest of the lodges and to conutest until the next
of

meeting
I•'"Igc. A vote of thanks was
hist Lodge for hospitality. The
lodges showed the order in
be in good condition. The
■'

will

be

with

Sebasticook

Miham.
Belfast Lodge held a dime
lodge room, at which rewere served and
the evening
"ing
ti:*-

H

‘Utly passed.

than usual.

The following table shows the books in
each class as issued for home use.

Fiction.12,793

Juvenile. 4,416

History.
Biography.

618
615
515

Science and Art.
Religion, Philosophy and Sociology....

738
346

Travel.

Periodicals. 1,998
General Literature. 1,188
23,227
The Fiction is 55 per cent, of the whole
number issued.
The new registrations, or book cards
given for the first time. 223
Cards sold to persons residing here
temporarily, 13, at, 50 cents each
amounting to.$6.50
Cash reeeits for the year as follows:
Fines.
$44.22
Book cards. 30.85

Catalogues

5
2

sold.

books sold.
Periodicals sold.

7 45
5.99
1.50

Total.$90 01
Two books were lost anil paid for by those
who borrowed them, and there is now only

missing. “Wolfenberg, A novel by
Black, could not be found last May when we
took
an inventory after the confusion owing
litdiekab Lodge, I. O. O. F.,initiati-tales from Monroe and Liberty to the repairs made in the Library. We
hope this book will be returned. It was
A supper was served in
■oiing.
probably taken from a shelf in the Read‘lows’ dining room at G o’clock,
Secret

Societies.

one

book

1

1

“work” there was a musical anti
"tertainnient anil a gramophone
1 e cream and cake were served.
‘,1H
K

Belfast last week_Mr. H. F.
,r
t wife attended Waldo
District
1
heltl at Belfast last Saturday.
n
pupils from this town are at*iool
at
Freedom Academy,
...
'“iitville sends seven, John Bean,
‘ieorge Carter, Neva Sprowl,
i';vnA
ell, Efiie apd Josie Cain_Mrs.
Ihh sent
a box of broilers to BosThe chickens averaged a
7 J' ek
1,1,1 * half
apiece-Mr. Will Cush1
for Itlaho last Mondav_Mrs.
•rskine is quite ill.
v

:

Montville.
Union
Harvest
VV«H represented at the
county

us the Living
Age. 31 volumes of this
periodical have recently been bound and

[The Sexton also furnishes a list of
bodies brought from out of town,with
place and date of death, age, cause of
and place of burial, with range and

valuable addition to our reference
library. Other friends have also presented
valuable gifts.
Respectfully submitted.
Elizabeth Maltby Pond.
prove

a

CITY SOLICITOR

S

ing Room, where we place a number of
books that many persons may enjoy selecting their reading from the books directly
rather than by the use of the catalogues.
A part of the Library, including all the
periodicals and all the bound volumes of
newspapers, and all the general works of
reference, 950 volumes in all, has recently
been classified and numbered according to
the Decimal Classification. New shelf lists
and new catalogue cards have been written.
During the year we have received an unusual number of pamphlets from education-

literary institutions. As in previous
years Rev. G. W. Field, D. I)., has sent us
many volumes of history, biography, and
religion, for which he always receives a
grateful acknowledgment, and to Mrs.
Field we are indebted for a complete set of
Scribner’s Monthly.
Mr. C. A. Pilsbury

al and

1

Instruction.810,600
850
Transportation.
Fuel.
Janitor.

600

700
400

Supplies.

813,150

Contingent.$
General repairs and insurance.

300
7<X)
750
800

books.
Permanent repairs.
Free text

Total.$15,700
on Lights reported recomthat the petition of Calvin Hervey
et als, for a light on Primrose Hill, he referred to the next City Council. The report
was accepted.
The following resolution was unanimously passed in both boards:
Resolved, That a vote of thanks be tendered to Mayor John M. Fletcher for the
courteous manner in which he has presided
The Committee

mending

the meetings of the Aldermen and
Common Council during the past year.
In the Board of Municipal officers the bimonthly report of M. C. Hill, Tax Collector,
was received and referred to the next board
of municipal officers, as follows:
over

DR.

commitment from assessors_$59,996.81

supplemental

tax.

14.85

$60,011.66
t’R.

By cash paid city treasurer.$38,755 01
1 per cent, commission.
391 46
collected
$39,146.47
abatements by assessors.
336.24
4 per cent, discount on taxes_
1,333 54

Total

“2
allowed by City Government,
Belfast Water Co. tax....

113 41
614 25
3.00

Watering trough.

41,846.91
Balance due. 18,164 75
following election clerks were appointed to lill vacancies: Ward 1, ,1. F. Wilson, E. P. Giles; Ward 2, Jolm DollolT.
The

At the

j

adjournment

of the

meeting Mayor

Fletcher invited the City Council to a supper at the Windsor Hotel, of which a report
is given iu another column.

year.
MARSHAL'S

REPORT.

Whole number of arrests, 4b, divided as
follows: drunkenness, 29; vagrancy, 9; assault. with intent to kill and murder and assault and

battery,
frau

2 each ;

cheating by false
latently procuring entertain-

pretenses,
malicious mischief and assault, with
to rape, 1 each.
Whole number of
vagrants bulged in the lockup upon application and discharged without trial, 122. The
Marshal’s financial report is as follows:

ment,
intent

of

night police..§1000

Services of Sunday po ice.

00
104 00
193.28

lockup.

80.81

Expenses of police alarm.
Services of special police and repairs
to

Total.§1378

Collected and paid into treasury....

vate in the

Twenty-Sixth Maine Infantry,

and went to the front. He was soon promoted to First Lieutenant of Co. I of that
Regiment.
Iu March of the next year he was

promoted for bravery to Captain of Co. B of
the Twenty-Sixth. He was mustered out
Oct. 17, 1863. In March, 1864, he again enlisted and was made Captain of the Coast
Guards, in which he served to the end of
the

war.

eral years ago and spent three years in Louisiana and Mississippi as a contractor on

Mrs.

shipcarpenter work.

He was a member of
the Common Council of Belfast in 1871, '72
and ’73, and of the Board of Assessors in
1891. He was contractor for the
support of
the poor for one term. Mr. Edgecomb always
stood well before his fellow men. He was
honest, industrious and companionable. He

Albert

recently from

home

Maude Gammans left yesterday
friends in Boston and elsewhere.

to

Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey left last Thursday for
visit of several weeks in Boston and Low
ell.
a

Julia Cook returned to Boston last
a vacation of three weeks at

Miss

Thursday after

was

home.

differences never interfered with his friendships. He was quite prominent in the
Grange and a regular attendant at the meetings. He leaves a wife, Sarah, daughter of
James Paul, two sous, Herbert W. and

returned
Boston.

Miss
visit

was a

life-long Democrat, and although he
ever ready to uphold his
belief, political

Gammaus
visit in

a

Mrs.

Arnold and daughter Milfriends in Camden the past

Wn

A.

dred visited
week.

On his return from service he again enterMrs. Joseph L. Havner went to Milo
ed the old firm, in which he continued until
Junction yesterday t<> visit her daughter,
on
his
election as sheriff, he sold Percy S., ami one
1878, when,
daughter, Mrs. \ J. Pot- Mrs. Kennedy.
out.
At the close of his term of office as
tle. The funeral was held at his late home
MissMaiyC. Hubbard ofWiuterport. hast
sheriff in 1888 he again bought into the same on Miller street
ifomlay afternoon, Uev. J
been elected an active member of the Maine
business, but his former partners had ret.ir- ! F. Tilton officiating. There was a large atGenealogical Society.
ed and the firm became Baker & Shales. He
tendance of relatives, neighbors and friends.
Wm. F. Nutt was in this city Friday and
sold his interest to his partner, L. T. Shales, The dowers were numerous ami
beautiful.
Saturday .11 the interest of the Fidelity
in July, 18iK), and soon after bought into the
Rupture Cure Co. of Fairfield.
Belfast Livery Co., in which he remained j
Atwood J. Hanson of East Belfast died
a short time.
He has been identified with
Sumner iothrop arrived Saturday evensuddenly last Thursday while at work in
and with his wife, who has been visiting
many enterprises iu the city and county; j
the woods. He started out in the morning ing
was President of the
here, left f.>r New York Monday.
Unity Creamery Co., of to cut
his dinner with
firewood,
taking
the Leon Sarsaparilla Co. of Belfast, and a
Joseph A. McKeen left Thursday 11 search
him. Shortly after noon other choppers at
stockholder in other patent medicine comwork in an adjoining lot noticed that they of employment. He will go to M01 tana unin
the
Belfast
Water Co., the con- had not
panies,
heard Mr. Hanson’s axe for some less he finds work in some eastern city.
tract having been entered into while he was
time, and went over to learn the cause. He
County Commissioner F. A. Cusi man ol
mayor; and was interested iu many other was found
lying in the snow dead having MontviHe was in town yesterday, having
industries and
enterprises. The water apparently died almost
instantly. Mr. Han- nearly recovered from his recent accident.
works at Pittsfield were built under his
j son was a native of Belfast, and worked in
President G. 0. Chase of Bates College
superintendence. He was a director of the early life ina hardware store in
Boston, and came so Belfast Monday to attend the funeral
company which published the Belfast City
later in Philadelphia. He spent several
of his life-iong friend, Capt. Charles Baker
Press, a weekly newspaper, and later one of years in California in the
mines, and rethe proprietors of the Belfast Age. He was
Charles F. Ginn and Joseph R. Mears atturned to Belfast about twenty years
ago,
the meeting of the trustees of the
fond of horses and usually had one or more since
which time he has worked at fishing, tended
good ones. Whatever he undertook was en- gardening, etc. He was unmarried and had North port Campmeeting Association in Bantered into with a vim, whether it was a bus- lived since his return with his
gor yesterday.
sister, Rosina
iuess or a political affair or one of social enMisses Clara ami Milly Tap ley called on
Hanson. The funeral was held Sunday
joyment. He was ready for any emer- afternoon, Rev. C. H. Wells
friends in Belfast Saturday, while on their
officiating.
that
gency
might arise, from clearing the
way home to Brooksvilie for a short vacaharbor of ice to building sewers, and in the
tion from Orange, Mass., where they have
Mr. George, Bailey of Knox, Me., died
latter work demonstrated that local labor is
March 1st, aged 58 years and 7 days. He positions as teachers in the public schools.
superior to that imported from Italy.
leaves a wife and one son, four brothers and
Mrs. John 11. Quimby and Miss Lousie.
He was always active in politics, in early
three sisters, who will sadly miss the kind Ilazeltine went to Portland
Tuesday to atyears as a Republican but latterly a Greencompanionship of a father and brother. Mr. tend the Tauuahauser performance t v the
backer and Democrat. In 1800 he was electBailey was esteemed by all who knew him Damrosck Ellis Opera Co. They returnee
ed County Treasurer, which office he held
for his honesty and kindness. Mr. Warren yesterday accompanied
by Mr and Mr- W
three years, and was Sheriff of Waldo coun- Gordon of
Knox officiated at the, funeral. II. Quimby, who have been em u t sever
ty from 1878 to 1882, inclusive. In 1870 he
From the verses by Myra Wentworth Emerweeks.
was the Democratic candidate for
Congress son read at the funeral we quote the followAn exchange tells an •: .t
t
from this district. In municipal politics he
ug st.ory
ing appropriate lines:
tlit* kindness of John A Mac.-, a well kuowu
was also active
He was a member of the
No need had he that man .should pray
conductor on the M. C. K. R., to sick ami
Common Count il iu 1872, and President of
His works will witness bear,
John comes honestly
helpless passengers
Board; was Chief Engineer of the Fire De- So poor and weak the words men say,
His life had been a prayer.
by that trait, for a kinder man never lived
partment in 1878, ’74 and 75; and Mayor of
than h.s father, the late John A. Mace, for
the city in 1880.
The funeral <>f Benj. G. llerriek. whose i so many years
conductor on the Belfast
In the secret societies he was a worker,
sudden death was reported las; week, was branch.
in
the
especially
military branches of the held Friday afternoon from he home of
F. A. Tuttle arrived in tin* city yesiv-nlav
Masons ami Odd Fellows.
He was a men;
Stephen G. Bicknell, Pearl stieet, Rev. J. ami lias accepteda position in F. A. Coi.ant's
her of Phienix Lodge, tin* Chapter, Council
F. Tilton otliciatang.
jewelry store. Mr. Tuttle comes from Bosand Comtuandery of Masons, and Waldo
ton where he has had large experience in the
! all kinds if
manufacture and repairing
Lodge, the Encampment and Canton of the
Mrs. Josephine Connor, wife of James jewelry, so now Santa Barbara people will
Odd Fellows. He was also a member of
Connor of Pittsfield, died March I’d after a be able to have their watches all keeping
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. It. He was
perfect time, their diamonds properly set
long and painful illness with cancer of the and
everything in tin* sane- one dom- nt
for many years an active member of the
58
Mrs.
Connor
was
stomach, aged
years.
accordance witli t-lu* style of the Huh e! t he
temperance societies; was a Past Chief the
l
inverse.
of
Gideon
Wells
of
[Santa Barbara, Cal. I»
daughter
Clinton,
Templar of the Good Templars, in which the noted cattle
News, Feb.
buyer, auil since her marorder one lodge, iu North port, was named riage, ::s years ago, had resided in Pittslield,
j after him. During their day he was a mem- whereinshe and her husband have been foreRepublic an Nominal ions
most
materially aiding the prosperity of
ber of the Sons of
and

220.30

Net balance.§1171.73

City Marsha

REPORT

OF

THE

CHIEF

ENGINEER.

The force of the Fire Department consist?
of 75 men, classed as fellows: 1 chief engineer, 2 assistant engineers, 3 captains, 4 foremen, and 05 hose aud ladder men. The department has responded to 0 alarms of fire,
Apr. 25, Apr. 27, Sept. 9, Jan. 20, Feb. 28 aud
Mar. 5.
The causes as near as can be ascertained are as follows: Marshall
house,
Northport ave., unknown; F'rost house,
Bridge St., defective chimney; Houston
lumber pile, High St unknown"; Whitcomb
house, Cedar street, unknown; Coombs
house, Northport ave., unknown; Kuowlton
house, Citypoiut, defective chimney. The
estimated loss was §13,215 00; insurance,
§8,550.00; total loss, §4,005 00.
The apparatus of tfie department consists
of two hand engines in good working order,
three hose reels and one hook and ladder
truck. There are 1,800 feet of good hose,
800 feet of fair hose and 1 Fiastman deluge
set aud nozzle.
I would recommend that the present pay
of the firemen be the same for the next
year. Also that the city buy 800 feet of
hose; that a concrete floor be laid in the
hose room, aud other repairs be made. I
would recommend that the department be
strengthened by a horse hose wagon aud a
fire alarm system of six boxes; and the
appointment of tire police to serve at lires
only. 1 wish to extend to the members of
the department my sincere thanks for their
able support; also to the police department,
and Committee on tire department for favors
received.
I. T. Clough,

following reports

ordered

on

Chief Engineer.
presented and

were

file:

CITY

News

the

of

Granges.

Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, has elected
Bert Smith master in place of E. E. Clements, deceased.

The young people of Frederick Ritchie
Grange. Waldo, will give an entertainment,
to he followed by a dance Friday evening, |
Mar. 11th, at the Grange hall.
Seaside Grange had a needle-threading
contest for the brothers last Saturday evening. The time was •"> minutes, and the conresulted as follows: Asa Sholes threadE. M. \hinningham, 0;
11; Bert Black,
J. W. Wallace, 0; H. J. Chaples, 2; Dr. L.
test

09

I’pon examination o' the records I nd,
aud am pleased to report, that there have
been less convictions for drunkenness in the
last 0 months in the year than there were in
the first, and that the police force have had
less duties on that account.
It also gives
me pleasure to report that from my observation and experience the establishment
of the police alarm has been a step in ttie
right direction and that the system is >f
B. O. Norton,
great value to the city.

The

1856, when he moved to Bowdoinham. In
1851) he came to Belfast and bought into the
“mutual store,” the firm being Woods, Mathews & Baker, aud continued in that business until 1862, when he enlisted as a
pri.

Sylvanus Tinckham Edgecomb died SatPERSONAL.
urday morning, March 5th, after an illness
of seventeen
A. A. Knight went to Boston Monday for
months, aged 71 years, 7
months and 11! days. He was born in Hart- a short visit.
ford, Oxford county, Maine, and was a son
John Martin of Appleton visited friends in
of Aaron and Sally Tinckham
Edgecomb. Belfast yesterday.
He came to Belfast forty years ago ami has
Capt. R. W. Warren went to Cauiden
followed the combined occupations of shipon l usiness.
carpenter and farmer. He went South sev- Monday

■

CITY

Salary

Capt. Charles Baker died at his home on
Congress street last Friday morning, after a
long illness. He was born in Gilmantown,
N. H., Feb. 4, 1831. When he was about 2
years old his parents moved to Bangor aud
thence to Unity, where he lived until about

death
lot in

The City Treasurer was authorized to
transfer from the refunding account to the
contingent fund account the sum received
as profit ou sale of bonds of the issue of
Nov. 15, 1897,
The City Clerk was instructed to record
in a book to be kept for that purpose all
bonds of the issue of Nov. 15, 1897, giving
the date of delivery and amount of bonds,
said record to be made from time to time,
whenever any bonds are delivered to Parson, Leach & Co., the parties who have contracted to purchase said bonds.
The annual financial report of the School
Committee was presented, showing the
transactions of the department for the year,
substantially as given in the City Treasurer’s report. The few discrepancies caused
by the reports covering slightly different
periods of time are readily explained.
The School Committee made its annual
recommendation for appropriations, which
was referred to the next City Council, as
follows:
General school purposes:

To

Obituary.

v

er, which will be found in our advertising
columns.
F. A. Griffin, Sexton West Belfast, reports
two interments in that cemetery, which are
also included in the report of the City Sexton.

Thte Board met for organization Mar. 30,
1897, Dr. A. O. Stoddard was elected president, and Dr. S. W. Johnson, secretary and
health officer. The board lias held three
meetings during the year. There have beeu
reported 2 cases of diphtheria and 1 of typhoid fever. There were 2 deaths from
diphtheria, and three recoveries. The patients were quarantined and no one was permitted t<» euter or leave the premises until
two weeks after the last patient had recovered. The typhoid patient recovered. In
both instances the bouses were thoroughly
disinfected and fumigated after the complete recovery of the patients. All the cases
were conlined to the houses where the disease broke out.
The infection both of the
diphtheria and typhoid were brought from
otlier cities.
No eases of tuberculosis or
scarlet fever have been reported. Three
nuisances have been reported and eleven
have been abated. There are several who
have been called upon late in the season
who promised to enter the sewer the coming

the 25

NUMBER 10.

name,

cemetery.]
The report of James Pattee. City Treasur-

REPORT.

At the beginning of the year there were six
suits pending in the S. J.
Court, viz: Howard F. Mason, collector, vs. Belfast Hotel
Co.; same vs, Ralph C. Johnson; Belfast vs.
Mrs. A. D. McKeeu; John G. Brooks et
al.,
executors, vs. city of Belfast and heirs of
Mary E. Southworth; Howard F. Mason vs.
aries.$1477.36 Joanna Brewster; and same vs. Isabella
Highway. 449.83 Harris. The suit first above named was
entered in the Law Court in Bangor, at the
Fire Department. 1302.40
last June term and is still peuding. In the
108 53
Library.
School contingent.
11.98 second action, having become satisfied that
it could not be maintained, a non-suit was
7.94
Repairs and insurance.
entered. In the third and fourth actions
General school purposes.
213 30
above named decisions have been rendered
Free text books..
61 81
adverse to the city. The fifth has been setTotal.$3(538 15 tled. The sixth is an action to recover a
tax on real estate for the year 1895; there
The bill of I). H. Wagner for damage to
having been no personal service of the writ,
his sleigh by reason of alleged defect in the
notice
publication has been ordered and
highway was referred to the City Solicitor. given. by
The third and fourth were disposed
The Committee on Highways reported on
so
far
as the attorney’s duties are conof,
the claim of the heirs of David Gilmore for
before the beginning of the present
allowance on account of a watering trough cerned,
year. The suits now pending in which the
that the trough is not in condition to use.
city is interested are Mason, collector, vs.
The report was accepted.
Belfast Hotel Co. aud same vs. Isabella
The bill of It. H. Moody for medicine, etc.,
Harris, above named, and Mason, collector,
was referred to the Finance Committee.
vs. I'ettee, all being suits for taxes; Belfast
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
Water Co. vs. the city of Belfast, this being
an action to recover rental for two hydrants
The Committee on Finance reported that
on
examined
Vine street; also au action, William F.
have
the
accounts
they
books,
and vouchers of the City Treasurer, and
Triggs vs. John Sylvester and city of Belfind that the same are correctly stated and
fast, trustee, an appeal by Mr. Triggs from
properly added, and vouchers have been the Police Court to be entered at the April
presented which verify the accounts and term of the S. J. Court aud will be in order
payments, leaving a balance in the treasury for trial at that term. There has been but
of $4,250.51.
Also find deposited in the
one lot of real estate sold on a judgment
Peoples National Bank to the credit of the for taxes during the past year, although
to
interest
due
Feb.
city
coupons
pay
15, four others are now advertised to be sold on
189*8, and those of earlier date, $15,728 00. the 12th inst. unless settled before the time
They tind outstanding orders on the Treas- i appointed for the sale. There is one case
urer's books of $515 50. They have cancelpending in Piscataquis county in which the
lev! orders by cutting Mayor’s signature
city is the nominal defendant, viz: /. B.
therefrom, have examined coupon account Knight et al., vs. City of Belfast, substanof city bonds ami have destroyed by burntially an action to recover for pauper supThe deing interest coupons amounting to $40,- plies furnished to one Pearson.
fense to this suit has been assumed and will
001 00.
have
received
and
cancelled
They
$1,000 bond No. 10, issue of Aug. 15,1882, aud be carried on by the contractor for the supissued bond No. 70 dated Nov. 1, 1895 to report of the poor, according to the terms of
place it, and deposited $125 00 in the Belfast his contract, without expense to the city.
Geo. E. Johnson, City Solicitor.
Savings Bank for payment, when surrendered, of a $100 bond, issue of 1882, thus comCITY PHYSICIAN’S REPORT.
the
of
that
pleting
refunding
issue; total
$118,100. They have examined all the bonds To tlie Mayor, Aldermen and Common
of 1882, and destroyed them by burning,
Council of the City Belfast:
thereby releasing 5,000 shares of the B. & M.
L. lv. R. stock held by the trustees who
I herewith submit my report for the year
have relinquished all claim thereon. The ending March 1, 1898: Whole number of pais
Clarence
tients
O.
Charles
report
signed by
treated, 22; number of calls made, 3b;
Poor,
\V Frederick and Frank R. Wiggin, Finance
number of calls at office, 49; number of nonCommittee. It. was referred to the next residents treated, 1; number of visits to nonE. L. Stevens,
residents, 3.
City Council.
The follow ing reports of officers were preCity Physician.
sented and referred to the next City CounREPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.

M-rtie

is

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 1898.

ed

W. Hammons, 2;
Nickerson, 0; Dr.

brother withdrew

Hills, 2;
Stevens, 0.

Dr. Isaac
A.

T.

Win.
One

the needles (as we expected) were very small. The grange conferred the first degree on four candidates.
Next Saturday evening there will be a proand

gram,

a

as

wood-sawing

contest

by

five !

sisters.
Next Saturday evening Comet Grange of
Swanville will present the popular comedy,
“Me an’Otis,” written by Rev C. H. Wells
of Belfast, before be left college.
Following
is the cast:
Dick Davis,
Albert T. Mudgett
Byron Makepeace Thornton,
Albert D. Moody
Otis Tewksbury,
Albert S. Nickerson
Otis B. Patterson
Reginald Thomas,
Sam Scullyun,
Herbert Maddocks
Florence Follott,
Miss Celia Nickerson
ltosilla Tewksbury,
Miss Ethelyn Moody

Sophronia Ruggles,

Louise Cunningham

Miss

Betty Tewksbury,
Mrs.

Hattie F. M. Phillips

Admission to hall 10 cents.

Progress Grange, Jackson, at their
meeting adopted the following resolu-

£tar of
last
tions

;

Whereas, the hand of death has again enour ranks and removed our
worthy
brother, Abram L. Eastman,
Resolved, That we, the members of this

tered

C range,

a fond remembrance of
while we are called to
mourn our loss here on earth we feel he has
entered that Grange above wiiere pain or
cur

ever

cherish

brother, and

death

never come.

Resolved, That we tender our dear sister
sincerest sympathy, and may she be
cheered in her lonely home by the thought
that in our fraternity she will ever find
friends, and may she ever trust in that Alwise Being who doeth all things.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the widow ; also be put on our
records and sent to the county papers for
our

publication.

SEXTON’S

Elma Fletcher, ) Com.
Anna Gould,
V on
U. L. Mudgett,
Res.

REPORT.

Since March 15, 1897, at which time I was
elected Sexton and Superintendent of Grove
Cemetery, I have taken part in the disposition of 90 bodies, and hereby submit the following report:
Number died in the city, 71. Of this number 39 were males and 32 females. Hy ages:
3 were between 90 and 100 years; 10 between
80 and 90; 13 between 70 and 80; 10 between
00 and 70; 5 between 50 and 00; 0 between
40 and 50; 2 between 30 and 40: 5 between 20
and 30; 3 between 10 and 20; 1 between 5 and
10; 2 between 1 and 5; 5 less than 1 year.
Number brought to the city for interment
25, 15 males and 10 females; 4 were between
80 and 90 years old ; 4 between 70 and 80; 0
between 00 and 70; 3 between 50 and 00; 1
between 40 and 50; 1 between 30 and 40; 4
between 20 and 30; 1 between 10 and 20; 1
less than one year.
Of the 90 deaths 20 resulted from heart
disease; 11 from paralysis: 8 each from consumption and bowel trouble; 0 each from
apoplexy, kidney trouble and cerebral congestion ; 5 from pneumonia; 4 each from old
age and drowning; 3 from cancer; 2 each
from diphtheria, influenza and general debility; 1 each from la grippe, phthisis, epistaxis, rheumatism, marasmus, gangrene, diabetes, insanity and cerebral tumor.
Number interred in Grove Cemetery, 57;
carried out of town, 12; Head of the Tide
Cemetery, 1; Pitcher cemetery, 1; now in
receiving tomb, 25; total, 90.
James F. Fernald, Sexton.

)

At

the last meeting of

Grange
adopted

the

following

Morn ing Light
resolutions were

:

Whereas our Heavenly Father in his infinite wisdom has again seen tit to enter our

order

and

lake from

its midst

one

of

our

much esteemed charter members, Benjamin
A. Curtis; therefore,
Resolved, That we in honor of the chosen
dead keep sacred the memory of our departed brother, who has joined an order where
the ties of its fraternal communion will
never

be severed.

Resolved, That we extend to the grieved
family, while in the gloomy hours of affliction, our heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved, That these resolutions be placed
on record, printed in the Bangor
Weekly
Commercial, The Republican .Journal, and a
copy sent to the bereaved family.
Resolved, That we drape our charter in
mourning for thirty days.
Hodgdon C. Buzzkll, J
Jebfbirson Nealey,
Wilder S. Parker,
Monroe, March 5,1898.
Elmer M.
to

Coombs left

Montana, after

Waldo and Belfast.

by Thomas Gurney

of

Committee

Mondavi to

visit of

a

[

J

a

return

few weeks in

He was atcompained
the Head of the Tide.

Temperance

Temple

of Honor.
He married
survives

him.

Aurilla Carle of Unity, who

They

hail

no

children,

but

young womeu to whom
they have stood in the place of parents.
These are Fannie Carle Barker, now Mrs.
Fred Storms of Rochester, N. V., and Nellie
Harmon, now Mrs. Roland Carter of Boston.
The funeral was held at liis late residence
Monday forenoon at 11 o’clock. There was
a large attendance of business men, neighbors, Grand Army men and others, all of
made

home for two

a

whom felt that

they

were

paying

their last

respects to one whose life has been closely
identified with the best interests of our
city. Rev. J. M. Leighton performed the
funeral ceremony, and Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, in uniform, acted
as escort.
The bearers were Sir Knights
G. P.

Lombard, H. L. Kilgore, Albert

C.

Ausel Wardswortb. The floral
Burgess
offerings were simple but beautiful and included emblematic pieces from the various
ami

organizations of which he was a member,
and many offerings from relatives and
friends. The Hags on the Memorial building,
Odd Fellows Block and Masonic Temple
were set a* half mast during the day
Hiram W.

Trundy died

Commercial street

last

at

his home

Friday

on

morning,

He had been
but was not
immediate danger.

very suddenly of hemorrhage.
in poor health for some time,

considered

to

be

in

Thursday evening be lay upon a lounge
until about 11 o’clock, and then got up to
prepare for bed. Shortly after he was taken
with severe bleeding and passed away at
half

past Lb Mr. Trundy was a native of
Dover, Maine, and learned the carriage

maker’s

trade, working

first in

Searsmont,

and afterwards with Treadwell <& Mansfield
in Belfast. He served during the war as a
private in Co. E, of the twentieth Maine
Infantry. After the Hrm of Treadwell &
Mansfield went out of business he worked
with Frank Perkins awhile and then started
in the

carriage repairing business for himwhich he continued as long as his
health would permit. In 1851 he married
Jane Hutchings of Isles boro, who survives
him, with two sons, Charles and Lewis. Of
his father’s family of fourteen but one remains, Otis Trundy of Week’s Mills, Maine.
Mr. Trundy was an honest and industrious

self,

in

man, ami for many years

was

active in

re-

ligious aud temperance work. He was a
member of Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A.
It., and was its chaplain for many years.
The funeral was held at his late home Sunday afternoon, ltev. G. G. Winslow officiating. The Grand Army Post escorted the remains

ings

to the

were

esteem in

cemetery.

The

floral

offer-

simple, but spoke volumes of the
which the departed was held by

those who knew him best. The flowers included a mound from the Grand Army, a
basket of flowers from the Relief Corps, a
bouquet from the Sons of Veterans, bouquets of pinks aud lilies from Mary McLennan and Louise Johnson, a sheaf of wheat
from Addie S. Condon, and a bunch of roses
from Wesley J. Bailey. Mrs. Trundy and
her sons feel deeply grateful to the comrades of the Grand Army, the ladies of the
Relief Corps aud other friends for kindnesses
shown.

community. Beginning when both wenyoung, with no capital, she assisted her husband to make their position in wealth and
inlluence, prominent m this section of the
Mrs. Connor was beloved by everyState.
body who knew her, and Pittslield in her
death
loses a consistent Christian lady,
whose charitable nature and philanthropic
deeds were well-known and appreciated n
that and surrounding towns. She was one
of the first members of the I’niversalist
church of Pittsfield and had always been an
active and efficient worker in upbuilding
that church. She is survived by her husband aim two children, Hiram B. Connor,
living m Pittslield, and Blanche Puslior,
wife of the cashier of the Pittsfield National
Bank.
that

Mr. A. Thomas Robinson, a prominent
citizen of Alameda, Calif., who died Feb.
loth, was a native of Montville. Mr. Robinson went to California in 1852, and engaged
in wool growing, meeting with success in all
his

undertakings.

He

is

reported

to

be

worth nearly $1,(XX),000. He was a man of
tine business abilities, and a public spirited

and

useful citizen
His death was caused
by asthma. He was 08 years of age. lie
was one of a family of eight children, and
bis is the first death to occur among tln-rn.
He leaves a wife and four children— three
sons
and one daughter.
He leaves one
brother, Mr. Moses Robinson of Santiago,
Calif., and six sisters—Mrs. S. K. Macomber and Mrs. L. 1). Carver of Rockland;
Mrs. Mary Lancaster of Alameda, Calif.;
Mrs. Abbie Jones of Santa Cruz, Calif. ; Mrs.
Jane Thompson of Albion; Mrs. Cunningham of Ellsworth. Mrs. Carver is now on
her way to California.

Margaret, widow of the late Henry Laue
Vinalhaven, died Feb. 2d. Two'years ago
she had a slight shock, but rallied and had
been quite well until Feb. 20th, when she

of

Candidates

Repuhli

The

a

Benj. and Mary Smith and
was born April 11, 18dt5.
She was a woman
whom everybody loved and a devoted wife
and mother, always cheerful and making all
around her happy by her thoughtful care.
She leaves an only daughter, Mrs. L. A.
Coombs, to mourn her loss.

wife and two sons, and his family will
have universal sympathy on account, of this
unfortunate affair.
Mr. Conant bad been
out of business for some time.
He came to
Portland several years ago from Viualhaven,
and his body was taken there for burial.
a

of

nns

last week

:t

ihe

o\

1 1th.

Belfast

held

then

and

caususes

Tbursdav

evening. The general caucus for nominating a candidate for Mayor and the ward
caucuses of wards 1,2 and 2 were held Findu\ evening.
In the general caucus Aiderman C. O
Poor presided ami Charles |\
Ilazeltine was secretary. Janos H. llow.s
moved the nomination of Mayor John M
Fletcher by acclamation, which was carried,
mid a recess was then taken that wards 1. 2
and 2

might

hold their

caucuses.

In ward

ballot was taken on second Come illiian, am) there candidates were voted for
In ward 2 three were ballots for Alderman
and one Councilman. Ward 2 had the largtwo

est

a

ever held there, and all the offiballoted for down to constable.
All other iionmations throughout the city
caucus

cers

were

were

by

acclamation.

Following

are

the

ward tickets nominated
FOR ALUKKMKN.

Ward 1 Clarence O. Poor,
*2—Feudal T. Shales,
d—Richard T. Rankin,
4— Robert F. Rush,
5— 1\ Dexter Guptill.
FOR

eoi'NCILMKN.

Ward 1—Charles W. Frederick,
William K. Keene,
2 —William R. Ford,
Marcellus R. Knowlton,
d— Cyrus E. Tibbetts,
Janies W.

Burgess,

•1—George F. Mayhew,
Richard W. Woodbury

of

Joseph S. Conant, aged 54 years, living
with his son on Sherman street., Portland,
committed suicide Wednesday morning,
March 2d, by cutting bis throat. The cause
was undoubtedly temporary insanity or extreme mental depression. Mr. Conant leaves

lor

Mareh

Wards 1 and 2 held their

was stricken with another shock and was
unconscious uutil the end. Deceased was a

daughter

\..(c«l

ion

placed m nominafull ticket in each ward of the city

caucuses,

tion

In*

In

Heel

I

5—Harvey

H. Smalley,
Edward F. Carrow.

FOR

SCHOOI. COMMITTER.

Janies H H->wes.
‘2—George G. Winslow,
d—William A. Mason,
•1
Foretto Hay ford,
f>- George J. Grottou.

Ward 1

FOR

CON STARl. KS.

Ward 1—George \V Frisbee,
'2—John W Know lion,
d— Alexander D. Smalley,
■1
William H Skinner,

.r»—Elroy
FOR

P. M

:

Iciels

WARDENS.

Ward 1

Robert Waterman,
2— William Ji. Wight,
d—Charles T. French,
1
Ephraim W Wiley,
5—Albert. (>. Hall.
—

Transfers

in

Heal

Estate.

FOR

The follow ing transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March d,
Howard
M. Moore, Frankfort, to Jeremiah Clark,
Monroe, land in Frankfort. Irvin M. Luce
Merrimac, to Charles W. Barnes, Waldo;
laud and buildings in Waldo. Joseph H.
Carleton, Winterport, to Willis J. Carleton,
do.; land in Winterport. James S. Blather,
Unity, to Susan C. Rand, do.; land in Unity.
Jos. B. Richards, Lincolnville, to Mary J.
Oliver
Potter, do.; land in Lincolnville.
Thurston, Burnham, to Al/.ada Thurston,
do.; laud and buildings in Burnham.
Benj. Mixer, Searsmont, to Don C.

Thomas, Camden;

land

buildings
Pumroy, Monroe,
ami

in

Searsmont. Annie C.
to
J. C. Thompson & Sou, Belfast, land in
Waldo. Eri A. Small, Burnham, to Maud
Niles, do.; land and buildiugs iu Burnham.
Fannie B. Brown, Searsmont, to Ulysses (».
Brown, do.; land in Searsmont.

Ward 1
2

—

—

WARD CLERKS.

Percy R. Follett,
.fames 1>. Tucker,

-Benjamin F. Wells, Jr.,
Merriam,

1—Eli C.

5—Albert C. Mosman.

Clakkk Coknkk, Prospkct. Among the
arrivals March 1st was a son to Mr. ami
Mrs. C. II. Gross.. .Lena Littlefield of
Frankfort is the guest of Miss Hannah
Clarke_Manley Clarke was at the Corner

Sunday.... Mrs. S. Boyd is gaining slowly.
....Mrs. Dell Harding as quite poorly...
George \V. Clarke, formerly of this place,
now a resident of California, has gone to
Klondike.

His

wife has returned to Pros-

father’s, Mr. Ira Ward... Dr
J. S. Cole of Swanville was at the Corner
last week... .Abbott Campbell and son of

pect

to

her

Wiuterport were at the corner last week
with their large team-Mr. and Mrs. William Clarke of the village were at the Corner last week calling on friends.

Editorial

Our Washington Letter.

Notes.

Wheat sold m Chicago the other day at
oo. and it was not the result of the free
coinage of silver, either.

Washington,

1

has

licaMin

iu the United States

gold

The stock of

reached in round

now

Voters who

num-

Feb. 28, 1898.
be asked to

fusion arrangement

consent to

a

they will
Congress

be

compelled
not.

men

Sereet

to

by

fusion scheme

ing th•• past year.
>ry an, ( bail man Jones
and theii ] olitieai associates decided to
abandon tin- tariff issue altogether and

!

office

to

out

ing

ing

an,i

ONE ENJOYS

Wyoming Republicans have decided
to abandon the free-coinage-of-silver proposition which they inseited in their State
platt'oi ms in the last two campaigns and
plant themselves squarely upon the St.
I.ouis platform
The advance in Wyoming wools and in farm prices generally has
even

that section of the country.

iu

Nilver bullion took another tumble in
the markets

the world the other day ou
the announcement that Russia had comf

hei

pleted

plans for lici

financial

new

s/siem, under whi, h silvci hereafter is to
be pun-based and us«-i only for "Subsidiary
Llie latest quotations in \ew

itu

rn.uk

York

ess

!

on

cembei 4.

’•

lb

on

it

binary t:l
tendency.

ward

4, with

was

a

and that members of

lie House

are

to

be

down-

appeals of Jones,
v hi. h they urge the people of the

1

ii

in behalf of free silvei.

!

■

the

in

ami

their

iatos.

J;

seems

t■,

plaintive appeal

this

.i:.-:

.ally determining just what
:

..

is

.■

:u.

i.i ■"h

1

veil

e<

1

■mbinati'-n

lie pep'* to
of free silvei.

|.. rt

Ui go t

name

1’lie

1

liglt s>, who
ii:‘-mbe; s *f h gisla<

to

the

■

lev-

sacied

Iv

Im-

<

j!i>..

;■ t•

t uie.x,

they

1

e

example

when

the

this country have set

in

which
in the

fanners

utilizing

of

their

surplus money in paying off debts is betig followed, perhaps involuntarily, by the
great enterprises whose securities were
largely held abroad. The enormous trade
balances in

oui

largely

being

favor of tlie past year are
settled by the return of

American securities for payment instead
of sending gold to settle the balance as
has

been

formerly

the

custom.

Governorship.

Kansas.

This

the part of European money
lenders is believed to be due to the con-

change
stant

on

agitation

the silver leaders and

of

v:

its

caii M-fun

largely given
Democrats being

is

Jersey, and utlmis, are
make Chief Justice I'arke. of
Y.iik (he candidate of the Deino-

New

19imj, to the exclusion < :
ficc-silvei men as Bryan,
other Western and Southern
the nomination.
Justice

ex::«-me

Bdi«'\

;ii.'

tsjiiiants
I'arke! h
he

an

poop

is to

a

o

n

man.

record

a

moderate silver

extremist, and the plan of

who

e

as

are

working

to

this end

shape the nomination and the plat-

form in

way as to relegate the silver questo a back seat upon the
platform,

tion

a

though

m

entirely

t

out

of view,

making

gov. timer t by injunction and other fads
of tins sort the cry with which to catch
the popular ear, abd omitting the tariff

eutiiely

li

on

manufactories of

to

the South

number of mills lias in180 in 1880 to 490 in 1898.
the number of looms from 14,000 in 1o80

creased from

115,000 n 1898, the number of spindles
from 607,000 in 1880 to 4,100,000 in 1898,
and the capital employed from *21,900
000 in 1880 to *125,000,000 in 1898.
Considering tl at this phenomenal growth of

to

nearly 700 per cent, has happened, practically all f it, under a protective tariff,
and that the prosperous condition of the
mill of that section to-day is enjoyed
law which applies in New
England, it is difficult for the low-tariff
oiatoi*. t<* make political capital out of the
same

fact that

tHe New England mill owners
found it necessary to reduce wages
because < 1 southern competition.

have

Iv.-.-iy day
l»»i

the

seems

t

ealamityites

make matters worse
who are proposing to

pool tin

issues in the coming Congrescampaign. First, wheat went up,
then the mills opened, and their

sional

opening

followed by an advance in farm products, tlier, wages increased, and now the

was

Ihugh'v law is biingiug in money enough
the running expenses of the Gov-

to meet

and getting ready to create a surI his is all very hard on the
people
who have insisted that
prices could not
advance without the free
coinage of silver,
tliat a protective tariff would not start
up
the mills or increase
wages or employment. and that the Dingley law would
ernment

plu*.

produce sufficient revenue to meet the
expenses of the Government.
It is unnot

fortunate for them that all this should
have happened before
election, but ex-

tremely lucky for the people, who will
thus escape being misled by a renewal of
the false assertions which these croakers
made in 1890, and have reiterated at
every
opportunity since that time.
Bears the

-r-

_^The

on

the

promises for the

ing

In this State the bosses
hard work to make the plan

as

the

Kind You Have Always Bought

j
j

very
with

Democrats and

with the

they,

show that the

undei the

fed

offices.

the issues to be discussed,

Recently published statistics relating
the rottoL

Populists,

*

and silver

|

ly

little,
a

are

ENCIENNES

I A< E

succeed,
Populists think

tion, with

woven on a

two

the

tween

largest

vote, are getting
while the silver Republicans,

are getting the
plums.
arrangements of the fusionist

bosses in
in.

now

Washington is to elect those
and they are insisting upon the

program.
Nebraska.
Alien, Populist, a signer,
is slated to succeed himself, and is one of
the men whom a special effort is being

I

and

Bryan
Allen's

colored
a

narrow

be

returned.

Maxwell, Stark,
Greene, signers, are to

return.

and

A Democrat is

slated for

Governor.
Nevada. Newlands,
who endorsed
the fusion paper, is to be returned.
North
Carolina.
Marion
Butler,

prayers.”

“Who’s doin’ to

acted

com-

having
Democrats, he

]

of course,dear.”
“Uncle William pwayV” said the baby,
with wide-eyed astonishment,and, springing up in the bed in vigor of her surprise,
“VV’y, I fawt. he was a Demokw'at?”

since with the
look to that party for fusion and
support next time.
Fowler, Strowd,
ever

must

CASTOR IA

Shuford, and Martin, Populists, signed
address, and are booked to return if
the Democrats can be assured of no Populist opposition in the
Republican dis-

For Infants and Children.

the

The Kind You Have

sfgnatnre

slight hope is
Roach, Demo-

the Senate,
He is another man
for whom Jones is
caring. The Populists
are to have the Governor and
member of
the House.

crat,

and

“baby

narrow

grounds,

The

Senatorsliip is promised
the Congressional
nominations to Vanderberg and
Martin,
Populists. The Governorship is also to
go to the Populists.
South Dakota.
Pettigrew, silver Republican, signer of two manifestoes, is
looking for his return two years hence.
Knowles and Kelley, Populists and
signers, are to be returned to the House, a
Populist Governor named, and a few minor

a

Democrat,

and

offices given the Democrats. There is

the Time

To purify yoiir blood with Hood
rilla. March, April, May are
months of the year.
At this
blood is loaded with impurities

s

Sarsapatrying

the

season

your

which have
accumulated during the winter, and these
impurities must be immediately expelled.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the One True Blood
luriner. It is the medicine which has accomplished many thousands of remarkable
cures of all blood diseases.
It is what millions take in the spring to build
up health
and ward off sickness.

Pill-osopliy.—There are pills and pills—
but Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills at 10 cents a

vial lead in demand. The
the phenomenal. Sluggish
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or
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on

Liver, ConstipaIrregular Bowels are the pr cursors
physical disorders. These little
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10 cents.—72.
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reverenced heroism at sea by sailors was,
in fact, more a matter of romance than
reality; that salvage, not philanthropy, is
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Bookkeeping, etc thor*
oughly taught BY MAIL
Our system of teaching gives actual
personally
daily experience in every branch of business, including
Banking. Merchandising. Commission, Insurance Transporta
tion. etc. Preparatory Department for backward students
\V
train for Practical work and always secure situations for won!
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses s nimts
enter any day
No vacations
Expenses moderate Font throw
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is ti take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
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send ten two cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand
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always keeps them. Get
bottle, and I know you'll be
all right when 1 come
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If you have ever tried Hale's Honey ..f
Horehounri and Tar you know what a
safeguard it is against throat and lung
troubles. Sold by druggists-
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loti’s Nervemie Pills
The

perhaps conspicuous

hut they only embellish the bright
pages of the history of marine bravery,
and indicate the almost habitual conduct
of their brethren when called upon to act
in behalf of humanity in distress. It cannot hut recall a thrill of universal admiration, of reverence, for those who rowed
through a heavy sea to tLe rescue of the
men, women and children from the fastsinking Veendam; for the sailors on tlie
Cushing who leaped into raging waters to
the rescue of Ensign
Breckinridge, and
for
those
who
on
Saturday went
promptly to the aid of a lad who broke
through the ice on tlie basin at League
Island Navy Yard, and for one in particular, who, as he was sinking, as he
thought, for the last time, had selt-forgetfulness sufficient to give words of encouragement to the boy lie sought to save.
These three acts, chronicled within a few
hours of each other, will
bring to tlie
memory the daring deeds which have frequently been recorded of others, and effectually efface from the mind any un-

a vast

Send all orders

popular

and

vor

up the

the moving spirit among them
when meeting ships in dire distress.
Doubtless there are isolated cases of selfishness or even inhumanity among those
who follow the sea for a calling when aid
is called for, but the long list of examples
of the highest form of heroism, of
forgetfulness of self, or philanthropy untinged
by sordid considerations, which the history of the marine, both merchant and
naval, furnishes, carries its own refutation of the charge and completely sustains those who regard a sailor as
among
the bravest of brave men. Within
twentyfour hours are chronicled two instances of
exalted heroism at sea, and one on the
Delaware river, to confound the reasoning of the writer of the magazine article
mentioned.
i lie perils of the sea are ever present to
those who sail in ships, and none know
how soon they may he wrecked or in distress and lived aid, and liiis tends to create
a bond of
sympathy between all sailors.
It is exceedingly rare to hear one refusing succor when it is urgently called for,
even
when there is no prospect of pecuniary reward. Cases like the rescue of
the people on the ill-fated steamer Veendam by tlie officers and crew of the St.
Louis, tlie pure heroism displayed by
those on tlie torpedo boat Cushing, in
risking almost certain deatli in their unavailing attempt to save the life of Ensign
Breckinridge, and tlie rescue in 1889 of
734 souls from tlie Denmark by those on

It

ir

complete, corresponding iu rank wi;h Whittaker's Almanac In Europe
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at back and front,
fastened to the shoulder part, and with
this style a short skirt is obligatory.

Missouri,
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time,
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ed materials are very effective, and on a
green and black corded ground, narrow
green brocaded ribbon is attached on the

deeds,

of

Now in

to

OitEGON.

to

Always Bought

or

and VILLACER

species of black silk lattice work. Among
lace effects, green lace stripes on dark blue

the

tricts of the State.
North Dakota. Some
entertained of re-electing

asked Hattie.

“Why,Uncle William,

Populist, chairman of the Populist National Committee, hopes to succeed himself
two years hence.
He was elected in
bination with Republicans, but

pway?”

guaranteed.

rows

heroism at Sea.

Surprised.

for all

woman,

50c TEAS and 30c

sheer silk founda-

of lace.

rows

second material

Health-

opinion and advice free.
She was

Democrats and forces fusion

Sutherland,

No

At the time of one of the late Presidential campaigns, when even children
caught the infection of politics, Hattie,
between 3 and 4 years old, accompanied
her mother upon a visit to some friends
in Michigan.
Upon the first evening in
the strange house, when Hattie’s hour
for going to sleep came, she was so excited it was difficult for her to compose herself.
At last her mother said:
“Hattie, dear, I am anxious that you
get quiet and go to sleep, because I want
to go downstairs and join in the evening

put forward to save, lu Nebraska there
is, owing to Bryan’s candidacy in 180*3,
something left of the Democratic party.
Jones’ position acts as a check upon Bryan
for

Herause

man or

ami

colored crepons s;n>w open work stripes,
alternating with puckered satin ribbon
stripes. A very slieei fabric has vows of

such great efforts to
through fusion.

No interest, in the things of life, or indeed
in any of life’s pleasures. Such is the daily
lament of thousands because of some disease,
the conditions being that of utter weakness
and prostration. The most skillful treatment is necessary for the cure of such diseases; the ordinary practitioner is not equal
to it. It is to Dr. Greene, .’>4 Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., the most successful physician
in the world in the cure of disease, to whom
you should write about your case. You can
consult him free, and he will write you his

small vote,

But the

Pleasure,

a first class

packed in airtight cartons, each containing
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exquisite material, composed of

an

so

No

hav-

ARE YOU OUT OF EMPLOYMENT?
We want to engage
Special Brand of

by
Taylor,
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ANY COLOR.

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duane Street, Sew York.

degrees.
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DYES

M2

OPERATION

The Cleanest. Fastest Dye for Soiled
or
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,
Ribbons. Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
No Muss. No Trouble.
Sold m All Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:

the well-known house of

of cream lace

Northern States the Democrats expect in
most cases the assistance of the Populist

distant futuie.

New

<>t

planning

to

plain stuff, and the

as a

shown

VAI

is

have themselves returned

This State

SOAP

Bilge Keels.

closely
Republicans. This is especial- front,
in the middle Western States, and in resembling the suit jacket.
EVERY STYLE OF FACE M A
RE SPITED
MiNNhsoTA.
Towne, silver Republi- i isolated districts efforts will he made to
in this season’s
!
millinery: as some hats
can, is to have the nomination in the sixth throw the Populists a sop in the way of !
are worn over the forehead and trimmed
district.
He was elected once as a Re- fusion upon a Populist nominee.
This is |
ar the
back; others have soft crowns
publican, bolted the party and was de- to be done only in the districts that are | high
laid m graceful curves and carried high
feated in Is'.G, and lias been
up
and
where
no
other
trying to get undoubtedly Populist,
at the left side; others have rather narrow !
back into office ever since.
The other j candidate of the silver forces can hope to
brims and turned up at the left side: then !
succeed.
The Populists are to be recogdistricts are to be divided
among silver
the monotonous “wreath effect” is
again
nized
where
their
votes
are
Republic ans. Populists and Democrats,
absolutely
The. silvei Republicans are to illustrated; then there are little colored
the Governorship is to goto a silver Renecessary.
satin braid bonnets set up cn Pompadour
publican, and the Senatorship to a Dem- receive recognition iu some of the mining
erat.
States and at the home of Chairman rolls, looking as if they ni ght tly away
but for narrow black velvet ribbon
Montana.
strings
Mantle, silver Republican, Towue, but above and beyond all is the
tied under the chin.
Jet combs attached
is to succeed himself in the
of
motive
the
whole
the
affair,
Senate, and underlying
to jet bonnets are quite a
novelty, and both
Hartman, silver Republican, is slated for re-election of those now in office, the
small or large hats are trimmed with a
his present place in the House.
Both are unity of the silver forces for the benefit
view to the comb effect
signers. The Democrats are promised of the bosses in Washington.
Verona Clarke.
the Governor, and the Populists minor

generally.

I* it hfi'dei stood that, the Eastern Demo1 its, head* d by Hill. Murpl v. (Joker,
Binitii

making

are

ONE

WASHES &. flYES

face, or on a purple, seeded ground are
Blue or light
tiny Nile green figures.
brown is auothci
1.aiming contrast, or
pale heliotrope is strewn with pink, fibrelike designs.

Harris, PopuIn the Southern States the Democrats are
Senate; Botkin,
as usual,
to the election maRidgeley, Peters, I trusting,
signers and Populists, I chinery to return Democrats. In the

and Simpson, all
are to continue in the House.

hi eh this agitation creates lest
they obtain control and through injudi< imis legislation reduce the value of Araertlx* feat

of them

A Democrat is promised the

in two years.
list. is to continue in the
^ incent, McCormick,

Senatorship

AT

embrace every stylish
color combination of the season, such as
minute brown figures on a pale green sur-

wants

|

for

WASHES

maypole"
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late advices

m

»*liiiigtoij that they got together
(mi;
the political pot-pie
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political
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The bilge keels lately fixed to the Cuu! aid steamers Campania and Lurania
by
the
Fairlield Shipbuilding and Kugineermore
absolutely safe and handsome than
have
iug Company
proved an unqualified
silk and wool mixtures; not liable to crush
success.
Previous to their adoption the
easily, always hanging well, and reflecting j vessels in bad weather inclined
to the
|
two soft color tones, varied by delicate
extent of 4d degrees; but now, with a
designs. These materials are economical- similar condition of the elements, the
in the end, as they do not require as much I movement is said to have been reduced to

j

really

iuteiests "t these

pvKonal

gontk-nun

are

can

NEW
STYLE

in dress fabrics are constantly coming up,
and for handsome costumes nothing is

|

coun-

the proper accessories.

are

NEW ATTRACTIONS

as the fusion candidates,
and in \
the fifth, sixth, and seventh, Populists; ! the came.
Utah.
Cannon, silvei Republican and
and the Governor also is to be given to that;
signer, is slated to succeed himself in the
; party, with complete fusion on the legislaSenate, and King, Democrat, in the
ture, Barlow and Castle, Populists, who House. While the silver bosses in
WashI uov. represent the sixth and seventh dis- ;
! ington agree on Cannon, it lias been a
iiiets. are signers of
address favoring
hard matter to make the Democrats agree
fusion.
as many ambitious Denu-erats
Coj.onai>o. There is no Senator to 1 upon him,
believe an out-and-out Democrat can be
elect, but theie in anc; e out for the place
and don't like to have Cannon
In the first district elected,
| two yeais lienee.
forced down their throats; but chairman
silver
and
in
the
liepublican,
| Miafroth,
.Jones has written a letter ordering the
| "ccond, Bell, Populist, n.e to be named Democrats to
support Cannon.
i fertile places the;* now hold.
Both are
Washington.
A Populist Governor,
signers.
The
:
Populists are to have the
is slated for the Senate, and
i Coverin'!, with a view to a silver I’epubli- Rodgers,
Lewis, Democrat, and Jones, silver Re1
can lor tie* ><*nate two
In
years hence.
for the House; the latter, with
this Snate is is recognised that the Demo- publican,
Turner, signed the address.
cratic party is well nigli extinct.
j Wm.MiXti.
Osborne, Democrat, is slatli AH".
Gunn, Populist, now repre- !
ed for the Senate.
He is now in the
j senting the ^tate in the House, is to be
The Representative and Govern! re-nominated, and Dubois, silver Republi- House.
are to be placed where they will do
can and ex-Senator, is slated for the Sen- ; orship
the most good for Osborne.
ate two years lienee,
j
lleitfeld, Populist,
In the foregoing, only States have been
is to retain his present position .is Senconsidered which were represented in the
ator.
All are signers.
A Democrat is to
recent declarations, and where the signers
have the

that the *‘patriotic”
Butler, and Towne. in

turns out

now

belt,

party in this state, ami Pettito he ti e only silver Republirepresentative of the latter party in

crew

or

small folds at

a waist for the first Spring suit;
unless of very handsome material, then an
open
blouse, with revers fancifully
trimmed, Huffy flout, and elegant metal

Lord

J! publican

Democratic

two

choice of

ment

a

or

arm-hole, are the only styles yet displayed. between the blouse, a tight-fitting waist, and a short jacket, lies the

Silver lie-

much of

SLEEVES

AND

the

trimming

divided between Democrats aud Populists.
In the first, second, third aud fourth dis- j
triets of this State Democrats are to be !;
selected

It

mousquetaire sleeve

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

not

NARROWER
SMALLER

L0U1SYILLE, KY.

j
!
I

while

asbU.:, cents,

|

silvei forces in California must uuite on a
Pomoeiat (White of course) for Senator,

than ninety days ago.
The market reports show the price of silver pci ounce

ARE

apparent coolness

same

ordinary daily occupations,

la the March winds a bit of good fortune
will be blown into all households where
“Table Talk” liuds its way, for the March
issue is very bright, attractive and helpful to mothers, housekeepers and homemakers,
Aside from the recipes, menus,
entertainments, decorations, and woman’s
interests in general, will be found articles
on “Early English Banquets,”
by Martha
Bockee Flint;
“Short Sermons
from
Gastronomic Texts,” by Dominie Doublewit; “Minor Morals,” by Mary Lloyd;
“An Ancient Camp Supply,” by Elizabeth
Grinuell; “The Reading habit,” by Mrs.
Burton Kingsland; “Scrap Book Day,” byNellie Stedman White.
Our readers are
offered a sample copy of tins magazine,
it
be
obtained
free,
may
by sending your
name and address to the Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

the latter having from three to fifteen tueks
at the top; or down to the waist, and the

j

This

ounce.

marked entra.-t with the price

ui

:>

-4 cei:1^ per

are

SK1UTS

MAYPOLE

A Pleasure at Last.

Ledger.

a deep
apron front, the seam concealed by
trimming, and this fancy is apparent in
ruffled, black taffeta silk skirts, where few
or many
may be used; always drooping at
the front and rising high at the back.

Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
i Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sysnow appears, were the result of long contem effectually, dispels colds, headferences and consultations, not only as I
aches and fevers and cures habitual
|
between themselves, but with all the
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
members of the little group of office-seekonly remedy of its kind ever proers, each oue of whom was carefully selectduced, pleasing to the taste and aced for the particular office which it is now
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in
that
shall
this
combination
proposed
grab, its action and truly beneficial in its
through the fusion which its spokesmen
effects, prepared only from the most
are urging.
healthy and agreeable substances, its
It is learned from inside sources that
many excellent qualities commend it
the detailed plans of the men now urging
to all and have made it the most
fusion are as follows:
popular remedy known.
( ALii-oi.MA.
Senator White, the new
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
chairman of the Democratic Congrescent bottles by all leading drugsional Committee, who wants to succeed
gists. Any reliable druggist who
himself as Senator, is cordially co-op -rat
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
ing with this fusion movement. The plan
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any
outlined by the “triumvirs’’ to commend
the members of their respective parties to 1 substitute.
enter this fusion scheme is, that all the |
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

The

been too much for the silver cause,

other trimming.
circular flounce is used only at the front,
and then carried up to the back, forming

Both the method and results when

are

tariff.

Oftentimes

some

or

the

HOME DYEING

and this the vast majority of sailors do
when occasion arises.
Deeds like those
performed by the crews of the Cushing
and the Missouri, and by the rescuers at
League Island, are more characteristic of
the toilers of the sea, than the thought of
self, and they deserve all honors that can
be bestowed upon them at the hands of
appreciative mankind.
[Philadelphia

a

Republicans have been office-seekers who have pooled their
right in their protective tariff issues for this purpose. The flamboyant
principle’.' They omit in their recent shrieks in behalf of “patriotism and “huuttciauees regarding the coming political
manity'* which chairmen Jones, Butler,
ampaign to mention a single word about and Towne simultaneously emitted, it
concede that the

or rescue with
he gives to his

appeared
by braid-

toward the lower side, has
and is always headed and edged

!

little coterie of chronic

a

Journal.]

smooth surface is the field of display. A
circular flounce, plain at the top but flar-

understood in Washington to have been
designed simply for the purpose of elect-

ing

of The

Plain cloth is in the ascendency for street
costumes,.as braiding has finally taken a
strong hold upon popular favor, and a

by the chairmen of the Democratic, l’opulist, aud silver Republican parties is

a

Narrow Skirts. The Open
Materials, Spring Capes,

[Correspondence

own

elaborately mapped

so

thought which might be implanted by a chance cynic.
Familiarity may in a measure breed
contempt for danger, but it does not lessen the nobility of the man who faces
death unflinchingly at the cry of distress,
and who regardless of possible consequences to h mself, goes about the work

Millinery.

which

support for

members of their

Costumes,

Blouse, Dress

to

party and professing friendship for a
single feature of the party doctrines will,
perhaps, be interested to know that the

bers 'ITo.ooo.ihiO, and is .-till increasing,
w hiit* tic* a dd in circulation in the United
s■:11(
lias also enormously iu> eased dur-

i 1

I). C.,

shortly

are

charitable

New York Fashions.

great

remedy for
nervous
t ra t i o

all

Representing

n
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Over

Million Assets.

Twenty

I IRE, LII-'K, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSUR.ANC1
HrSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ./I Security Bonds lor Cashiers. Conors, Administrators and Trutsees. | Correspondence solicited. Real estate
bought and sold

nervous

diseases of the
Commissioners' Notice.
generative or- WALDO SS. February 18, A. D. I8i)8.
the undersigned, having been duly appoint
01
either
We,
gans
|
Nervous Prostration, Failing or j e<l by the Honorable Oeo. K. Johnson, Judge of

before and after rsiNa.

sex, such as

lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly ZLjiissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or
Opium, which
lead to Consumption and
Insanity. $1.00
box
by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
ie'
ftiO.TS CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Clevelani. Ohio,
FOR SAIF, BE R.i ll.| ROODS.

PILES !
Dr

PILES !

lyKW

us, at

PILES!

Williams’ Indian File Ointment will

Probate For said County. Commissioners to reand exaiiiine the claims of the creditors of
HORACE L. RRAOtHjN, late oi Waldo, in said
has been rep re
County, deceased, whose
sen ted insolvent, hereby give p.’biile notice agreeably to the Order of the said Judge of Probate,
that six months from and after the second Tuesday of February, A. 1). 18‘JS, have been allotted
to said creditors to present and
prove their claims;
and that we will attend to the service assigned
ceive

euro

lilmd, Bleeding, Ulcerated and itching Biles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is
prepared only for
l Ues and Itching of the
private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.
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the office of R. F. Dunton in Helfast.
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immediate |>a>mein is requested.
office
my

m.

1

3t8

I s|,.i
s■

C. Hi!.I
Belfast, FcK 17. I8W8-tf30

la* Collect

said

County of Wajdo, on Saturday, .March l'J. 18‘J8,
and Monday, August 8, 18S)8,'at ten of tin* clock
in the forenoon of each of said days
WILLIAM CLE .EATS.
CLARK M. MARDEN,

i:< Memorial l»uil(lino from
otiee

daily, until further
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Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST

DR.
Star Crown Brand

I

[ Lomrf*-

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
I

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
Used for years by leading specialists.
monials. A trial will convince you ofthelr intrinsic vi.
in case of suppression. Send ten cents for aumpubook. AH Druggists or by mail il.oObox.
KING MEDICINE CO., Box 193U, BOSTON, MASi>
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Day Happenings in Havana.

er>

Only

ubans Say About the “Maine"
\ Visit to tlie liuined City of

i'«'rrespondenoe of The Journal ]
\. C uba, Feb. 19.
Long before
in reach Belfast, in the regular
able will have

brought

he’‘official” funeral of

you

the

and upon my defenseless head the full
of their gratitude was wreaked!
It was as heart-breaking as

tor-

tures of the
diaeval rack

meare

comparable to the
agonies which (
\
women
many
■uffer through \

embarrassing.

A very large majority of the crowd were
like living skeletons—an army of
beggars,
with swollen feet and emaciated bodies,
victims of fever, hunger and “miseria.”

splendid

“Maine”—tlie most

oustratiou wliich Havana has

quarter of

a

of

a

You

century.

a

the 30 coffins in

ne

in the

a row

the

peculiar weaknesses
and diseases of their delicate, feminine structure.
Nothing less than unbearable torment
would induce sensitive-minded women to
submit to the intolerable methods of the
average doctor in dealing with diseases of

the

Captain General’s
of Spanish soldiers standguard, the thousands of

hues
on

floral tributes and the tens of
sad

■i

people

faced

of

all

many of them in tears, who
ew the black boxes;
the 24

>.

hundreds

e

of

horses

with

umes, the long procession of
nd pedestrians, and the band

dirges.

inn

official of

Every

government participated,—
shop, who lias taken part in
icvious funeral.
■

Perhaps

tlie

part of the procession

was

•ncentrados who

they

mi,

brought

up

humbly

knowing that the dead were
I'nited States—the country
them food

:

1

a

whieh

on

iheir hopes ot better days,
d their gratitude in the only
.\.

persuade you that Spain
ft»i the great disaster. lu
y it was an accident, which
dued in the course of tlie
<■

igation;

like

lunatic,

*

the worst,

at

or

(luiteau,

or

last assassin of the ITesithe power
for the relief of the surin

Everything

c.

fui-ther the full investigation
by 'be Spanish government
of Havana.

ie

nld not have been kinder.
»f the Spanish man-of-war
ngside the Maine in the harbor,
tlie

on

night

and the doctors in the
hospital of San Ambro-

:>ter.
t v

iny of

wounded

the

were

hours,
are of the suffering.
Of
of w ar, when feelings run

slept
■ig
:i:c

ate for

nor

of stories

inner

of them

cle

time

a

ai

is

3(>

the effect
had been

man

States

in cir-

are

to

strange

1 nited

c

Consulate,

Lee to send tlie Maine

eihir.g horrible was about to
i-i
They thought he was a

i

visit the White

frequently
him

sent
it

of Havana

(firemen)
assisting

they

ii'*vv

away,

are

again and

diligently

hunt-

in*, and he cannot he found.

I

tlu. officers <»i' the Maine say
possible fora bomb to have
ed beneaili hei.
The keel lay
1

id <>nc-ljalf of the bottom

a.

and

•or,

a

bomb large enough

the big vessel could not have
"fd between the mud anti the
a

imoie.

■

the

some women
are

knowledge.

They

remedy

which

Favorite Pre-

heals feminine weaknesses at their very
This marvelous “Prescription”
source.
restores absolute health to the internal
organism; stops weakening drains and ulcetated conditions, gives elastic strength

supporting ligaments, vitality to the
centers, and complete womanly vigor
to the entire constitution.
It is the perfect fortifier and regulatoi of
women at eve: v critical
period in their
development; from the time when they
merge into womanhood until the “change
It
the one medicine which
of life.”
makes motherhood safe and almost free

to the

from pain.

A lady living at 7 Park Avenue, Chicago. IPs
Mrs. Kmily ITowv. writes.
I. myself. suffered
1 >ng time from female weakness and ««.cmed
a
a decline.
to l>e going int
Took several bottles
of your l-'avt'rite Prescription and it saved me
I now eniov per
fr an a great deal of stiffening.
f vt ^leallh and will ever praise the wonderful

♦efficacy of your medicine."
The he<t popular medical book in the
World is Dr. R V. Pierce’s 1000 page illustrated Common Sense Medical Adviser.
It will be sent free, paper-bound, for 21
cm-cent stamps, to pa\ the cost of wailing
on/}1. Address the Doctoral Buffalo. N V.,
or send 31 stamps for cloth bound copy.

gruesome fishing for bodies by the light
of a crescent moon. When we passed that
way

few

a

days ago, en route to Guanabaproud we were of our gallant

how

coa,

war-ship

and the

bomb of sufficient

lifted the Maine, would
recked Havana and destroyed
have

ship in the harbor.
•peated canard, as that the
officer of the Maine when
i si on occurred, sent live men

g

who swarmed her

men

decks!

The road to Jaruco lies through
most beautiful country, rolling hills and

They bore the a
nobody in royal palms;

u
cept any pay for the service
Neither pains nor expense has
and the fathers and mothers

;ives in

truth which

have found in I)r. Pierce’s
scription the one unfailing

the funeral and

■mberos

a

yet to learn, although thousands

have

_already rejoicing in

by some

committed

nine was

is “a better way than these
detestable “examinations” and “local ap-

nerve

bagged, hatless, ban- footed
..idly able to walk from sickfollowed

this nature.
That there

plications”^

rather,

or

how beautiful it

have been before this dreadful war.
Nature has done her best for it in climate,
must

soil and scenery.

Three years ago rich

plantations,

prosperous villages, country
houses and sugar mills covered every mile
of it; now all the cane-fields and orchards

burned, the houses and mills in ashes,villages mere heaps of ruins. Here

are

the

and there is

small block fort, or a strawthatched camping station for a portion of
the Spanish army; but not a sign of other
occupation or a single trade of the former
The latter, who have not
inhabitants.
a

been killed in battle

died in

the gnn-powder and dyna>*l<i, in older to save the city,
ve

the grapes and cigarettes and
k-s which some of them crave,

have i been allowed to pay a
inytbing for the hospital; every
Havana is

;n

k at my

ready to place
disposal. These are

Ins
the

among the living, all the rest
i here, or been sent to Key
cy are all patient and cheerful

■

caring their pains like) heroes,
•nibly burned, the severest ine from being dashed with such
gainst the rocks. Among them

Holger
and

of New York

arms

City,

entirely helpless, be-

d'le burns and bruises.

pitiable

with

cases

One of

is that of William

handsome young fellow from
Michigan. His jaw is crushed,
hole

body a
iciating are

most

of injuries,
sufferings that

mass

his

of the time under the in-

The burned and pow-d faces of all are covered

pi ates.
of

cotton-batting, put

on

hel-

with slits for eyes, mouth
and Sister Mary Wilberforce
isii Keel Cross Society, who is

c.

■d nurse, calls them her crusaThis dear little
array.

Mle

washed

as

and

dressed

their

the first, cheered the living
the eyes of the dying, as only
mortal guise could do.

••in
■

■

bodies

are now

horrible bits of
he

in the morgue,

bodies, brought

:

for receiving the remains of
last as they are found.

("'hs
^

our

h-nlay

I made a trip with some
triends to .laruco, 30 miles from
d.
As we crossed the ferry at
1 k
in the morning to the
m

.*

the other side of the

'»se

’'I tine

a

to

the

melancholly

fleet of small boats at their

invests every

value the
with

more

that which

we

We

produce

us

our own

hands.

>

Maine Central R. R.

>1

saeques and skirts of serviceable cotton,
made in various sizes, and blouses and
trousers

for the

culable

boon.

send food

boys,

would be an incalUnited States will
the bounty of the gov-

The

through

but it rests with my country
women to cover some of this nakedness.
In the last lot of supplies that arrived in
Havana came a large lot of black buttons,

ponents of the stars.

Vast and innumerable have been his achievements over the

How lie knew. "Begorra, an’it’s har-rd
collict money these days.” “(fs you bin
to eTect some, Mr. Murphy?” “Divii
a nut:
but there’s plinty tryin’ to collict
from me.” [Truth.

blind forces of matter; dissolving,combining, blending and transposing, and subdu-

ing all to his service,

tryin’

forming
materials, and at
the same time multiplying and gratifying
human wants, pleasures, and conven-

stances, discovering

iences.

new

sub-

justing a refractory window, a dark-visaged, poorly-dressed stranger—evidently
a

rebel in

'Hon t
not
on

disguise, whispered in my
be alarmed, the Insurgents

ear,
will

attack this train; there are Americans
hoard!
It is said that the movements

of all foreigners in Cuba

ed, by Spaniards
the

other;

on one

that

are

closely

watch-

side and the rebels

the
kindness and courtesy we are constantly receiving, there is always the uncomfortable feeling of being “between
on

so

notwithstanding

extreme

two

fires.”

a

small

plantation,

upon which
and their wives.
A few
after Maceo's raid the Spanish solcame in hot pursuit.
The latter in-

ployed six

days
d

owning
they em-

ers

men

died which way the rebels had taken.
They did not know, being out of the liue
of Maceo’s mare 1, and therefore could
q

give

no

information.

lying

W3re

to

screen

Believing
they
their friends, the
that

Our

Spaniards killed her husband before her

visit to .Jaruco

pea-green houses, mostly mere roofless
shells, with only portions of their walls
left standing; the church is a fort, surrounded by a hastily erected barricade of
stones, and the most important features
the quarters of the Spanish soldiers, the prison and the grave-yard. The
latter is an immense bare enclosure on top
are now

found

an

old

man

named Matamoias in

a

dark and noisome cell, where he had lain
years—apparently forgotten lie
had been an Insurgent at the beginning of
for two

the war, bat gave himself up when the
promise came to release all those who

more—the gaunt shadow that has depopulated the country.
It happened that the
first car-load of

food from the

States was attached to

our

train.

United
We did

know it when we left Havana, and
were in no way responsible for the
good
deed; but the grateful Jarucans could not
not

be made to understand that.
our

that

In spite of
repeated protests and explanations,
we

merely

visitors and had
to do with the food, the entire

came

nothing
population

as

turned out

welcome us,
headed by the'Jefe, the Alcaldi and the
Judge; we were escorted in state through
the city; followed by several thousand
to

high and low—its roues, gamblers, protligates, and debauchers; the disciples and
apostles of sensuality. Those marvellous
insects, the honey-bees, give a perpetual
series

of

treatment

object-lessons
of drones.

in

the

proper

Their

remedy may
be sharp, but it is very effectual.
Idleness is the mother of mischief, and
a

man

or

woman

of some-sort is

without

an

occupation

the high road to moral
ruin, if not to financial. Idleness has
been the bane of women of the wealthy
classes in the past, and lias seriously reon

tarded female progress. But a new era
has dawned for the sex, and it will devolve upon the enlightened members of

Quick

Cure for

CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS,

which made her the “Patroness of the
Publacion!”
In vain 1 tried to dodge the
honor, and to persuade the people to wait

NEURALGIA.

“Patroness.”

I

was

the first

American woman who had visited

them,

more

Chest in Itself.

tion of ladies and presented with an official document, signed by many names,

her their

and impassable rivers, now traversed in
Health is not the least
every direction.
of our benefits, and nothing contributes

Pain-Killer.
Simple,
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to

this than

a

regular occupation.

Not the work that overstrains, nor the
“sweater,” not the feverish haste that
flurries; but calm, solid, steady, well-

digested labor, fairly remunerated and
wisely relieved by rational diversion.
This is the golden recipe for the Mens
in corpore sano. The poet Cotton
said of such:
“Why is our food so very sweet?
Because we earn before we eat.
Why are our wants so very few?
Because we Nature’s calls pursue.
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Flag stati in.
Limited tickets fur Boston are now sold at $5.no
'in Belfast and a!i stations on Braneh.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale hv I.
M. Biorok, try Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary. Plants
B F.o. F. EVANS.
and Flowers. Fashions and Fancy Work, HouseAgent. Belfast.
Ceii- ral Manager.
hold Features, etr.
F. K. Boothnv. Ben I Pass, and Ticket Agent.
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Fares j State and territory
! being read b\ no less

111

Fare between Belfast and Boston

§3.00

to

reduced,.fnan

§2.25.

Immediately

o

>

id

<

Fare between Searsport and Boston icdueed
from §3 lo to §2.30, and a proportionate reduction made in the price ol through tickets bet ween
Boston and all landings on I’cnobscot river.
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will be reduced Irwin §2.0«» and §1 5o to
§1.50 and §1.00 each.

STEAMKltN HILL LEAVE BELFAST
For Boston, via Camden ami Kockland.at (about
12.30 p. m. Mondays and I hursd:;\.;
For Winterport, via all landings. Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) K.oo a. m., or
upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
ketiumm; to Belfast.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p m.
From Bucksport, Mondays and Thursdays at
11.00 a. m.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Cen’l Manager, Boston,
(’HAS. E. JOHNSON, Ajrent, Belfast.
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Surplus beyond capital. f*K 828 04
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Net amount 1 ! unpaid losses and
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as
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A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE

BOSTOX
!

which thoroughly cleanses the
blood of a:I the accumulated impurities, tones up and strengthens
the entire system, and aids Nature
in renovating and renewing the
body so as to render it healthy and
strong. Those who purify their
blood with S. S. S. at this season
are well fortified
against the many
forms of disease so prevalent during the dreaded heated term, for
it has been demonstrated that the
system that is thoroughly purified
in the spring is well prepared to
resist disease all summer.
No other remedy on the market
is equal to Swift’s Specific as a
spring medicine, because it is the
only purely vegetable blood remedy and is guaranteed absolutely
free from potash, mercury and all.
other minerals.
It cleanses, puri-’
ties, builds up and
Insist on S. S. S., for there is noth-

ing half

circulation

enormous

Grout Rodiiotiom

a

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

Safe and

J E- D.

Farm and Family Paper Sri
tthe Ui.iteti States, Both One Year
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right

dwell amongst an industrial community.
As a rule, they are the pests of society,

spoonful of rice white curd of ass's milk.”
that day, no more, and that he was perish- “Amphibious thing! that acting either
part,
trilling head, or the corrupted heart,
ing of thirst and hunger. We hastened to The
Fop at the toilet, flatterer at the board,
the house of the Spanish Commaudante 1 Now
trips a Lady, and now struts a Lord.
and begged his excellency, as a special Eve’s tempter thus the Rabbins have expr< st
| A cherub’s face, a
reptile all the rest.
favor, to have the man, Matamoras, re- j
moved to a cleaner and lighter cell and Beauty that shocks you, parts that none will
j
trust,
that friends outside be allowed to bring Wits that
can creep, and pride that licks
him food. The Commaudante was politethe dust.”
ness persouilied and promised all we asked.
The moral and material blessings arisIf we had requested that the doors be
thrown wide open and the man set free, ing from work are not the only adhe would, no doubt, have promised just vantages it oilers.
We are too apt to
as readily.
A gentleman residing in jar- think of these
alone, to contrast our
uco agreed to telegraph me that night if
ocean-liners with the frail coracles not
any change had been made for poor Matamoras, and up to date, two days later, no yet extinct, and our complicated net work
ot roads and
canals and magnificent
telegram has been received.
Fannie B. Ward.
bridges with the once trackless forests

A Medicine

Boston

Waterville.

the master minds

voluntarily came back from the field. He
promptly released; but arrested next all classes to lead the way for a through
of a hill. A small, high-walled space day on ‘'suspicion.” And here he lias been, and permanent reform.
It is gratifying
shows the cemetery of two years ago—all ever since, in almost tot& darkness, and to know that the idlers are in a comparaNow tively small
the rest having been added since the Ma- wretchedness beyond de?cription.
minority. Many of our hardceo raid.
I asked how many were killed lie is merely a breathing skeleton, too est workers are men of rank and wealth.
in the battle.
“Oh, nobody was killed weak to raise his head, with the most ter- Our national sports are robust, ind inthen,” they said: “There was no battle. rible eyes I ever saw ir a human counte- j dicate a manly, hardy race, and English
When the door was opened the |
Maceo only rushed through, burning vil- nance.
gentlemen are not afraid to soil their
lages as he went. Afterwards the Spanish horrible odor of the unventilated hole hands either at play or work. The star
With a faint howl, like ! of effeminate
soldiers followed in pursuit and murdered turned us faint.
dandyism is no longer in
many people; but most of those in the that of a dying beast., the old man called the ascendant, and the tribe of Pope’s
cemetery have died of miseria.” That is for water. A heavy jug of unclean water “Sporus” becomes annually smaller.
the disease which alliicts all rural Cuba. stood near his bed, but a strong man could How savagely the poet lashed this dainty
The name was coined by the physicians hardly have lifted it, and there was no cup. “Lord Fanny” —“Sporus,
that
mere
who attended the starving Reconcentrados, and now it is so recorded in the burial
It means “misery,” nothing
certificates.

9 25

Bangor

It is impossible for the system
to withstand the demands made
that plan, or the patient hands that exupon it just at this season, withecute.
Whatever their degree, each is
out the assistance of a good pui'iessential to the others, and they to each, I
lying and strengthening, tonic.
|
as Menenius
The change* which Nature decrees
Aurippa showed the discontented Homans k-ug ago in his fable of
shall take place each spring are
the Belly and the Members.
No properly
so
severe
that a breakdown is
informed person could ever suppose it.
almost sure to come. It is wise
more desirable to idle than to
work, or that all possible assistance be
that any man of worth could ever be adogiven during this period, as upon'
nothing. The drones of our common- this purifying process depends the
health for the entire summer.
wealth may be anything, from tramps to
Piccadilly loungers, may be beggars or Everybody just now should take a
thorough course of Swift’s Specific
to
peers, but they have no moral
are

was

lie said lie had been fed

|
j

A M

All this lias been the result of

low: whether theirs

16
4 22
4

new

“How

with the saddest eyes 1 ever saw.
She
said that two years ago she and her husband were in good circumstances,

K*D.
w D.

Boston
Boston,
to

by some generous-hearted merchant. work. Brains and bands have united Bauseful,” exclaimed Miss Hatton, its production. The quickest brains, the
tlie villages, to prevent the Spaniards from as she gazed upon it; but it seemed to me deftest hands, have led the way, and 1 lie
being benefited by them, and the Spaniards that some garments upon which to place others have followed in their rear. What
in retaliation have destroyed the
people. the buttons would be of more service just we are and have to-day form the resultant
< >ur train was
of the combined forces of mind and muscle
strongly guarded by Spanish now.
Another case was that of a good-look- during all the
soldiers, for every hillock might hide a
past existence of humanity. !
All honour, then, to work and to the
troop of Insurgents, and trains are fre- ing, refined woman, perhaps Jo years of
quently attacked. Under pretext of ad- age, dressed in neat but shabby black; workers, whether their part be high or
cane-

destroyed

Biggest Offer Yet!
THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

•sent

fields and killed the cattle and

railway for Miss Clara Barton, who would probbay, we ably come to Jaruco later on and make

wreck of

bestowed,

possession with increased interest.

valne should often be most esteemed, that
labour should be scorned aud affluent idle-

A Woman’s
Burden.

..

tion.

during the last few hours
grappling hooks and dumpres, to be buried as quickly as
Hit in the splendid cemetery
people, given the best breakfast the place
ubal Colon, where several wide
afforded, loaded with gifts of flowers and
■ive each received their
comple- birds; and to cap the climax your humble
offins, other trenches are kept in correspondent was addressed by a delegasea

and

enjoyment.

Work

'4

ernment,

The Insurgents have burned

COOK, nee TENNESSEE iC. CLAFLIN.
It shows the occasional perversity of
social sentiment that the state of least
BY LADY

4

prison, are
all among the Keconcentrados, who are
starving in Havana and Jaruco, or are
among the 200,000 already dead by starvaor

followed

and the six men on the plantation,
happened to occur eyes
and burned all their buildings to the
on the second
of
the raid of
anniversary
men obeyed, knowing that it
the late Insurgent chief, Maceo, when he ground. Her only daughter, lf> years old,
fi to them all; as a matter of laid the
city in ruins. Before that day it was shot while attempting to shield the
few seconds elapsed between was a rather
important place of 12,000 in- father, and the baby in her arms received
.urn and the final explosion,
habitants; now it numbers about 5,000, a bullet wound in tie back which crippled’
was no time for the giving of
three-fourths of whom are in a state bor- it for life. She has l er laud—and nothing
1 am spending a
whatever.
deriug on starvation. Aside from the else but her sorrow, and is now among
* every day with the wounded
sadness of its desolation, it is one of the the hungry Iieconcentrades.
I hope we did one 1;ttie grain of good in
remain in the Hospital de San most
picturesque places I have ever seen.
w
iting letters for them to The streets straggle hap-hazzarri up and the prison—but am not. sure >f it, as
and sweet-hearts, and carry
We
down stony hills, the pink and blue and Spanish promises amount to little.
le

Whence our complacency of mind ?
Because we act our parts assigned.”
Work whets the appetite for pleasure as
well as for food.
Work gives a zest to

The fairest flowers
about, from ness held in honour. Thus the general are fairer
for having been grown by our
street to street and house to house, where ambition of those engaged in work of any
This is a story of a woman addressed to women. It
own
skill.
Thus in a thousands ways
we were led by the
“delegation” like kind, and especially in manual work, is to
is
a plain statement
work in its turn becomes a pleasure, aud
of pacts too strong m themselves
riches
from
to
and
lambs to the slaughter, and at every op- escape
it,
gather
retire;
the industrious experience joys that the
to require embellishment, too true to be
portunity they pressed to kiss my hand. for, with a laige class, a gentleman is not
doubted, too inidle can never know.
Happiness then, as
IIow guilty I felt to eat the breakfast as in old times a man of gentle birth or
structive to be passed over by any ivoman who
well as duty, urges us to work.
appreNecessity
served in the mosou, with that
hungry gentle manners, but simply one who can and self-love
ciates the value ofgood health.
may stimulate us to it, but
live without work.
We have grown so
crowd waiting patiently and
respectfully
sordid that wealth overshadows all.
With God iu Nature sets us a never-failing exoutside! How I begged the “delegation”
The Wv-nen of to-day arc not as strong
Eminent doctors, skillful nurses, the
of disinterested and unflagging
to let the sight-seeing go—that I would the multitude, virtue, valour, learning, ample
best food and medicine all failed.
as their grai ^mothers.
Then
None should be without his
and abilities, obtain less esteem than industry.
come another day for that, if
I consented to an operation. That,
they would
are bearing a burden in silence
too,
They
share
in
the
brotherhood
of
great
a
labour,
failed and they said another one was neconly open some of those blessed bales and riches. And even when stream of titles
that grows hiavier day by day; that is
and women should be permitted to particiAfter the second I was worse
essary.
boxes and feed the hungry multitude. “Si Hows from the royal fountain of dignities,
than ever and the world was darker than
sapping their vitality, clouding their hapthese are almost solely bestowed upon the pate as fully and freely as men. The doSenora juerida, no so moteste,”
before.
they
piness, weighing them down with the woe
of
either
nothing
however,
sex,
may serve,
said. “Yes, dear lady, don’t disturb your- very wealthy. If to preserve an appear“It was then I heard of Dr. Williams'
of ill health.
like
the
drunken Helots for the Spartan
Pink Pills for Pale People.
self. They snail be fed to-morrow!” Had ance of impartiality, a man celebrated for
Mrs. Alexander B. Clark, of 417 Michi“I heard that they had cured cases like
“to point a moral, and adorn a
it been in the United States the covers worth or genius here and there- receives youth,
gan Avenue, Detroit, is a typical woman
mine and I tried them.
tale.” But to treat them as superior citiwould have been knocked off and the one, it is only some scrappy thing, the
of to-day. A wife with such ambition as
They cured me! They brought sunit would be un- zens aud to dub them “ladies” and “genshine to my life and filled my cup with
multitude fed within au hour after the slightest on the list,
only a loving wife can have. But the
tlemen”
on account of their
uselessness,
on such occasions
happiness.
train arrived; but “manana”
joys of her life were marred by the exist(to-morrow) pardonable presumption
is an outrage to the industrious and a dis'''1'he headache is gone; the twitching
for distinguished scientists, inventors,
rules all things in Spanish-America.
The
ence oi disease.
is gone; the nervousness is gone; the
of man’s highest function—
paragement
of
artists
or
men
to
kind and benevolent souls, actuated
letters,
put
trembling has ceased, and I have gained
by poets,
Suffering as thousands of her sisters have
Work.
the very best intentions, could not be themselves on a par with plutocrats,
twenty-six pounds.
suffered, she almost despaired of life and
Health and strength is mi le and [ am
t
the latter may be destitute of everymade to realize that for the
A Klondike “Clean-Up.”
yet she was cured.
starving im- hough
thankful to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pi'!- for
mediate work would he far better than a thing but money. But all these distincTo-day she is well!
Pale People for the blessing.’’
Sne wants ethers to profit by her exthousand words; and the Heconcentrados tions in favour of wealth are unwise, unDr. Williams' Pink Pill'- have proved a
In the March Century John
Sidney Webb perience; to
well:
to enjoy health;
grow
and
boon to womankind. Acting direc 1, on
therefore
are
calcuimmoral;
themselves, expecting nothing else, meek- just,
I describes “The iliver Trip to the Klonto be ns happy as she is.
the blood and nerves, they restore the
ly folded their skeleton arms and waited lated to discourage and demoralize tire dike.” iu telling oi Ids visit to the ill
“For five years I suffered with ov..rian
requi ite vitality to all parts of the bod>,
must
fail
and
to
for manana.
confer
is
workers,
eventually
Mrs. Clark’s own version of
irouble,
Dorado mines, the author says:
creaiing functional regularity and perfect
the
“I
was
not free one single day
story.
Such harrowing tales as were told to any honour upon their recipients as soon
tern.
i'he sluice-boxes are made of
harmony throughout the nervous
boards, iron headache and intense
1 he pallor of the cheeks is changed to
us
by motherless children aud tearful as high-spirited men refuse them on princi- machine or wliip-sawed, and roughly nail- in my neck and shoulders. twitching pains
the delicate blush of health: the eyes brightwomen! Space will not permit me
ple.
reFor months at a time I would be coned up into troughs or boxes, and lilted
en; the muscles grow elastic, ambition
fined to my bed.
Intelligent and responsible work i.s the together like
peat but one or two. A girl of 10 years,
created
and good health returns.
stovepipes. Cleats are uailed
At times black spots would
and glory of man. It is true in a
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
witli arms not much
af pear
bigger than my privilege
into the last boxes, called “riiiles,” 01, iu
before my eyes and I would become blind.
druggists* who universally consider them
thumb and badly swollen feet—indicating sense that other animals work, and some some
iustanees, shallow auger-holes are My nerves were in such a state that a step
the most important remedial agent the.
the dropsy caused by impoverished blood of them in communities with regular and
on the floor unsettled rne.
have to dispense
bored into tile bottom boards.
The boxes
—said that she was the. eldest of five orderly divisions of labour; but even so,
are then set up iu liue ou a
gentle slope,
brothers and sisters, the father and moth- their efforts are instinctive, and invariably
aud tue pay-dirt is shoveled iu at the
top,
er both dead.
She was clad in a siugle alike from age to age—without progress and a stream
of water,controlled by a
dam,
and
without
deterioration.
Man, however, sluices over the dirt aud
ragged garment, dirty beyond description,
TIME-TA BLE.
gold. The weight
and was the worst case of itch I ever be- can adapt bis work to all circumstances
oi gold is so great that it falls, and the
On and after Nov. 14,1897, trains connecting at
He has arrived from
held.
We bought some medicine for tlie and to all needs.
dirt aud useless gravel washes
off, the Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
disease and explained its application and the flint tile to the circular saw, from the
the cleats or in and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bosgold
being
caught
upon
ton will run as follows:
provided the family with food for a few stone javelin to the Armstrong gun, from the holes scattered
about.
In the last
FROM BELFAST.
..AM)..
days;—but what good will that do in the the jade hammer to the giant Nasmyth, boxes
quicksilver is put in to catch the
AM
PM
PM
depths of their misery and the hopeless- and from fig-leaves to shot-silks. He very tine gold. When tho gold is taken Belfast, depart—
7 15
105
3 45
3 52
ness of their future.*
if the readers of burrows into the bowels of the earth and from me boxes it is called a “clean-up.” Citypoint. *7 2o tl In
Waldo.
1 20
7 30
4 15
Ou the day I was there [August
The Republican Journal could have been robs it of its treasures, explores the bed
7 41
1 30
4 45
17J, at Brooks
No. bO El Dorado twenty thousand dollars Knox
1 43
7 53
5 10
with me that day in Jaruco, they would of the sea, and mounts aloft in mid-air
Thorndike.
8 00
1 50
6 32
was “cleaned up” in
twenty-four hours,
He has
158
6 00
not rest until aid societies were formed beyond the eagle's highest flight.
with only one man shoveling in the dirt. Unity. 8 10
8 35
2 15
6 25
Burnham, arrive.
for the making of garments for these measured and weighed the planets, and Such wonderful results may mean, how- Bangor.. 11 45
3 25
A M
wretched creatures.
Elaborate clothes put the earth in a balance; has mapped ever, months of expensive work; hut Waterville
9 08
2 47
7 05
“when it comes, it comes quick,” as the
p
A M
and cast-off finery are not needed; but out the universe and determined the comPortland. 12 2.3
6 45
1 40 The lies!
saying is among the miners.

Patiently they

an

poor

our

WORK.

measure
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$718,002 24
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FIDELITY AM) CASl ALTY CO.
\,.\*
In the Lang worthy house .opposite the Court
\ «>rk. Incorporated and c<»niiucui cd bn-om-s^
I
House, rooms suitable for a restai ram, store or
lien. I' Seward, ! iv>ident
Kobi-rl .1
the vest business. City water amt eioset. Also | in 187b
furnished rooms in the house al»o\e. Hath room I Hill;*', Secretary
’apital pa id u p in <\i> li >2.-"
and closet. Apply t >
j Olio mi.
4wl>*
W. F. M \ KSII.
ASSKIS I K< KMltKi; 111, 1807.
Corner Church anti Market Streets.
I Meal estate owned by the eomj any,
uniiicmnherecl
$ 588.442 78
Stock.** and bonds, market \alue
,'i l'.',.'52 5i
Cash in olliee and in bank
1 2«‘,.82( 78
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due eourse ot colh-.
1 ion.
51" <'27 lb
Fine farm in Northport, two miles irom Camp
Meserve re in-ui.mee deposit r.ish
in company's possession
21 l".. 48
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
..

(jggjCoXafth.
■JW^

JTever

orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
failing water. Will he sold very low and.on

never

Co\A

easy terms.

40tf
M.

39 Miller St., Helfast.

j\ead
ELY’S CREAM BALM ig a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 66 Warren St.. New York City.

assets at

actual value.

i.iajiilitiks idM KMi i:k

31,

1

$2,1)30

2<

81*7.

Net amount of unpaid h-s.se> and
claims..
$ 45*.'on
Amount required to sab ly re insure
all outstanding risks .!.. 1.51)2,8118 04
All other demands, viz: commissions, etc-.
015.512 03
..

Total

ol liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 2,217,800 70
Capital aetu llv paid up in cash
25o,nno no
Surplus beyond capital..
402,51)1) 44

I

Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found between the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the cheap,
est wood casket to the finest broadcloth and vel
vet, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
isfaction guaranteed.
L. ('. MOUSE.

BOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you are out of employment and want a position,paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or, if you
want to increase your present income from
$200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write the
GLOBE CO., 728 Chestnut St.., l’hila., 1’a., stating
age, whetheramarried or single, last or present
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and iaster than you ever made before in jour life
5m44

HILL,

Aggregate

Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1898.—dm2

j
!

j

■

OUUUN I 0
WVWVIl ■ V

cal

...

Books.

Free.

Mechanical. Indus.
trial and Techniand Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.

Catalogue

amount

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus..$2,1*30,40(1
.JAMES

MATTEL A

SON.

20

Agents. Belfast.

INVENTORS
SAVE 20 PE It CENT, of Attorneys fees by
transacting your business through my office.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade’ marks,
Address, with
copy rights, assignments, etc.
3m*2
stamp,
F. A. CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,
28 School St., opp. City hall, Boston, Mass.

Town Elections.
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Foster

Judge
oue

lrom

seems

to

l'he

the town

run

start

be

on

fiuish.

to

iu

top

Winterport. Selectmen, B. P. Hall, Geo.
meetiug iu
A. Cole. Geo. H. York; town clerk, B. P.
a lively
Hall; superintendent, Sydney C. Thompson.
The Judge Money appropriated; Schools, $1500; high-

and it was

Monday,

Bethel last

} Bnsi®^^ger.

PILSBPRY,

his
of

nomination

own

J.

$200;

Manchester

for Mayor ol Augusta indicates
that the predicted contest between him
11.

Mauley for

lature will not

come

a

seat in

the Legis-

off.

Some women will use a hammer to
drive a tack, but most of them prefer a
hair brush.
[Judge.
And for

taking

chisel—one just

out

tacks

sharpened,

they prefer

a

if it is to be

liad.
It is

now

denied that Spain has been
ships; ami also that she has

buying war
paid the Kothcliilds
loau.

40 per cent, for a
No doubt she would buy ships if

she had the money; but apparently Spain
has neither money nor credit, and it looks

day

$1500;

other purposes, text books,
bool house repairs, $250; Memorial
town
$25;
charges $2500.

wavs,

home.

Hayues

and .1

Verona. Selectmen, S. D. Bridges, Henry
Whitmore, Geo. W. Bassett; town clerk,
Abbott; school supervisor, Alvira E.
Webster; schools, $260; highways, $100;
support of poor, $200; town expenses, $200.
Knox. Selectmen, W. D. Elliot, Edward
J. Vose, B. A. Spencer; town clerk, W. P.
Kenney ; school supervisor, G. A. Ingraham.
M oney appropriated : Schools, $525 50; highways, $KOO; support of poor and other purposes, $1300.
Peter

sc

Bucksport. Selectmen, S. E. Hall, Fred
W. Smith, Thos. W. Bowden; town clerk,
W. A. Remick; school committee, A. A.
Littlefield, A. F. Page. F E. Ball; schools.
$3000; highways, $2500; support of poor,
$1600; town bonds, $3000; coupons on bonds,
$4084; discounts and abatements, $1700.

Monroe. At tlie annual town meeting
March 7th the following officers were
elected: Moderator, H. R. Dawson; clerk,
F. L. Palmer; selectmen, Charles Pierce,
Edwin Jenkins, John B. Nealley; school
committee,Joseph Pattee, C. C. Moody, Jeff
A. H. Mayo; Supt. of
Neallev; Treas
schools, David Curtis; road commissioner,
W. B. F. Twombly; truant officer, H. R.
Dawson; auditor, George A. Palmer; collector and constable, James Webber; agent
for Town hall, H. C. Webber.
behi

Troy.

The annual meeting for

the

elec-

tion of officers for the year was held March
7th with the following result: Moderator,
Rufus E. Stone; selectmen, Hartley Cunningham. John Bagley, Frank Chase; school
committee, Alida HeaUl, John C. Lamb,
George Cook ; superintendent of schools, B.
F Harding; road commissioner, Martin V.
B. Mitchell,
fOur correspondent gives two
treasurers, E. B. Gowing and Wiluiot Grey,
and we are unable to determine which is
which. Ed. Journal.

What Hood’s Did

NORTHPORT

CITY OF BELFAST.

NEWS.

Business was brisk at the Cove Monday.

It Cured Mother and Made
Entirely Well
This

Croat

Medicine Cives

Herj

Vigor

and Vitality.
My mother was taken very sick. She
had congestion of the liver and a bad kidney trouble. The prescriptions and medicines she took did not relieve her and she
decided to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She
began taking it and the very next day
She is now
she commenced to improve.
well and she owes it all to Hood’s Sarsaparilla. She praises the medicine very
highly and has recommended ittoothera.
I had a Bevere bilious attack and my
mother advised me to take Hood’s Pills.
I did so and never took any medicine that
I have taken
did me so much good.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla myself and it gives
me life and ambition.” Mrs. D. A. Stone,
Remember
Winthrop, Maine.

Hood’s sS«

Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.

__

Mood

S

r%»tt

HlllS

The

the only pills to take
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

are

Sewing School.

Capt. Daniel Elweil, who is still confined
to the house, is somewhat better.
Capt. C. E. Drink water and Capt. Wainsville Chapman went to Rockland Monday
business in connection with their respective vessels.
on

OUR ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE.

List of candidates to be voted for in the
several wards of the

city

of

Belfast, March

14, 1898.
To rote

a

straight ticket mark

in the square over the party
the head of the ticket.

(X)

a

cross

name

at

We shall for the NEXT TWO WEEKS hold at
our annual clearance of

WABD 1.

The excitement over the contest for road
commissioner failed to materialize as it was
plainly evident that Whittemore had the
plum safely within his reach.

hoped

will

come

We

stormy, next day, traveling permitIf not, postponed until the 2drd.

Three votes

are

once was

too many for

the

one

person to

decided opinion of the

Town Clerk as he saw three quiveriug slips
of votes slip towards the corner of the box.
The box was emptied and a new ballot was

polled.
Those who attended the drama at Centre
Lincolnville last Friday evening had anything but a ph asaut trip on their return
home in the blinding snow storm and darkness.
They managed to reach their homes
about five o’clock in the morning, feeling as
tired and weary as though they had tramped
through the Yukon pass.

Have you visited the Sewing School this
winter? If you have not, just step into the
as
if she would not have Cuba much
M emorial building some Saturday afternoon
and see the busy little workers you will be
louger.
Monday last was town meeting aud a
sure to find congregated there.
Fifty-three |
Maine now, as in the past, is very much
more beautiful day could hardly be expectnames are on the teacher’s book this winter,
ed for this time of year; warm and delightin evidence at the National Capital.
The
fifteen over any previous term.
a gain of
ful, making everybody feel happy, pleasWashington coirespondent of the Boston
Six of these pupils are little boys, who come
ant
and
agreeable.
Long before the
with their sisters to pass the afternoon in
Evening Record, who is evidently a golfer,
hour arrived for opening the polls the
Morrill. The municipal election
last
and
of
the
the
warmth
sewing
pleasantness
says:
Monday resulted in the choice, of the followCove
presented a very animated aproom.
They are not one whit behind the
Maine seems to be the only caddy on ing officers: J. R. Mears, moderator; T. X
pearance, as everyone seemed deeply inclerk
F.
M.
John
in
use
of
the
needle
aud
the
the links these days.
Maine
Pearson,
;
Adams,
Berry,
thimble,
The
gets
girls
terested in the matter of the choice
blown up, a Maine man is secretary of the Theodore Thomas, selectmen and assessors; and are very nice aud quiet in their deportRobie Mears, treasurer; John Berry, J. W.
of town officials; hence the large attendsenthe
of
one
is
chairman
another
navy,
ment. The girls’ ages range from live to
school
Fenwick,
Davis,
committee;
George
ance of the voters.
At ten o’clock the meetate naval committee, and another one is
T. X Pearson,Supt. of schools; J. R. Mears,
fourteen ; the boys’ from six to nine. Through
chairman of the house naval committee. collector and constable. The
was called to order by Mr. F. A. Rhodes,
report of the the kindness of the City Government the ing
It is, tlnicfore, pre-eminently a Maine town auditor shows the indebtedness of
the town clerk, who after reading the waruse of a large room on
town to be $H45 32.
affair.
Appropriated $1,1'JO for Alliauce secured the
rant called for the choice of a moderator.
roads and bridges, $150 town charges, $50 the lower floor of the Memorial building,
Mr. Oscar Hills was chosen and presided in
It is a matter for general congratula- support of poor, $50 to fence a cemetery at free of charge. It is well adapted to the
his usual pleasing manner. The following
Roscoe Cross’, and what the law calls for for
tion that there is to he a no contest at our
needs of the sewing school, being capable of
schoo’s.
town officers were ehosen for the ensuing
good ventilation, large and well lighted.
city election next Monday. The voters
Montville.
At the annual town meetyear: Town clerk, F A. Rhodes; selectmen,
will simply record their approval of the ing held at Centre Montville, March 7th, the The school is, as usual, under the immediate assessors
arid overseers of the poor, H. W.
of the W. C. T. Alliance of Belofficers who have so successfully conduct- following officers were elected fur the ensu- direction
I). C. Greenlaw, Joel P. Wood;
ing yeai : Selectmen, J. J. Clement, J. C. fast. The work of the school is superintend- Elwell,
ed the affairs of the city during the mu- Carey, Frank Clement; Supt. of schools,
town agent, H. W. Elwell; school commited by Miss Lillian Ryan, who brings to her
Mrs. O. L. Bartlett; superintending school
ni ipal year now drawing to a close; and
tee, L H. Duncan, Bartlett Wadlin, Mark
not
task
the
of
a
nateasy
peculiar fitness
committee, Voluey Thompson, T. R. PenteWadlin; superintendent <>f schools, F. A.
?!»et they will continue the good work so
A.
D.
road
cost,
Ramsay;
commissioner, ural teacher and disciplinarian. The chilWill Yost; collector and constable, Waylaud
Rhodes; treasurer, J. U. Hurd; road comatiM-ii iously begun there can be no quesdren are taught to cut their own garments
Hall; treasurer, X P. Bennett. The town
missioner, Orrin Whittemore. Beginning
tion.
Elected ns Republicans they have voted to raise by taxation the.
following from patterns. Then they are taught to with the choice of selectmen there was stubamounts. For support, of schools, $840; for
a. :iri’ wi'/i nut, cany partisanship into
baste, t > overcast; and finally to sew the born
opposition all through the election. It
of poor, $400; for town officers bills,
seams.
Each lias the garments she manu■h’ \ .1 !• a’r.s.
With no disturbing element support
was thought that Mr. Oscar Hills would
$450; for insane, $4<0; for incident 1 exfactures
the
term.
about
Already
during
penses, $1C0; for work on roads and bridges
pi.nnote 1!‘celiug and strife, there is
have an easy victory over Mr. Joel f\ Wood,
summer ot 1808, $1,200; for breaking roads
forty garments have been given out, and who was
no reason why in
die coming year we
supposed t< be his only opponent;
in 1807 and 1808, $1,500; for new roads, $75.
many more are being ifiade. .Contributions
should not all work together for the best
but at the ninth hour Mr. Harvard Elwell,
Skaksmoxt. Town officers for the ensu- are very gladiy given the sewing school,
a uterests of our city.
ing year are: Moderator, A. G. Caswell; and of course are as gladly received. About second selectman, was urged so strongly to
run also that lie consented and he was electclerk, A. L. Maddocks; selectmen, etc., L.
one
hundred aud fifty yards of cloth,
I'l connection with the communication C. Poor, C. S. Adams, A. X. Jewett; Treas
ed over the other gentlemen. Then came a
D. Wilson; Supt. of schools, A. L. Mad- ! outing flannel, prints and unbleached cot0.
concerning the Belfast sewing school the docks: school
rub between D. C. Greenlaw, Joel P. Wood
committee, J. W. Farrar, A.
have been sent, to the school. Among
article on the tith page relative to this and X .Jewett, C. S. Adams; road commissioner, ton,
aud R. A. Packard for the second place.
the
1
contributors
notice
the
many
other practical brandies taught in the Jas. Fuller: collector, S. S. Beau. ApproThere was no election on the first ballot.
priations: Support of poor, $1,000; schools, ! name of Mrs. Iluldah Gammans, or Auntie
public schools of Washington, I). C\, will $1,144; roads, £2,510; town charges, $400; Gammans as she is known to many of us; Mr. Packard then withdrew and Greenlaw
be found of much interest.
It will be contingent, $100: collector and treasurer who during the seven winters that this anil Wood went in for another round, when
commission, $150; repairs on schoolhouse,
Greenlaw won by a safe majority. Then
seen that the
cooking lessons take a wide $200; text books, $75; breaking roads, $5C0; school has been in operation has never once Mr. Wood bobbed
up serenely for the third
failed to endow it with a bountiful present.
range, the instruction including much to build new road near S. Thomas’, $300
place ou the board against M. G. Black,
Resources over
£2.110 25. The
with
which fits tire girls for the duties of school committee liabilities,
of
presents
have organized with 0. S. Money is.also contributed,
who was obliged to give way and wait anhouse-keepers,as well asimparting knowl- Adams as chairman. The spring term of needles, thread, thimbles, etc, Last, but other year. Surprise now followed surschools will begin April 25th.
by no means least, is the yearly contribution
edge of matters of which all should be inprise. Mr. F. A. Dickey, who has long servof fuel by one of our local wood-dealers. He
fo lined. Only the best results can be exed in the capacity of superintendent of
Meeting of Waldo County Veterans. should know that for many afternoons durschools, was obliged to surrender to Mr.
peeted from the increased attention now
ing each winter Lis kindly gift of fuel brings
The Waldo County Veteran Association
F. A. Rhodes.
Probably upon sober repaid everywhere to the practical liDes of
warmth and pleasure to many a child who
met with E. M. Billings Post, Monroe, March
flection when all the excitement of the
education.
knows little of either warmth or pleasure
HI. TIih travelling was not very good, yet
election is over aud everybody is settled
during the cold winter days. During the
down to their normal condition, there will
At the sale of the art collection of the the following towns were represented: Bel-, term there are
always several gala afterbe a feeling of deep regret that Mr. F. A.
late Charles A. Dana in New York last fast, Searsport,JSwanville, Frankfort, Win- noons, when kind ladies send m baskets
Of
Brooks. Waldo, Freedom
was defeated as treasurer
of the
week, about GOO specimens of Eastern terport, Monroe,
sandwiches, frosted and ornamented cakes, Dickey
and Thorndike. The president, James G.
town.
His long experience and the faithful
ceramics brought *114,820, seven picdoughnuts, apples, oranges, candies, nuts,
Harding, called the meeting to order at 11 a. pop-corn, etc. Then, all work is laid
performance of his duties certainly entitled
tures sold for $79,700, and $309.50 was
aside,
m.
The records of last meeting were read
him to the courtesy of another election.
aud the children have a right merry time.
paid for a number of small objects, mak- and approved. The committee on time a^d
With the treasurer elect., Mr. J. R. Hurd,
are as carefully waited on, aud as
ing a total of $194,829.50. Not many edi- place of next meeting—Comrades Stinson of They
no one can find fault.
He is a very highly
much deferred to, as it is possible fur chiltors are able to make such a
collection; Searsport, Hobbs of Brooks and Piper of ! dren to be by the ladies iu attendance, and esteemed and respected citizen and one
and ihere are not many editors as able as Belfast—reported as follows: Time, Thurswhom the people like to honor in
every posfor all those who are not able, to be there a
bilile way. Upon the whole the election was
diaries A. Dana.
day May 5th; place, with Thomas H. Maris made up by the teacher
dainty
package
shall Post, Belfast. The committee of arvery satisfactory. The board of selectmen
for a sister or a willing little neighbor to
New Orleans lias no sewers.
On either rangements are comrades N. S. Piper, Wm.
are comparatively young men. Two of them
take
to the absentee. Aside from the maside the broad and fairly cared for high- H, Sanborn and W. H. Clifford of Thos. H.
have had an experience of one year, while
terial
benefits
which
this
school
confers, it one is
ways is a wide, deep gutter or channel, in Marshall Post, Belfast.
serving for the first time. Their abilhas altogether another bearing.
which the water stands much of the time,
All
ot
Dinner was served in the town ball and
ity and qualifications none can question,and
when
it
moves
at
Boning,
all, toward ca- alter dinner the president called the meet- these little ones here find a place where she it. is
with pride and pleasure that the voters
nals, which 'n turn carry it to the river.
must depend on herself. Each one has her
ing to order in the upper hall, when the folof this tow'n entrust to their hands the inter] Howard in Boston Globe.
her own particular piece of work, her
chair,
was given : Prayer, Lorenzo
est and welfare of the town, and no doubt
These drainage canals carry the water lowing program
own property when it is finished.
She must
Jones; address of welcome, Isaac Cook; ret
Hake Ponchitrain in rear of the city,
learn to be neat, to be quiet, to be courte- the responsibility they have taken upon
sponse, James G. Harding; rec., Miss Mamie
ous.
It is wonderful how much individual- themselves wdll be jealously guarded ,aud at
not to the river in front; and as botli river
Webber; song, Miss Nellie Ryder; rec., Miss
the end of the year they will render to the
and lake are above the level of tiie canals Helen
ity ami self-reliance is developed among
Miss
Lizzie
Nealley; song,
Webber;
town a stewardship that will redound to
the water from them is lifted by steam rec., Miss Myrtie Jenkins; song, Miss Nellie these children. They are like little ladies their
honor and to the entire satisfaction of
New Orleans :s a city without Ryder. The following comrades and ladies .n their sew-iug room at home, under the every citizen. No Town hall this
pumps.
year, as
care of a fond mother’s instruction.
the
(Com.
article was passed over. The reports of
cellars or graves, and interment is in made short speeches: Comrades Durham,
the selectmen,
treasurer
and
supt. of
tombs. To make a foundation for heavy Dawson. Stinson, Jones and Rowe; Mrs.
W inter fort. Dr. Tyler Thayer, a well
schools were splendid papers aud showed
Mrs. Ritchie, Mrs. Palmer. Mr.
Durham,
how
known physician < f this place, died of
faithfully and ably the duties of their
buildings piles are driven into what passes E.
C. Dow of Monroe, the superintendent of
offices had been attended to, with
for soil there.
apoplexy Saturday morning at the advanc- respective
schools, made a stirring speech and told ed age of 83 years. He leaves a wife and rssults that were highly satisfactory to every
citizen of the town.
Tbe “Wiir news” of t ie week, divested how the generation of men that have risen two sons to mourn their loss. The funeral
since the war look on the, old veteran, ami
services were held at his late home Monday
■of its fake features, may be briefly told.
Troy. There will be a pound party at
that should occasion require the
predicted
afternoon, conducted by Rev. J. P. Simon- David Piper’s on Friday
Nothing new is known as to the cause of young men of the
evening,March 11th,
present time would see to t.ou-Miss Carrie
Gonivan, who has been for the benefit of Rev. E. S. Burrill_Lewis
the destruction of the Maine; but there
it that the flag would be as well defended as
sick with consumption for some mouths,
does not seem to be a doubt that it was i was
who
has
been very sick with pneuRhoades,
by the boys of *Gl-’65. A vote of thanks passed away
Friday evening. Her father, ! monia, is said to be gaining_Mrs. Lewis
nn external explosion.
Spain and this was given to Monroe Post and Corps for
mother, and two sisters and a brother, Harding is on the sick list_Mrs.
Rosa
•country are alike making preparations their hospitality.
survive her.
Funeral services were held Hillman is
quite sick-Mrs. Charlotte
for war, and it looks as though the forat
the
Catholic Church_
Monday morning
Oak Grove Cemetery, Searsmont.
Whitaker has gone to Winterport to visit
mer country
may precipitate hostilities,
Wednesday morning about 10.30 tire was her daughter, Mrs. William Merrick
To
the Editor of The Journal:
About
some
think
she
is
although
discovered in James Freeman’s carpenter
only bluffing.
It was made known last Sunday that the two years ago, at the suggestion of Miss shop. In an almost incredibly short time
E. McFarland of Searsmont village,
Jennie
both hose companies were on the spot and
-Spanish government had formally requesta portion of the members of the Oak Grove
the tire promptly extinguished, although it
ed the recall of Consul General Lee from
Cemetery Association of this town organized had gained great headway, the
his post at Havana, to which request the
building
a trust department within the association,
being tilled with combustible materials.
UFuited States had courteously but firmly
having for its purpose the raising of a trust The damage to building, stock and tools
refused to comply; also that the Spanish fund for the
permanent care of the graves in was about $300. No insurance... .Misses
government had suggested the improprie- the yard.
Hattie Moody and Blanche Shaw are at
Since that time, by the almost unaided ex- home for the
ty of sending relief supplies to the Cuban
spring vacation_The presireconcentrados on the cruiser Montgom- ertions of Miss McFarland, there has been dent and other officers of the W. C. T.
Who would prescribe only
U.
collected and deposited in the Belfast Sav- went to
ery and gunboat Nashville, to which sugEllingwood’s Corner Wednesday
tonics and bitters for a weak,
gestion tbe United States had given a like ings Bank $560, and as the contributors to afternoon and organized a Union with the
puny child ? Its muscles and
this fund are scattered over this and neighanswer in the negative.
following officers: Mrs. Matilda Ellingwood,
Spain can give
nerves are so
it would be gratifying to
exStates,
boring
Consul Lee his walking papers, and this
President; Mrs. Anna Hill, Miss Addie
have the results published in your paper.
hausted that they cannot be
Vice
Mrs.
Ellingwood,
Lizzie
Presidents,
government, according to precedent, must Now that this fund is
established, we are in Perkins, Sec.: Mrs.Julia
into activity. The
Ellingwood, Treas.
submit to his dismissal, as Spain did in
hopes to increase it largely, and would invite ....Miss Nellie Thompson is holding a
child
food ; a bloodneeds
the case of I)e Lome, but it would neces- those who are
willing to contribute to the series of meetings at Ellingwood’s Corner in
sarily strain the relations existing be- fund to seud to Miss Jennie E. McFarland which great interest is manifested_In the
Searsmont, Me., and all bequests to be left,
and
food.
tween the two countries, and, with other
in the Trust Fund for the care of graves of
big storm of three weeks ago Frauk
the
Oak Grove Cemetery Association of Colson was
teud
to
an
about
conditions,
and got into adrift and
bring
open
driving
Searsmont.
rupture. Spain lias, however, disavowed
upset the sleigh. The horse cleared himOtis D. Wilson,
self from the wreck and ran away, aud
Treasurer and Trustee.
any intention of demanding tbe recall of
although diligent search and inquiry was
Gen. Lee. An emergency bill appropriatHow’s JTliis !
of Cod-Liver Oil Is all of this,
made nothing was heard of him afterwards
ing fifty millions was presented to the
\Vre offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
and you still have a tonic in
until last Sunday morning, Mr. Stubbs
House Monday and was
unanimously case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s who lives in the
of Hampden was going
the
of lime
edge
passed Tuesday amidst a storm of cheers. Catarrh Cure.
across his field when he saw a horse come
and soda to act with the food.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
The members of Congress are now
out of the woods, which proved to be the
have known F. J. Cheney
We, the
For thin and delicate children
backing the Administration as one man, or the lastundersigned,
runaway. He was very weak from long
15 years, and believe him perfectly
and exposure, but was on the whole
fasting
there is no
and while some say there will be no war
superior
honorable in all business transactions and finan
in better condition than could be expected.
to it in the world. It means
there is substantial agreement that it is cially able to carry out any obligation made by
Monroe Centre. The Baptist quarterly
their firm.
’wise to prepare for one.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
meeting was held at the church Mar. 4th,
and comfort to them. Be sure
Freedom.
Freedom Academy opened Walding, Rinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug- 5th and 6th. The following ministers were
Mar. 1st, with one hundred and two scholars
you get SCOTT'S Emulsion.
O.
gists, Toledo,
present: Brackett, Burrill, Frost, Whitand some have come since_Mr. Joyce has
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
comb and Patch... .Mrs. Harriet Cates has
50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
rented the upper story of the carding mill and
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
will have it converted into a clothing manuthe system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
been quite ill. Her daughter, Mrs. Amanda
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
factory-Mr. A. B. Sparrow has been ap Druggists. Testimonials free.
Robinson of Hampden, is with her_Mrs.
pointed postmaster.Mr. Kimball of
1 C. C. Ham has
gone to Springfield,
Skowhegan will lecture at the CongregaMe.,
Brooks. The Brooks town meeting will
plated skirt supporttionalist Church Tuesday evening_An
be held next Monday at the G. A. R. Hall, for a three weeks visit among relatives....
er, PLACKET FASTENER and
open graduation of the Worumscoggin Feand the ladies of the W. R. C. will furnish Miss Mertie Peavey is at home for a short
WAIST RETAINER; needed by all
male Seminary will be given by the Ladies
women.
Mailed for 15 cts., (stamps) 7 for
a dinner in the hall below, which will be a
vacation before returning to school in Jack- $1.00. Agents wanted.
3tl0
Itelief Corps of Freedom Friday evening, convenience to all belonging out
the
ofj
Rexford Supply Co.,
March llt.h, at 7o’clock.
son.
village.
6 Bui finch Place, Boston, Mass.
■

For Councilmen,
WILLIAM K. KEEN,
CHARLES W. FREDERICK.

75 PAIRS MEN'S SHOES,

which

little off, sizes and widths broken. This lot includes Patent Calf, Russet Calf and Enamel Shu;
that|rctailed from $5.00 to $5.00. We are closing out
the entire lot for
a pair.

Style

Constable,

For

a

$1.00

GEORGE W. FRI3BEE.
For Warden,
ROBERT WATERMAN.

REHEMBER THE PLACE,

For Ward Clerk,
PERCY R. FOLLETT.
WARD

B. C. DINSMORE,

i.

Belfast,

Me

CLEARANCE SALE

RKI’I' ItLlCAN.

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.
For Alderman,
LENDAL T. SHALES.

For Council men,
FORD,
MARCELLUS R. IvNO A LTON.

WILLIAM It.

For School Committee,
G EORG E G. W1N S LO W.
For

J

\\/E shall announce later, when the travelling is
better, a grand clearance sale of furniture
on terms that will bring
buyers from all parts of

Constable,

W ATSO N K NO

WLTO.

For Warden,
WILLIAM H WIGHT.

Waldo County
This was determined upon before the disastrous tire at our home on Northport
avenue.
Meanwhile our business will go on as
usual, and those who call now will get bargains in
all lines and have the large stock in pur two stores
to select from.

Clerk,

For Ward

JAMES D. TUCKER.
WARD

:i.

R. H. COOMBS & SON.

REPUBLICAN.
For

Mayor,

JOHN M. FLETCHER.

70 & 72 Main St., Bsltast.

For Alderman,
RICHARD T. RANKIN.
For Councilmen,
JAMES W. BURGESS,
CYRUS E. TIBBETTS.

EYES SCIENTIFICALLY EXAMINED

For School Committee,
WILLIAM A. MASON.

FREE

For Constable,
ALEXANDER D. SMALLEY.
For Warden,
CHARLES T. FRENCH.

See

our

Stock of

spectacles.,
EYE

For Ward

BENJAMIN F

Clerk,
WELLS, Jr.

WAItI>

CAMERAS,

GLASSES,

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES,
PRINTING PAPER,
TONING SOLUTION,
CARD MOUNTS.
DRV PLATES.

MAGNIFYING GLASSES,

READING GLASSES,
MICROSCOPES,
ORERA GLASSES,

4.

ARTIFICIAL EYES TO ORDER.

CHASE & DOAK.
REI'l RLICAN.

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER
For

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

Alderman,

ROBERT F. RUSS.
For

L.

A. KNOYVUON. President.

Councilmeu,
MAYHEW,

28, 1891.
$3tt,353.H9
July 1 1, 1895.
$123,(185.58

INDIVIDUAL

For School Committee,
LORETTO HAYFORD.
For

KRANh

R.|WIU(iI>, Cash lei

Deposits Solicited

GEORGE F.
RICHARD \V. WOODBURY.

Kfb.

DEPOSITS:

July 2 4, IhuI.
$.->», 1 SO. 20
Wee-13, Isos.
snoo.Mis.n

ILbec.'flssi.
$70.4*0.50
July I I, i mm.
$172,00:1. |H

Constable,

March
n ,J» 7
Dec. 17,

$1 Vi.H.i'

Dec. 15, |8<r

$202,145
For

Warden,

These ftjures

are

taken from our

*worn\*t.ate.ment*

to the

of the Currency,

Comptn,

IV ishinyton, on the ah >ce dates.
DEPiMlMilltbo IV rKliKsr nKPVRTMKvr livable >11 i*_* ii ui11 In ..
.........
...
ai> 1st ami .1 ula 1st. Deposits dnrin.: •tn>i in<mth draw i»it«»re^' tr.Mn j),,.
This department offer* „it„b
^rr,trite t< .depositor* than Sam..
Banks
V,,\
1,1 U11 ll!-'MHIts " 1,:" >*•» * atv
-Mir,.'/ m
1

For Ward

Clerk,

ELI C. MERRIAM.
WARD

,,

5.

whipped

Stock'l/<
Capitil
This Bank

bein'the latest e;Mblis’io I B ink in Will > "m»;v
ments in Pire i-i l li u ;
pi-,, .{ w >rk
a
1.v
J -ria
bank in this cmintv.
WehaveSAKK UfcPiMIT HOXKHat $:$.
u-iM* pe* vetr. v
locks, 80they may be taken to and from the Bank if desire

,,

,,

,.

.,

>

making, nerve-strengthening
muscle-building

UPRIGHT PIANO j

Scott’s Emulsion

growth, strength, plumpness

we are

For School Committee,
JAMES H. HOWES.

EPHRAIM W. WILEY.

remedy

exceptionally good bargains in

For Alderman,
CLARENCE O. POOR.

Children

hypophosphites

some

pairs of Ladies’ Low Shoes, odd sizes and widths,
closing out for C A^~r a pair. There isn’t a pair
in the lot that sold for less
than #1.S0, from that ud
to #3.SO.-

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.

WILLIAM H. SKINNER.

Nickel

offer

We have 100

REPUBLICAN.

Puny^.
thoroughly

“

LADIES’ LOW SHOES,

if

cast at

can

speedily.

The Cove Union, W. C. T. U.,will meet
with Mrs. Helen Bird Wednesday, March

lGth,
ting.

store

BOOTS and SHOES.

Mr. Orrin J. Dickey, local editor of the
Belfast Age, is at home for a week’s visit
and to gain strength from his recent illness,
which it is

our

In yood condition, for
reasonably, at

REPUBLICAN.

E. H.

56 Church St.
February 17, 1898.—4w7

,,,

j

DURGItf,

M D

of Glasses and Diseases of
Ihe Eye and Ear a Specialty

Belfast.

For Alilerman,
T. DEXTER GUPTILL.

.,

Fitting

sale

For Mayor,
JOHN M. FLETCHER.

•,

Office hours until ilja. m.
From I 2.30 to 3 and 7 to 8
p.

SEARSPORT,

m

mAI>’

KLK *H

> V'C
Co.V.vac Tl'O.V.
Will be in Belfast every Tuesday from 1
m. Ottice over ,1. W.
Ferguson \*V,»., Main

For Councilmen,
HARVEY H. SMALLEY,
EDWARD F. CARROW.

At once,

For Warden,
ALBERT O. HALL.
For Ward Clerk,
ALBERT C. MOSMAN.

girls at

THOMPSON & FOSTER’S,

For School Committee,
GEORGE J. GROTTON.

For Constable,
ELROY P. MICHAELS.

more

54 Church St., Belfast, Me.

DR. JOHN STEVENS,
Opera House Block.
t

Special attention given to diseases of

hroat.

*

6iu2

nose

Comfort and Safety
A

sloop yacht

24 feet

over

all.

8

feet beam

iron

keel, inside lead ballast, and fully found
fitted, is offered for sale. Will sleep lour mi
soins, and is a safe, sound and servioeahh
fully equipped for cruising. Will,not l><
away, and only those willing to pay a fair
need apply. For further particulars address
YACHT OWNER.

and
Journal

Office, Belfast,

OF BELFAST.
fl(: \,BWS
Arnold shipped

V

a

car-

Brighton last Satur-

to

«s

half

a

w>':
live stock

]>s'

arrival of 17 pigs in

lie

t

Social Whist Club will
hall to-day, Thursday,
be served.
tl

H. Marshall R. C. are
-f•-'! to be present at MemoT.

I

f

11 ih at 2

p. m.
Hatch has bought of her
A
Smalley, the Foss house and
so-called, in East Belfast.

;

[

f,

the High school is prewhich will be pre-

of

ass

ainment

11

April.

ECZEMA
Most

Humiliating

Particulars will be

Of itching, burning, bleeding, scaly skin
and scalp humors is instantly relieved
by a warm bath with Cuticura Soap,
a single application of Cuticura (ointment), the great skin cure, and a full dose
of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of blood
purifiers and humor cures.

W. C T. U. The National W. C. T.
U
officers think is most fitting that
special ser-.
vices in memory of Frances E.
Willard
should be held March 20, Neal Dow’s birthday. Her last official act was to write an
appeal for societies to unite in an obvervance
of this day, so now it becomes coinmem
ira
tive of her as well as of Maine’s
hero.
I know that every mourner will do
what
lies in their power to honor this woman.
[Emily F. Miller, county president.

©ticura

Remedies

speedily, permanently, and
economically cure, when all else fails.
Potter Dri'o and Ciikm. Corp. Sole Prop«., Boston.
••
How to Cure Every Skin and Blood Humor. free.

has

Keene
i

home

er

I

on

Northport

ived, with the compliments
Atwood, Winterport, a copy
ii report of the trustees of the
School.

Marshal Sanborn found a
n the street one
evening reas returned next day to its
•ttie Welch.
Frank A Cushman
iHe fell on the ice in Thornami sprained an ankle. He
attend the meeting of the
issioner

r

Friday.

^

Esq.. Clerk

iti.

'ires
"f

of

Courts,
jurors for

for traverse
S. J. Court, which will

Tuesday, April
preside,

t.v,

19th.

will

ise

hall of Seaside Hose Co.
Seaside Grange Hall to-

al
n

tvening. Good music will
and ice cream and cake will
'•
price of admission will be
,cs free.
uninissioners

C

were

.;ng arrangements
court house aud

in

town

for need*

jail.

As

•stiy inside they will have it
•re the carpenters aud
paint*
tlicir spring rush of outside
Circle

ug

will

meet

this,

:i')ou, and will have a iivethe evening.
It was voted

fourteen years of
admitted, unless accouipaiua-uts. The reason for this
under

:--n

.ad

milch

too

ill

sm

hoy last

Game Commissioners have
from E. M. Coleman of Liu'ays that one morning redrove a small deer through
bay. He took a boat and

;

r,
ver

nearly exhausted,

and

the. deer several hours it

l and is

il

now

pet in the

a

keep it.

want to

Registration began its reguparatory to the municipal
'day morning apd will continue
f

or-

The sessions

afternoon.
1 p. m.,

B. H

in.

are

to 5 and 7 to 9 p.
when the business

o

Friday,
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md is

serving

as

Couant has been
chairman of the

Charles E. Knowlton, reother members are Frank L.
ard H. Moody.
of

e
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Supply.

Milk

A

Journal

re-

•auied Dr. W. L. West, inspecn an official visit to a number
Belfast recently. The
• rind to be
warm, well lighted
d, and the animals apparent■n dtion.
The milk rooms were
kept, and from appearances
.dge that the utmost care is exare of the cans, jars and
The milkmen generally rein

■"ns

'.ug

use

of the

glass jars,

arm, instead of the old
nt

seal-

method

the milk from large

J the customers.

cans

Even if the

exercised in the handling of
.ms and the cleanliness of all

:■*

d-re is

dust dying
and the frequent opening of

i-

ust

more or

the

cause

Tin

less

milk

hornless cattle

to

take

are com-

with many and some young
dehorned. Some of the farrnT" have a
portion of their cows
dehorned the coming season,
are a number of animals of the
A agus an<l other hornless breeds
is. Two Galloway bulls are own■r

•m

••

brms, and others will be bought
hornless cow has doubtless come
i soon an animal with horns will
a
curiosity as one without those
s was a decide
ago.
•

The handsome resinowlton at Citypoint
destroyed by fire last Saturday
The fire was discovered in the L
dr the
chimney, and was first
neighbors about 9 o’clock- Mr.
v!:
wltou attended the old folks’
fast Opera House the night be>e
just eating their breakfast
ghbors gave the alarm. There
’‘graph instrument in the resiitypoint.

lience

M. K

Etta O.

Clay

across

once

sent to

the

street,
the city.
|je and Seaside Hose reel were
( •■nit
by teams of Albert Mud<■
Staples, and although the
h

1

•

was

at

|» ami

the roads

narrow

the

made the two miles and a
on the scene in
forty-five
the time the tire was first

lSe

••d
i'

B' lfast

Livery Co. also sent a
tli a load of firemen. But their
a in
for there was no water

'■it*

^
■

wells

in

the

vicinity being

snow banks around the houses
the engine from getting near
'■*« the cisterns
Had there been
‘' iter
the stable could have been
the fire bad not entered it when
Arrived. The buildings were the
neighborhood, and were finely
finished. They were built by the
rge b. Ferguson at a cost of
nearly
and consisted of a
two-story house,
and stable. The contents
were near*
1v,e<l> t^ie furniture, household goods,

,,f

sleighs, etc., being taken out
breakage. The live stock,

with
con-

a
horse, cow, a few sheep, two
Hock of hens were all saved. The
* as
valued at about $3,000 and there
insurance of $2,000 on the buildings
1 -JJb on
the contents, in the agency of
^ est. Mr.
Knowlton had feargain1'ace the day before for the farm of
a

^:r

Bartlett,

of

Waldo, and Mr. Bartfor City-

Saturday morning
,/juried
meet Mr. Knowlton
1

!
,.

1

<

and make out
w*!en lle came in sight of the
nearly burned to the ground.

rS’ *,ut
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Purified and Beautified
cuticura soap.

the collection had 2t>

iu

otrope

very handsome

a

Mr. H. h. Woodcock’s still-life painting
lias been returned from the Boston Art
(hub exhibition and may be seen in the
window of M. P. Woodcock & Son, Main
street.

The song recital, announced in last week’s
paper to be given at Memorial Hall, to-mor-

Friday, evening, will begin promptly
eight o’clock. Admission to the hall at

row,
at

half past,

The traveling in the section of the
country
is hard. The roads are broken out narrow
and are now down to hard ice which is full
of thank-ye-marms. The snow outside is
hard and deep. In the early morning teams
can travel on the crust almost
anywhere,
but in the afternoon such traveling is
as
the
horses breaks through.
dangerous
A week ago teams crossed the fields and
pastures on the crust at all times in the day,
but the sun of midday now softens the snow
and a man can hardly keep up on foot. In
the streets of Belfast the icy road-bed is
nearly two feet above the earth on an average, and there are banks by the roadside
six feet deep.

seven.

We

William H. Sanborn is to act by appointment as City Marshal during the remainder
of Marshal Norton’s year, as the latter is
likely tube called away suddenly by his new
duties as U. S. Deputy Marshal.
The members of the Alliance, assisted brwill give a reception and 5 o’clock
tea for the benefit of the Kindergarten soon
to be established in Belfast. Notice of time,
and place will be given in a later issue of this

others,

paper.

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Thomas Kenney, Frankfort, $24

80; Stephen B. Marston, South Jefferson,
$t> to $8; Samuel It. Stevens, Monroe, $10 to
$12; reissue, Frederick L. Waterhouse,
Centre Moutville, $17.
to

Hinckley, who was announced
to give an illustrated lecture on “Sketches
from Life” at the M. E. church last
Sunday
evening, failed to appear on account of a

have received an interesting letter
H. E. McDonald of the Klondike

from Col.

party, written at Vancouver, B. C., and giving the details of the trip to that point and
shall publish it in our next issue. Mr. II.
L. Woodcock has also had an entertaining
letter from another of the party, Dr. E. W.
Gould, written from the same place, which
with his permission we shall also print. The
party were booked to sail from Vancouver
March 2d on steamer Islander for Skaguay,
where they were to go over the pass to Lake
Bennett.
Col. McDonald saj’s, however,
that the sailing of the steamer was postponed to the 5th. The party are all well, have
procured their outfit, and hope to “strike it
rich.”

Itev. A. F.

failure

letters to connect.

of

The lecture
was postponed to
Tuesday eveuiug, at which
time he also failed to put in an
appearance.
Four men met recently in J. W. Jones'
hardware store, whose united weight was
over half a ton.
They were Wm. H. Sanborn. Capt. Thomas G. Bartlett, Capt. Geo.

I

he Churches.

Memorial services in honor of the men
who lost their lives by blowing up the battleship Maine were held at St. Francis
Catholic church Monday morning.
The second in the series of pre-Easter
will be held to-morrow, Friday,
evening in the Universalist vestry at 7.15
sharp. The subject is “Companionship with
Christ.”
services

Services at the Universalist church next
Carter, and Capt. James H. Perkins. The
day Pickett Peudleton came in ami in- Sunday will be as follows: Morning worcreased the record by 819 pounds.
ship with sermon at 10 45 followed by SunThe repairs to the custom house in this
day school. Young people's devotional
city are to be quite extensive, including new meeting at six o’clock, led by the pastor.
and sanitary plumbing
throughout, new til- During the session of Sunday school the
ing in the post office corridors, the re-laying Easter service will be rehearsed.
of the granite steps in front, and a
Services at the M. E. church next Sunday
general
renovation of the interior and exterior.
will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at
An
advertisement for proposals to do the work 10 45 a. m., Sunday school at 12; meeting of
will be found in another column.
the .Junior League at 3 30 p. m ; meeting of
the Epworth League at G, leader, Miss Ella
A very enjoyable sociable by the members
of the Methodist society was held at the Hayes, topic, “The Breadth of God’s Love,”
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher Acts 10:11-20; praise and prayer service at 7.
on
Congress street last Monday evening. The weekly class meeting will be Thursday
About fifty men, women and children were evening; prayer meeting next Tuesday
present, and the evening was very agreeably evening, both at 7.15 o’clock.
The regular mid-week meeting of the
spent with music, recitations, etc. A lunch
was served.
North church this, Thursday, evening will be
of special interest to children. The subject
Henry Reynolds of South Brooks reports
that he recently saw on his farm an animal will be “First Steps as a Young Christian.”
which he then thought was a very large deer. An important business meeting will follow,
at which a full attendance is specially deAn examination of the tracks on the
snow, together with the facts that the animal occas- sired. Next Sunday morning the pastor
ionally broke through the crust where a yoke will give the third of his series of sermons
on “The Chorus of the Virtues;”
of oxen could go, and that it had no
subject,
horns,
has led him to believe that it was a female “Knowledge.” The subject of the evening
meeting will 1 e “The Childhood of Jesus.”
moose. It made jumps of from 18 to 20 feet.
R.

next

Those who have been familiar for many
business say that not only
City Council attended to all
its duties in a most thorough and businesslike manner, and done an
unusually large
amount of work, but the various
departments have been managed with skill and
The
annual reports of the various
Hdelity.
city officials, while brief, are comprehensive,

years with city
has the present

covering the ground most thoroughly.
It
is without doubt the best
showing of the
city's business ever given by any year’s
officials.
New

Advertisements. B. C. Dinstnore
liis annual clearance sale of boots
ami shoes for the next two weeks. Ladies’
low shoes at 50 cents a pair, and 75 pairs of
men's shoes, former price $3 to $5, at SI a
pair.... William A. Clark, Phenix Row, has
the L-iinson & Hubbard new spring
hat;
announces

and

can

tit you with

a

nobby spring

suit of

the Stein-Blocli Co.

make. Mr. John W.
Sleeper is in charge of the retail department-See announcement of the reduced
prices in the Dalton's preparations—sarsa-

parilla,

pills, plasters

and

coraliue,

all

standard articles... A capable girl wanted
to do general housework.
Apply to Mrs.
Albert Gammans, 0 Church street_See
statements of insurance companies
represented by Field & West, Belfast... .Read
what Carle & Jones have to say
concerning

bargains in room paper and curtains. They
also have full lines of tiu ware aud kitchen
furnishings at very low prices_W. A.
Clark, Phoenix Row, is sole agent for Belfast
for the Lamson & Hubbard hats, and has
the spring styles for 1898.... Mrs. Charles
Baker publishes a card of thanks... .See
advt. of cane lost by C. R. Coombs.
Shipping Items.

Sch. Mary Jeuness of
Bangor, reported ashore and full of water on
Cayo Largo on the south side of Cuba, was
built by J. Oakes & Son,
Brewer, and
launched in June, 1895
She was then

Resignation

of

a

Pastor.

The follow-

ing letter was read before the members of
the Baptist Church last Sunday morning by
the treasurer, Mr. C. H. Twombly, and referred to

a

committee, who will report next

Dear Brethren: Six years ago last November you called me to the pastorate of this
church, thus committing to me a trust which
I have regarded as sacred and which I have
endeavored with God’s help to discharge
with fidelity. The time has now arrived
when I must return this trust into your
bauds. Nothing but a sense of duty, a feeling that another can better carry on the
work in this place ami the conviction that
the Great Head of the Church has a work
for me elsewhere,1 have led me to this step.
This decision has been arrived at only after
careful and prayerful consideration and I
trust that it will be accepted by you as final.
I desire to take this opportunity to express
to one and all my sincere and heart-felt gratitude for the kindness with which you have
borne with my many failings, the many

words of encouragement you have ypokeuj
when the burden seemed heavy, and r.he cordiality and heartiness with which you have
supported my plans and seconded my efforts.
I shall ever cherish among my fondest recollections the many enduring friendships
which I have here formed and which, let us
trust, will grow stronger and brighter until
all the broker cords are re-united in that
better world above. If agreeable to you I
desire that my resignation shall take effect

May 8,1898.

Praying that the Great Shepherd will
guide you by his unerring wisdom in the
choice of him who shall lead you in the future, I remain
B'aithfully Yours,
John F. Tilton.

One of tlie Vital Questions of the Day,
draught with Interest to Belfast

People.
If there is anything in local indorsement when
compared with foreign. If there is anything
more convincing in the opinions held by
people
we know than those entertained by utter
strangers
then
Belfast citizens have the golden opportunity of their lives to decide these points
when they read the views and opinion of:
Mr. Rufus Walton ol 140 High street,who says:
I have suffered from kidney trouble for years so
had at times that I was confined to my bed or to
the house for weeks at a time. My back across

rigbarkeutine, later beiug changed to
a three-masted schooner.
She is owned by
Henry Lord aud measures 501 gross, 411 net
tons.
She was commanded by the well
known captain, Joseph Clay of
Bucksport,
who, with the crew, was saved. She was
bound from Cienfuegos to New York with
suger-Ship Josephus, Gilkey, at New
Y'ork from Manila, reports
having been my kidneys bothered me with a continual aching
ashore in the Java Sea, and was
obliged to pain and along with it there was a weakness of
a
of
the cargo to lighten the the kidneys which was very distressing and anjettison portion
more especially at night.
I doctored and
vessel. She floated without
damage.... nojing
used more or less medicine but I
got little or no
Bark Lucy A. Nichols, 1,330
tons, built at relief. About a
year ago I was unusually bad. I
Brewer in 1875, has been sold at or about
saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised and so well
$12,003, to be converted into a barge_Sch. recommended from
people near by, that I got
Lucia Porter, Farrow, which cleared from them at
Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store and gave
New York March 2d for
Jacksonville, lost them a trial. I got relief from the first and coni anchor and chain 4th in lower bay and re- tinued the treatment until I (had used several
turned to the city. A new anchor and chain boxes and they did me more good than anything
I ever took. The aching pain in my back is
was obtained and she
greatproceeded March 0th.
ged

as a

The

old

folks’ dance in

the

Belfast

Opera House last Friday evening was a
very enjoyable affair aud brought out many
years.
■

i
|

!

While

a

Good

floor for several
large number of the really

who had not been

Morning!

the

on

You are going to buy
Spring suit to day? Very good, then. But
you’ve worn high-priced made-to-order clothes;
the ordinary “ready-made” is tell-tale of its
origin, probably the sweat-shop.
There is only one make of clothes good
enough
for you, and they hear this label,

old folks were present the dancers were not
confined to that class. There were the old,
the middle aged aud the young, and all
seemed to enjoy every minute of the time.
There were a number of costumes of the
style worn before the war, aud some of the
Colonial period.
A Grandfather’s clock
stood upon the stage with a placard bearing
the inscription, “OKI Folks’ Time.”
There were 135 couples on the floor in the
grand march, which was led by Capt. and
Mrs. David Ii. Libby, aged respectively 70
years and 6 months aud 70 years. But they
were not the oldest dancers on the floor,
Frank Lancaster, SO years, having that distinction, with A. D. Chase, 76, next. There
were many others who pressed closely upon
these veterans, and all of them are able to
give points to the younger generations when
it comes to dancing, aud none were lighter
on their feet or more graceful in their movements tliau they. One gentleman, who entered into the spirit of the occasion with zest,
found in conversing with a lady partner
that neither of them had danced since March
1862, more than a generation ago. It was
eminently a social time, and one of its best
features was the bringing together of so
many who rarely meet on such occasions.
A dauce ordinarily brings out a certain
set,
but this dance brought out, among others,
those supposed to have been laid on the
shelf years ago, and the reminiscences
recalled in conversation on the floor and
in the galleries would fill volumes. Mighty
interesting reading it would be, too. Indeed. so successful was the affair that it is
proi osed to make it an annual event, and it
would be one that all would look forward
to with interest.
The music was by an orchestra of six
pieces led by Prof. J. C. Whitten, who played and “called” with all his old time skill
and vigor. If any dancer went wrong in a
quadrille it was not the professor's fault.
In one of the quadrille sets three
generations of one family were represented: Mr.
A. F. Riggs, his daughter and
granddaugh-

a new

The

use

of
Cereal Food

increases

rapidly,

Stein Bloch clothes are custom tailored
garin everything but price. The
accuracy of
their form precludes the
necessity of more than
one “try-on,”
they can be worn at once and with
the assurance that they possess every point of

ments

Copyright 1897 by
TheBteln-Bloch Co.

but

style

and fit

better than

more

petitors.

than-double-their-price-to-measure

Complete Spring line now.
Pleasant to know that your money's returned if you

none

other

is in

MR. JOHN W. SLEEPER

equals

com-

it.

want

charge of Retail Department.

LAMSON & HUBBARD’S

NEW SPRING HATS •~

WHEAT

WILLIAM A,

•

•

•

•

CLARK,

PHENIX ROW, BELFAST.

GERM.

]

THROW YOURTRUSS AWAY]

ter.
At intermission tables were spread
upon
tlie stage for 35 couples, and to these the
“really old folks” were invited. Other tables
were set in the ball and over 300
people
were fed in less than an hour.
To feed that
number of people would be quite an undertaking for a hotel with all the conveniences,
and Mr Pote certainly did wonders in the
limited space at his disposal, and to him aud
to bis untiring assistants great credit is
due.
A

pleasant feature

of the occasion

was

the

presentation of a handsome bouquet to Mrs.
O-H. Libby just after midnight, it having
ascertained that Saturday was her
Mr. Pote. made the presentation
in the presence of a number of Mrs.
Libby’s
friends, and the offering was certainly
been

birthday.

thoughtful

well

graceful.
The floor manager, aids, order of dances,
etc., were as announced last week. The
dancing closed about 2 o’clock, and most of
the dancers remained to see the finish.
After paying expenses Mr. Pote had £34
in hand, and this has been
expended for
flour, seven barrels going to that number of
families.
as

The Mayor’s

as

Annual

supper at the Windsor Hotel. The invitawas accepted and ou arrival at the
hotel the tables were found to be very neatly and prettily spread and a tempting array

a

good things
the Menu;

was

Oysters

presented.
on

Nutritious

Following

RUPTURE

and

Of Men, Women and children, cured
the hidelity Method,
No ending operation, no detention
from daily duties.

by

Easily Digested,

We yua> anlee a cure in every ruse
accept tor treatment, and no m oney
is required until cure is complete.
Physicians incited to call and investigate. Over Vi.tiOO cures a!ready efire

because it is

fected.

Consultation

the

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

Germ and Gluten
E. L. STEVENS. M. 0.,
of Wheat.

Operating Surgeon,
Office Hours, i to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

is

There

are

many

PAPERS 5,6,7 and 8 cts.

imitations.

Buy

All mounted

Celery
Cold

Oranges

Apples

Grapes

Tea
Coffee
Milk
the close of the repast Mayor Fletcher
made a brief address to the members, thank
ing them for the uniform courtesy which
one and all
had extended to him during
the year, and referring to the
pleasant relations which have existed and the pleasaut
ties formed between the members.
Aidermen Poor and Shales
responded in behalf of
their Board and President
Wiggin for the
Common Council. Brief remarks were also
made by other members, and after an informal social chat while disposing of the
cigais the party broke up shortly before
midnight. All were warm in their praise of
the spread laid before them by landlord
Kuowlton and the attentive service given.
At

Wedding
Brown-Coombs.

A

very

pretty

served.

The bride was dressed in a
dark green traveling suit trimmed with
blue liberty silk and silk passementerie.
The happy couple were generously remembered by their many friends with rich and
valuable presents, including chairs, china,
Mr.

Mrs. Brown took
the 1 05 train for Portland, where they were
to spend a few days, going from there to
Boston and other points before settling in,
their new home in Boston. Mr. Brown is a
commercial traveler who has been in the
employ of Silas Pierce & Co. of Boston and
Bennett & Simpson of New York, wholesale
dealers and importers of spices. The brido
is the eldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Coombs and is a favorite in this city, with a
large circle of friends. The best wishes of
all follow them as they start on life’s
jourparty was
before the
her young
rich treat

35,<000 Rolls Wall Paper aid 3,000 Window
noted low prices, Yours truly,

I

Saades,

at

CARLE <£ JONES.
Lamson & Hubbard

p

DON’in Tthebuv'_anything

|
I

made in
examine our
We are closing
them out at less than
list price to make room
for our spring line of
Leather goods, which
Will t>e ,n SOOI1.
ou

goods.

Bnmiga

Spring Style, 1898.
WILLIAM

A.

.SOLE
SOLE AGENT
AUENT

CLARK,1
CLARK,PheRn0l*i

FOR
FOR

BELFAST.
BELFAST
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hstablished in'1836.
Established
....

S I

REE I

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

anu

together. A very pleasant surprise
given to the bride-elect a few days
wedding, by about twenty-five of
friends. The company brought a
which was enjoyed by all, also a
heavy silver ice pitcher as a wedding gift.
lessened.
I
feel much stronger. The weakness
The evening was very
-A. M. Carter loaded sch. Game Cock ly
pleasantly spent
which was so annoying is vastly
improved. and all expressed their best wishes for
with hay for Boston Mar.
4th_Capt. Doan’s Kidney Pills benefltted me in every way
the future life and prosperity of the
Thomas Burgess of sch. P. M.
young
Bonney re- and you can mention my name as having used
couple.
ports that a whale about GO feet long played them with great benefit. I will
always recomnear his vessel for some time last
Saturday mend Doan’s Kidney Pills to my friends. The
Concerning Local Industries.
while off Gilkey’s Harbor, Islesboro_Sch. remedy is worthy of the highest recommendaEastern Light arrived Mar. 5th from Port- tion.”
Mark Wood & Son have two new orders
Doan's Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents
land with corn for Swan &
per
Sibley Co_
Sch. Jennie Howard brought a cargo of lime box, for sale by all dealers; sent by mall on re- for tablets in variegated marble, one for
ceipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co.,
for Cooper & Co. from Rockland last
N. Lizzie M., wife of Elmer M. Coombs of
Friday. Y., sole agents for the United States. Buffalo,
Laurel, Mont., to be set in Waldo, and one;
Sch. Nonpareil loaded general
cargo a
Remember the name DOAN'S and take no subfor Fannie A., wife of C. F. Gould of Cam
Belfast for Deer Isle yesterday.
stitute.
i
den.
ney

Spring

our

home

wedding took place at high noon Tuesday,
March 7th, at the pleasant home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jordan W. Coombs on
Northport
avenue, when their daughter, Miss Eva
Alice Coombs, was married to Mr. Jerome
Brown of New York. About, twenty guests
were present,
principally near relatives and
intimate friends of the contracting parties.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. J. M.
Leighton, after which ice cream, cake, etc.,

etc.

Foulds’
Wheat
Germ
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Bells.

Patent

I2!(, 25t. !o 75c,

_!

Tongue

Cold Ham
Worcestershire Sauce
Mixed Pickles
Lobster Salad
Hot Rolls
Cold Bread
Ice Cream, Assorted Cake

on

Fixtures,

Cold Chicken

silverware,

Free

Half Shell.

Queen Olives
Cold Turkey

were

and_Examination

• •••

tion

of

It is

Supper.

At the close of the business of the
City
Council Monday evening Mayor John M.
Fletcher extended an invitation to the members and clerks of the Boards to partake of

Sunday:

Belfast, Me March 4,1898.
To the Members of the First Baptist Church.

Folks' Dance.

The Old

Kobie Meservey of Morrill had both
bones
of one of his legs fractured near the
ankle
while at work in Merriam’s saw mill
yesterafternoon.
day

Torturing, Disfiguring,

one

the

:
1

]•■

increased

was

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman M. Wood
visited
friends in Rockland a few
days the past
week.

Safe

deposit boxes for rent at $3, $5. $6.50
$8 a year.

p'AKE good

Our new vault i< unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in security against tire

>\vi; IT

*

and

burglary in the country.
reining b an cn h ive the exelusiv
privilege of taking their boxes to and from th
Those

vault.

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

%

WEST,
Surgeon.*^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.
Offlcd and Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.

Residence and Hospital 17 Congress street.
Office

Telephone 8-2.

IN

TIM

S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
that she has been duly appointof the last will and testament of
EZRA HAXSOX, late of Brooks,

in the

County of W aldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said de-

of your

I..

OUR HAIR IONIC*
'lir*ien

°r '‘"’or the h lir, but i' \\ | in,
KK*-y reM1 »ve dandruff, prevent
itching .>t
the he ul enrich soil of the
scalp, stop hair
mi ling op
fora healthy growth it is the best
tonic known.
r»0 ('i:\TS \

IJOTTI.r

Prepared by

POOR & SOM, Druggists.

Mrs. E.

Residence Telephone 2-

EXECUTRIX
gives notice
ed Executrix

care

HAIR.

an

p
w

H IKOPOIHST.

Lancaster,
M A N ICO KING and

SHAMPOOING.
35 HIGH

STREET.

Superfluous hair removed by

an electric needle
ceased are desired to present the same for settleTerms moderate. Orders attended to
day or even
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to
M’s3mn0
make payment immediately to John B. Walton of !
Belfast, my authorized agent.
KATE M. HAXSOX.
I
Stone ham, Mass., Feb. 8, 1898.—3wl0
C'iivil oT TlimiKes.

SUBSCRIBE

1 wish

to express my heartfelt
gratitude to
friends and neighbors who so kindly assisted
me in my late bereavement.
MRS. CHARLES RAKER.
Relfast, March 9,1H98.—lwlO*
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MRS. PINKHAM

As they learu by observation
practice bow to sew and how to cook
reduce
to writing the impressions
they
gained. They write down rules and methods of cutting, fitting, sewing, also reciI pes and preparation of food. Thus they
not only obtaiu practical experience, but

To Cook and to Sew.

training.
and

Art of

Producing Healthful Food ami GarAdvantages AYashington Schools

incuts.

Afford

in

these Directions.

“The Lord furnishes the food and the
-the cooks,” the apothegm of a gentleman of the old school,
but, as Sganarelle in Moliere’s Mock Doctor says, “We
have changed all that now,” and our pubThe comlic schools furnish the cooks.
ing generations will eat and be happy.
“Dyspepsia” will be marked “obsolete”
in the dictionary, and pepsin will be a
thug on the market. No more will porterhouse steak be fried in lard (ugh!) saleratus biscuit a legend of the past will become and pie will be no longer a nightmare.
For our girls are being taught
housekeeping! And not only how to cook,
howto market, but actually bow to sew!
The husband of the future will find buttons and strings in place and frayed w ristbands w ill be an evanescent dream. The
fruit for good and evil which Eve ate and
which turned bitter in her mouth is proving a fruit of good to her daughters who
are learning to take a useful place in life
aud becoming a blessing.
In the first six grades boys and girls are
taught concui rently along broad lines of
culture.
Not only the same books are
taught, hut the same manual training.
Tlic assimilat ion ol hand, eye aud brain is
developed. They mold the same ligures,
make the same cylinders and erect the
same pyramids.
While the boy will graduate from
these into a higher form of
manual training
for which
the lower
framing tits him, none the less is such
lower training beueiicial to the gill, as it
renders acute her mental faculties and
better qualifies them for pursuits essentially feminine.
A; an taiiy uate the present supenutendeut urged the introduction of sewing
into the schools; hut before it was oilicially instituted, one ot the lady teachers,
now in charge of the sixth grade school,
took the matter up.
She taught after
school hours such girls as cared for the
instruction and furnished them 1 lie materials for practice.
Aside from the training common to the
two sexes, the girls begin in the third
grade with exercises specially suited to
their sex.
Sewing as an adjunct is begun
in this grade. Little slips of girls of eight
or nine are being taught the delicate and
exact work which our grandmothers did
and which is the despair of the present
generation. A thread is drawn so as to
give tlie guidiug line, and the busy little
fingers ply the needle with back stitches
along that line. The girls are taught to
measure the stitches with their eyes, and
so well is the work done that an experienced eye can scarce detect the irregularities, if they exist. Then they are instructed how to fell and overseam.
A
piece of goods is given each child and she
makes a bag to exemplify the principles
of sewing which have been learned.
In
the third, fourth and fifth grades the girls
are taught right in the school rooms, litting themselves for the real dressmaking
which mines in the sixth grade. And
while the girls in the lower grades are
learning sewing, the boys draw and paint.

>

Total

Deab Mbs. Pinkham:—When I wrote to you last June,
I was not able to do
anything. I suffered with backache, headache, bearing-down pains, pains in my lower
limbs, and ached all through my body. Menstruations
were very painful.
I was almost a skeleton.
I followed your advice and now am well and fleshy, and able
to do all my own housework. I took medicine from a
physician dor over a year, and it did not do me a particle
of good. I would advise all
suffering women to write
to Mrs. Pinkham. She will answer all letters
promptly,
and tell them how to cure those aches and
pains so common to women.—Mrs. C. L.
Texas.
Winn, Marquez,
I think it is my duty to write and let
you know what
medicine
has
done for me. For two years I suffered
your
with female weakness,
bearing-down pains, headache,
backache, and too frequent occurrence of the menses.
I was always
husband
me to

also intellectual training.
Some little while ago a party of gentlemen, who are annually interested in the
expenses of the District, inquired what
became of the articles prepared at the
cooking schools. The answer was that
the children ate them. What! Ate them?
Why were they not sold? Let us see what
was the value of the raw material thus
eaten by the children and learn how much
the District has lost by the goods not
being sold. Last year there were in the
cooking schools 2,408 pupils, and the
grocery bill was $837.07, about 35 cents
As there are about thirty-five
per pupil.
weeks of the school year and one lesson
per week, each girl on an average actually
ate up oue cent’s worth of food per week.
The unconscionable little sinners! Is it
any wonder our estimates are cut down?
E PIT AT EI)

H O l' S E

complaining.

try your Vegetable Compound, and I finally did.

I have
taken three bottles and it has made me feel like a different woman. I advise
every woman that, suffers to
take your medicine and be cured.—Mrs. Garrett
Lichty, 612 S. Prince St., Lancaster, Pa.
I had suffered for over two
years with backache,

K E E PI NO.

Yes, at this paltry expense for material used, the girls of this city, as far as
straightened environment will permit, are
being prepared

as

competent housekeep-

Nor need any advocate of woman’s
Grade for
education complain.
grade, the girls keep abreast with the
hoys, 't he latter go to tlieii “solid" work
and the former to their cooking, at stated
hours.
Each sex is being taught the
manual training appropriate to itself, and
with the two distinct classes of manual
training the mental training keeps on
The regrettable
apace with equal step.
feature is that, while the boys, though in

and it seemed as though death was the
only relief
forme. Afterusing five bottles of Lydia E. Pinklianfs
Vegetable Compound, and four packagesof Sanative
Wash, I am well. Have had no more pain, womb
trouble, backache or headache.—Mrs.
Claudia
Halpin, Cream Ridge, N. J.
Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I was afflicted with female complaints
so that I could hardly walk.
My back ached terribly, in fact, I ached all over. Was not aide to raise myself up some of the
time. I had no appetite and was so nervous that I could hardly sleep. I have
taken but two bottles of your Compound and feel like another person, can now
eat and sleep to perfection, in fact, am perfectly well.—Mrs. Sun
McCullough,
Adlai. W. Va.

environment, proceed to higher
j cramped
and more expansive foims of manual

training, the girls, perforce, must stop at
the eighth grade because we lack accom-

modations and facilities for continuing
and enlarging the work done in the gramllacon said that all
mar school grades,
the field of knowledge should he his.
Feasible in his day, this is impossible to
But the varied field
any one mind now.
of knowledge should be so open that each
“Let each
may cultivate his own part.
have his own." In no better 01 more adand
money
vantageous way can energies
he expended than in training the youth of
a country.
The world to-day is what its
Receiveducated children have made it.
ing from our progenitors the education
which in our day was the best to be had,
let us give to our children the best we now
have.
Receiving the accumulated and
improved knowledge, be it ours to pass it
on to future generations, enhanced by our
efforts and study.
Manual trainiug, tbe educator of hand,
eye and brain, the practical in itself and
tbe enhancer of that which is purely mental, cries aloud for encouragement, and
should receive it in this community. [\V.
II. Singleton, in Washington, I). C. Evening Star.
News

and

Lj dia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound; A Woman’s Remedy for Woman’s Ills
Channg makes baby cry -mother ami father tin.
comfortable
especially n they are fleshy. Comfort
Powder instantly relieves and prevents chufiug.
it to any other powder for babies and in the sick-room.
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Hundreds of Trained Curses

prefer

“The Creating of the Book.”
Poem

l»y

Free

Klleu Hamlin Butler

at

Hubbard

Library Dedication, Hallowell.

Ah, fortunate children of these last days,
Who come with eager and fearless gaze
To this shrine, of the books;—are ye never

stirred
To bow in their presence?
heard

Have

ye not

Their story,—how they begun to be
With the days of the world’s first mystery?
Oh for an angel-bard to sing
This epic of God’s own purposing!
For I have only their speech who rhyme
A fireside tale for the twilight time.
And yet have come to sing once again
How God gave books to the sous of men:
The strangest song that ever was sung.
Then listen:
While yet the world was young,
Before the days of evil and good,
While man with the brutes kept brother-

Notes.

Outing

Terrier,”

IN SEWING.

>

j

.-

j

j

The idle tale for a summer day,
The priceless treasure of blood-bought lore,
The rhymes we icfi. *,*» our nursery floor;—
One strange palimpsest in all, ye find,
As old ami as glorious as mankind!

j

woe to the soul that dares to bring
From this gift of the Spirit an evil thing;
Who fashions a lie and calls it true,
And sends it forth in the world to do
Its mighty mischief; whose black heart-sin
Is a book and the devil that hides therein!
And shame to the soul that seeks to read
The page that begets desire or deed
Unworthy,—who turns from the temple

Ah,

j

Be an immortal brotherhood
With God, w ho creates and gives only good !
And houoi and joy to the ciiiid who stands
With that open book in his little riamls,
And passes, cleared-eyed and dauntless

through
revelations,

to think, to do,
servant of God!

as a

Oh
This is the
The story !

story that

never

Ah no, face

to

ends.
face are

friends,
we

With quickening immortality.
These arches for our communion keep
d’he heart of Dante, passionate, deep,
The voice of Taliesin breaking its bars,
The speech of Ifomer like marching stars,
The mind of Plato, married to truth,
The soul of Christ, iu its matchless youth!
And if ye will muse a little space,
In the holy silence that fills this place,
Ye shall lift your eyes, aml--every one—
Behold this message spelled by the sun,
The Spirit message told, yet once more,
In the fair rose window over tin* door;—
He knows the secret of time, indeed.
Who, seeking the light, comes hither to
read.

]

containing iron, silver,

CA.STOHIA.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Boars the

5S7
A
There

is

when death

Beautiful
an

Tradition.

old-time

occurs

kept they

are

in

must

a

he

superstition that
family where bees
told of it or they

desert their hives ami stores and seek a
new home.
The following beautiful poem
is founded upon this tradition:
will

BEST

OE

\LL.

cleanse the system in a gentle and truly
beneticial manner, when the Springtime

To

the

TELLIVO THE IJEES.

use

true

Grandfather

Wakarusa

Band.

You talk about

your Brook’s baud, and
Sousa at his best—
Thomas' big orchestry, an' Boyer an
the rest—
Their hifalutin’ music, 1 suppose, is good.
An'

enough

A wonder fell

it thrill an’ throb

With melody an’ music that

child

a

rusa

a

concert

Baud.

by

ain’t up on concertos and cantatas an
the like—
But you can’t beat ’em grindin’ out a quick-

step
An’ when

My

the pike:
they play “Old Nellie Gray”

bird that swings by the shaded
pool,
Waiting for one that tarrieth long.”
“Twas so they called to the little one then,

That
And
1

her hack again.

come to say
fell asleep to-day,
hv the smile on grandfather’s

grandfather

know
face
found his dear one’s hiding place.
So, bees, sing, soft, and, bees, sing low.
we

He has

As over the honey fields you sweep—
To the trees abloom and the flowers ahlow
Sing of grandfather fast asleep;
And ever beneath these orchard trees
Find cheer and shelter, gentle bees.

on

an’

“Wlieie the Daisies Grow.”
slidin’ back to the long,

memory goes
long ago;

music that’ll work like that an' strike
your very soul,
flood yon full of memories an’ all your
past unroll—
That kind of music playin’ fills its highest
mission, and
That’s why I like to listen to the Wakarusa
Baud.
An’

listening bees,

O gentle bees, I have

the Waka-

They

the

song
Of the

As if to call

can

understand,

You ought to hear

on

Under those pleasant orchard trees,
And in their toil that summer day
Ever their murmuring seemed to say :
!
“Child, O child, the grass is cool,
And the posies are waking to hear the

city folks who educate on operatic stuff ; j
But when you want to reach the heart and I
make it laugh and sob,
An’ be in touch with nature like, and make |
For

came one

And under the pleas mt, orchard trees
He spake this wise to the murmuring bees:
‘•the clover bloom that kissed her feet.
And the posie-bed where she used to play
Have honey store, hut none so sweet
As ere our little one went. away.
O bees, sing soft ami, bees, sing low ;
For she is gone who loved you so.”

per bottle.

The

slumberer lay,
summer day,

Out of the house where tin'

and

perfect remed}
Syrup of Figs. Buy the genuine. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, and for sale by all druggists, at 50 cents
conies,

[

j

rocks

copper and gold. The iron ore is of remarkable commercial value, and practically inexhaustible iu amount. Immediately tributary to Lake Superior, iu some
cases on its very banks,
are iron-mines
the output of which rivals that of any
mines in the world, and the supply in
“sight,” as the miners say, will furnish
the world with iron for centuries to come.
Some of the lumber which goes east by
way >f the lakes is sent away on to South
American points without separation, taking first a journey of perhaps several hundred miles down the rivers to the mills,
then a thousand miles more on the lakes
to the St. Lawrence, passing through the
Welland Canal to get to Ontario, and then
trying a few thousand miles of salt water
—v. picturesque
voyage indeed.

door
grovel ami creep on a charnel floor!
But to him who searches his heart to give
A hook that shall make men strong to live,

Its

bearing

ore

To

To love,

In the March St. Nicholas there is an article on “The Great Lakes” by W. S. Harwood. The author says:
The commerce of the lakes is enormous.
The outlet from Lake Superior to Lake
Huron had always been a serious obstacle
to commerce, in that it was not deep
enough to allow the larger freight and
passengers boats to pass comfortably
through. Locks have been built at
government expense,at the cost of many
millions of dollars which now allow the
passage of large boats; and two more
locks are being built,—one by the Canadians, and one by the Americans,—
which will still further increase commerce,
'i'he new lock on the American side is
larger than the old, and, when completed,
will be one of the most wonderful pieces
of masonry to be found in the country. It
will allow the passage of vessels drawing twenty-one feet of water. It has cost
several millions of dollars, and will not be
completed for a year or two.
tor many years the great Suez Cana!
was looked upon as the most wonderful
piece of commercial engineering in the
world, carrying enormous cargoes through !
its gateway from the East.
Hut in this j
newer land the commerce of the lakes has |
dwarfed the Suez Canal.
The total ton- !
nage of the Soo during the year 1897 was !
*
1(5,500,000. The tonnage of the Suez
Canal iu 1890 was 7,000,000. This con- I
nage of the Soo does not by any means
represent the entire commerce of t lie great
lakes; it is only a portion of it. Hundreds
of thousands of tons of merchandise and
supplies of all kinds are shipped annually
up from Lake Michigan points through
the Straits of Mackinac east ward,'* which
do not pass through the Soo; and many
thousands more go eastward from points
below the Soo on the other lakes, to be
exc hanged
for other supplies for points
also below the Soo.
Year by year this immense traffic is
growing. From the great West there
come, to the gateway of the Soo, wheat
and flour and lumber and iron ore—all
the products from a vast area of country,
drawn to the lake route because it is so
much cheaper to move goods by water
than by rail.
In return, the East sends
the West vast quantities of manufactured
goods, and immense supplies of hard and
soft coal.
The West furnishes raw materials; the East manufactures these materials and sends back the products of her
factories and mills. There were received
at the ports of Duluth and Superior during the year 1896—that is, during the lake
season—1,775,712 tons of coal.
On the margins of these lakes, particularly on the shores of Superior, there are

|

headache, dizziness, nervousness, falling and ulceration
of the womb, leucorrhoea, and about every ill a woman
could have. I had tried doctors, but with no success,

:

ers.

higher

Literary

urged

My

Tonnage of the Soo Double That of
the Suez Canal.

Pour Women Who Owe Their Present
Happiness to Lydia D. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

for March opens with “The Fox
a finely illustrated article
by
Ed. \V. Sandys.
The author ranks the
hood :—
Cutting and fitting are taken up in the | intelligent, nimble terrier as one of the To the wild, fierce dwellers in caves and
sixth grade, and there are live schools in j most desirable of canine
•lens,
companions.
operation which are far from giving due Other notable features of an excellent To the beast-men prowling in forest fens,
With nothing to hold and nothing to give,
accommodations.
The l)e Lamorton sys- j number are:
Fur
the
“Hunting
Seal,” by
the Great Spirit came crying,
tern is in use, and its simplicity and acj \Y. G. Emery; “The Southern Yacht Club To these
“Live!”
cura y commends it for young children. !
of New Orleans,” by Lorillard D. SampHaving received preliminary training in sell; “A Naturalist in Nicaragua,” by J. So they gathered themselves in tribes and
the lower grades, the children at once j
bauds
Craw 1'nrd: “A Week with the Singhalese,”
readily take h :d of the system in the ! by K. M. Allaire, ami “The 1 ittingOutot And journeyed into the Pleasant Lands.
j
And built them cities, and made them
sixth gra.ie and speedily acquire it. Sew- a
Yacht,” by A. J. Kenealy.
speech,
ing.
tauglr in the pub*’.-- schools, is j
“Life in America is not life as we be j And learned to forbear and toil and teach :
cmiuentl> pr.n ii< al. It has long since |
And when, in the hour id human need,
in
we
ti
fi
om
<
lieve
it.
nor
can
wc
feel
that
the
mental
j They learned the
pa^st
-xpei
stage. .ills
making
joy of a noble deed,
are '■<*iri';
make <■' lies so that are at the present time appreciably ad- ! Ay, even when bought with
inght
suffering,
iu the direction of our ideal,” says
either for themselves or for others they v.i
came
the
Again
Spirit to whisper, “Sing!"
Joseph Let in an energetic article entit- | Then
may furnish 1 ainieut.
through the war-cries of battling
Along with tin- plying of the needle, led “Expensive Living, the Blight on
hordes,
the snip oi tie
issois and the handling America,” in the March number of the j Above the clash of their crimson
swords,
oi tin- T. j
Cur girls lc; in many things New England Magazine.
He shows that j Rose the chant of singers, so steadfast, clear,
• me reason
garment making and which enwhy \\ e tali'short oi what we The world hushed its barter and war to
cognate
bear;
large their ideas. Materials in the raw should be is that we have utterly false and
am; manufactured state are
shown and undemocratic ideas as to the uses of Hushed and hearkened, until in the breasts
of men
ultication and weal h and the duties of rich men—
explained. The origin.
The Soul awoke, never to sleep again,
manufacture of cloth, t hi end, needle,
“ideas," he sny«. “utterly incompatible ! Never
to he bound and dumb.
thimble, etc., are expla tied. Agriculture, win; our demoo atie institir ions, hope- ! And again
lo, tht- tlay and the hour were come!
less];, removed from the inspiration of • For unto the Soul in the first delight
commerce, geography, listory, manutac
We have had no Of its being, the Spirit, came calling,
titles, each receives its due share of eoii- 0111 national genius
sidt ration, so that the child is intelligent- sharper airaigiuncnt of American mamWrite!”
ne
ism
since
iinstruction
in
Gladden’s
an
“Tainted Then in the hearts of
ly receiving
eminently
hero-kings
piactieal way upon a most eminently Money.”
Arose strange, hitter murmurings;—
practical subject. It is a subject of vital
When the singer dies, shall we live no more,
i he L ving Age needs to he read to be
with the voice and the fiesli lie
consequence to many In mes in the laud ;:{ oreeiated.
Elevating, entertaining and I But pass
wore ?
that the wile and mother should be a iusti m i! ve. it embraces
eveiy department | Shall the earth that trembled to know
<
our
good sempstress. Not nly is the direct of literature, including some of the best |
tread,
teaching of sewing valuable, but. the indi- lieiiou of the
and poetry, and con- j Hide us forever when we are dead?
day
rect infiuenct s which tl >-.v forth are incaltains something for every variety of taste. 1 Shall our wrath and terror he turned to
culable.
The girls lear to be neat and Most of its articles are of
shame
great present j
tidy, to take are of their cjothes, mend interest, as well as of permanent value, I No; the stones of the mountains shall keep
our name!”
rips and tears, and so learn to avoid mak- yet they can be obtained in no other way
So they commanded, and it was done;
ing them.
except, by subscribing direct for the peri- Bondsman
and priest and cunning one,
The practical knowledge acquired at odicals in which
they originally appear, •V ith carveu figure
and graven line,
school is ut lized at home.
The girls be- and these are
many and various, compris- With hieroglyphic and arrow-sign,
come self-reliant
and useful.
Not only
nut only those of Great Britain but
ing
Pictured ou throne and coffin-lid.
do they cany borne and employ there the
and On gateway, temple and pyramid,
many of France,
skill of their own, but they become other continental Germany, Spain
sources.
The Living The deeds of the deathless kings,—nor knew
centers from which radiate advantages to
is
at
$9.00 a year That God from His prophet-treasu es drew
published weekly
Age
be given and used by others.
For lack of
the Living Age Co., Boston.
Send 15 Man’s far-off, beautiful heritage,
by
And smote from the rock, the first great
facilities and pecuniary encouragement cents for a
sample copy and special offer
Page.
this branch of learning is discontinued to new subscribers.
after the sixth grade.
With the benefit I
The American College for Girls at Con- Oh, that one might name the hour, the morn,
which is derived, therefore, it is a source
the Spirit knew that the book was
stantinople occupies a unique place among When born!
of great r egret and a manifest loss to the
institutions of learning, for the reason
community that further and advanced that it is the only college where the cor- But no man knoweth. The sages tell
A story stranger than miracle:
teaching in this line may not be had.
poration in whose name the rights of the From azure harbors with white sails set.
lu the seventh and eighth grades the I institution
are vested, as well as the enCame proud ships bringing the alphabet.
girls are taught housekeeking. They are I tile governing board of trustees, is com- On ivory table and leathern scroll
instructed at “cookingschools,” but they j
posed of women. It was incorporated as a The world lay bare its innermost soul.
learn far more than the mere preparation :
that Hebrew and Greek once saw'
college by the Commonwealth of Massa- All
And mingled in vision anti matchless law,
of food for the table.
chusetts in 1890, and its six resident proAll that Roman and Teuton wrought,
There are eighteen “kitchens” and
fessors, including the president, Miss All that Moor and Arabian sought,
twelve teachers. The instruction includes
Mary M. Patrick, are all American women, All that God’s chosen ones dreamed or
not merely the preparation of food for the
graduates of Mt. Holyoke or other Eastern
learned,—
table, but much which fits the girls for the colleges. That this college is doing much Was gathered and w ritten,—and cursed and
duties of housekeeper.
Food products,
spurned,
good
missionary work and exerting a
their origin, properties, life-sustaining wide influence is well shown
by Mrs. For bestial with lust, and drunken with
and nourishing qualities are all examined, Emma Paddock
crime,
in her interestTelford,
explained and appreciated. Ilowto mar- ing account in the March number of the The nations went down to the shameless
time.
ket, how to buy, what it best for given New
England Magazine. The illustrations Oh
too pure for men’s evil eyes,
conditions, what is nutritious, healthy, accompanying the article show the college Oh Truth,
Science, hunted in wizard’s guise,
economical, what is essential, what adven- buildings at Scutari, the charming Oh Art, Oh Song, how ye lied away
titious, what the body Leeds and must grounds, and many glimpses of the When those Dark Ages put out the day !
have, what may be avoided, all these : students at work. Warren F.
wonder the Spirit in wrath looked
Kellogg, 5 What forth
things are taught the children. With | Park Square, Boston, Mass.
And summoned the whirlwind out of the
these come the actual experience in pre- j
The March number of The Forum,
North ?
paring food for eating.
which, by the way, inaugurates the With Hun and Vandal and Goth, it came
INTELLIGENT COOKING.
twenty-fifth volume, contains an unusual- Baptizing the earth in blood and flame.
One o' the teachers told me an instance ly large proportion of articles on current
But the Spirit knoweth and keepeth His
showing the ignorance which has to be topics. Of the fourteen papers more than
own.
enlightened. One girl had never heard of one half deal with subjects of national or ’Neath many a city overthrown,
broiled meats.
international
several
of
them
In
hermit’s
“IIow do you cook steak
hut, and in outlaw’s tower,
importance,
at home?” she was asked.
“Fry it.” being live questions of the hour. The The books lav, safe from the Norseman’s
power,
“Chops?” “Fry them.” “Veal?” “Fry leading article is entitled “Should the And hillside
monasteries hid
it.”
“Can’t i ask mother.” And the United States Produce its Sugar?” aud its
Their precious volumes ’twix lid and lid.
child could scarce be induced to taste author is the Hon. James Wilson, SecreWith only the murmur of prayer and bell,
broiled steak.
But that family now broil tary of Agriculture.
A writer in the The monk sat
deep in his shadowy cell,
their steaks and chops!
November Forum questioned the desira- Ami wrought and wrought till his eyes grew
As individual preparation is not feasiof
in
the United States
bility
establishing
dim,
ble, being expensive and inexpedient, the the beet-sugar industry. Mr. Wilson’s While never an echo came to him
girls are taught in groups. When one paper is strongly in favor of the proposal. From the valleys below, where, with siege
and rout,
group is actively engaged the others of He points out, as a practical agricultura- The
kingdoms and empires were blotted out.
the class watch, make suggestions and list, that, in addition to keeping at home
On vellum and parchment his skilled hands
discuss the wliys and wherefores of the the $100,000,000 now' paid for imported
told
work in hand.
When the resultant is sugars, the production of beets would be In wreathed scarlet and blue and gold,
seen it appears wonderful that such
young found profitable for stock-feeding. Mr. Letter by letter, line by line,
persons may be so thoroughly inducted Wilson grew beets by the acre from 1891 Legend and fable and word divine.
into the art of cooking.
The teachers of to 1896 at the Iowa Agricultural College, Ah, the world lay mute at a savage will,
But the voice of the book was never still!
our cooking schools are
doing a good and found the enterprise quite remunera- And the years went by, Oh those bitter
work, and future generations of hus- tive for this purpose alone. He shows,
years,
bands will rise up and call them blessed.
further, that whereas certain crops-r-to- When kings lay moaning in dust and tears,
An expert on the subject thus gives the bacco for instance—are exhaustive of And the very saints, for their woeful cries,
qualifications of a good teacher: “A plant food (none of the by-products being Scarce heard the Spirit crying, “Arise!”
teacher of cooking must possess, in addireturned to the soil), with the sugar beet But one who toiled for the sons of men
tion to a practical knowledge of how to no plant-food is lost to the soil, as the Set the printer’s press by the scholar’s pen,
And seekers, mocked by the schoolmen’s lie,
mix and cook the food material, a real
root is taken to the factory and the pulp
Found nature’s answer in earth and sky,
love for the science, a thorough knowl- returned to the farm.
Mr. Wilson pre- And
forth to the world in dire need
edge of the English language and how to sents statistics show ing that if our imports Came the Christ-Book bearing this message,
teach it and an intimate acquaintance of sugar from cane-producing countries
“Read!”
with the science of physics, chemistry,
were wholly discontinued,
there would And the world is reading until the hour
botany and physiology, as our homes are still be left a trade balance in favor of When the Spirit again shall speak with powthe laboratories where many of the priner;
those countries of more that $90,000,000 a
Ay, the world is reading!
ciples of these sciences are daily being year.
demonstrated and the problems solved,
Consider ye
and it is her business to prepare the futGASTORIA.
What hath God willed that the books may
ure home makers.”
Concurrently with
Be»™ the
**Ttie ^n(1 You Have Always Bought Thesebe?
solemn books, on wrhose every page
their active work at sewing and cooking
Is written the record of cycle and age.
the girls are obtaining strictly mental
| For in the tome with its dust grown gray
LESSONS

The Commerce of the Lakes.

CONQUERS BACKACHE.

■

An’

CARTERS

the great Directors in Chicago at the
fair,
With all their flue musicianers annihilatin’

I

A

saw

air;

drum ’d bang,

a

horn’d blat,

a

■ ITTLE

■ IVER

clarinet’d

shriek—

An’ ef you call that music, say, you ought

to hear me speak ;
I want the kind of music
the heart—

J PILLS

that’ll melt into

I

wouldn’t give a picayune for all their
classic art;
educated critics gulp it down and call it
grand—
But I’ll just sit and listen to the Wakarusa
Baud.
[Chicago Record.
Let

The Weather tor

SICK HEADACHE

TEMPERATURE.

Average for the month.
Average for February for 30 years.
H ighest f ebruary 10...
Highest for February for 30 years.
Lowest February 3..
Lowest for February for 30 years
Average of warmest day February 10..
Average of coldest day, February 3....

24°.3
19:.3
47 .0
51°.5
—25°.0
30°.0
38n 9
—5°.0
—

Reginald de Koven and

Sir Arthur
Sullivan have both been commissioned by
The Ladies’ Home Journal to give a
musical setting to Rudyard Kipling’s
great “Recessional” poem written for
the Queen’8 Jubilee.
De Koven has
finished his setting of the poem as a hymn
with chorus and solo, and the composition will be published in its entirety in a
forthcoming issue of The Ladies’ Home
Journal.
‘‘I suffered for months from sore throat,
Eelectric Oil cured me in twenty-four
hours.” M. S. Gist, Hawesville, Ky.

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “ CASTORIA ” AND
“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” as our trademark.

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts
the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same
that has borne and does now
y/fj—“—■ on every
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over
thirty

was

cured by these
little Pills.

I
1

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad 1 aste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

j
|

WATCH YOUR WEIGHT,
j

falling below normal you may
be sure something serious is the matter.
A greater susceptibility to coughs and
colds exists, and unless care is taken
a precarious conyou may soon be in
dition. Avoid this by taking
If it is

Ft

ANCIER’S

Petroleum
EMULSION

Hypophosphites.

which is recognized by physicians everywhere as the great remedy for all wasting
diseases, coughs, colds, bronchitis and
even consumption if taken in an early
stage. It purifies the blood, makes the
nerves healthy, it aids digestion and
makes new, firm flesh.
Sold by all druggists. 60c. and $1.00.
Angler Chemical Co., Ailston District, Boston.

j

years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and sec that it
the kind you have always bought
on tlm
and has the signature- of
wrapper. No one has authority from me to lw my name exeept The Centaur Company of which Chao. H. Fletcher

President.
March

y

^

I
\

,

D

8’, 1897.

Do Not Be Deceived,
Do

endanger the life of your child by accept!•
cheap substitute which some druggist may offer \
(because he makes a few more pen:/ s on it), the r
gredients of which even he does not know.
not

a

“The Kind. You Have

Always Bought”

BEARS THE FAC-SlMiLE SIGNATURE OF

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You,
THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

Register

of

Deep

Water

77

MURRAY STREET

NEW YORK CITY.

Vessels.

8HIPS.

Abner

Cohnrn, M

L

Park, sailed

from

Hong Kong Dec 1 for New York.
A G Hopes. David Rivers, sailed from Liverpool Feb 28 for New York.
A J Fuller, C M Niehols, sailed from New

York Dec t; for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N. Blanchard, sailed from
London Dee 20 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New Y’ork Dee 10 lor Iloug Kong; spoken
Jan 28, lat 18 8 S, Ion 31 W.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Yokohama Feb 10 from New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 30 for Shanghae
Emily Reed, I) C Nichols, cleared from
New York Feb 28 for Zanzibar.
Gov Robie, Nichols, arrived at New York
Feb 23 from Hong Kong.
Henry B Hyde, T P Coleord, arrived at
Honolulu Jan 80 from San Francisco.
Josephus, P H Gilkey, arrived at New
York March 1 from Manila.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
fr in New York Jan 14 for Hong Kong.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
New York Nov J7 for lliogo.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Sail
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from New York
Feb. 10 for San Francisco.
Reaper, <) C Young, cleared from Philadelphia Dec 0 for San Francisco; spoken Jan
20, la* 20, Ion to W.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, arrived at
Hong Kong Feb 0 from New York.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, at Hong Kong
Jan 18 for New York.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Singapore Dec 20 for New York
passed Anjer
Jan 4.
nt Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
State «•! Maine. H (1 Curtis, sailed from
New York Nov 24 for Hong Kong: spoken
Dee 27, lat 8 N, lan 20 W.
Til lie E Starbnek, Ehen Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu Feb 18 for New York.
Wm 11 Maey, Amsbury, sailed lrom New
York Nov 14 for Y-kahama; at Java Feb 20,
in distress.
Wm il Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
from Manila Nov 18 for New York ; passed
Anjer Nov 20
\V J Roteb, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Sau Francisco Jan 20 from New York.

A Generous

Loaf-

/
I

a matter of courswhen you use Rob Ro\
Flour.
A generous flourfull of nutrition and all th
qualities that produce light
wholesome, sweet-tastin
bread, biscuits and rolls.
None but a very poor coo;
could get any but the be
results from using
seems

HOB BOY
FLOUR
Milled from the finest qua!
iiy winter wheat by- tinlatest and best process h
the
of modern mills
I Askfinest
•>';[
for it when next

1

you’re

of Hour.
\VM. A.

.Sold every when1.
Cold water. Mi. h.

COOMBS,

BARKS

Alice

Reed, Alanson Ford,

arrived

at

Santos Jan 28 from New York.

Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
Y'or Feb 28 from Port Eliazbetli.
Edward May, sailed from Honolulu. Feb
14 for San Francisco.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Boston Feb 10
for Buenos Ayres for orders.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Dee 22 f ir Auckland N Z ; spoken
Jan 4, lat 31 47, Ion 40 24.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Santos Feb
10 for Barbadoes.
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, cleared from
Pascagoula Feb 20 for Philadelphia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
Apalachicola Feb 12 from Barbadoes.
iolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
Nov 3 for Baltimore ; passed St Helena prior
to Jan 31.
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, arrived at.
New York Feb 22 from Hong Kong
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, at Boston
for Buenos Ayres or Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Feb 11* for
New Y'ork.
Olive Tlurlow, J O Hayes, at Trinidad,
Cuba, Jan 28 for N of H.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Lyttleton Jail
17 for Dunedin, Newcastle and Houg Kong,
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Santos Feb 11* from Savannah.
Rose Inins, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Jan 7 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, Ii (4 Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Jan 18 from Raiang.
St Lucie, .J T Erskine, sailed from New
York Jan 30 for Rio Janeiro.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griftin, arrived
at Buenos Ayres Jan 27 from Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Port Elizabeth, C G H, Feb 13 from New
York.
(J P
v

BRACE UP!
SPRING AIR CALL* FOR A
GOOD SPRINU IONIC
TAKE

They contain
pounded by

a

bottle and

and

Tribune.

set

the

healthy hi.

circulating.

POOR & SON, 1)R(U(1I,

;
j

j

0>i uroi' l.vstu.viBklfast. February 9. IS'.1
JONATHAN BARTLETT, Assignee .-n
late of ACGUSTl S J. TOBKY, Insolent I
of Palermo, in said County, having prescu
first aid final account as Assignee of sai>l
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
weeks successively in the Republican ).
printed in Belfast, in said county, that ali 9
interested may appear at a Court of Ins,
to be held at Belfast, on the 9ih da> of Mar
l). 1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon a
heard thereon, ami object if tliev see cans.-.
GEO. K. JOHNSON.
Attest:- (’has. P. Hazkltink. Register
1I7ALDO SS.

V?

1

SUFFER WITH

W R Gilkey, arrived at
New York Feb 28 from St Tliomas.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, cleared from New
York Feb 11 for Barbadoes.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Parieu, Ga. March 2 for Boston
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New
York Feb 11 limn Brunsw ick, Ga,
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
York Dec 28 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
March 3 for Jacksonville.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
York Feb 23 from Femaudina.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Rio Janeiro Feb 2b for Baltimore.
R W Hopkins, llichborn, arrived at Boston Feb 28 from Cienfuegos.
Sallie rOu, W H West, cleared from New
York Feb Id for Pernambuco.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Carteret Feb
23 from Feruandina.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New Y'ork Feb 28 from Brunswick, Ga.

Journal

mercury, hut are c
from harks, herrie
of the wooes of M

Full Pint Bottle 50 Cts
Try

Georgia Gilkey,

The

no
us

and lea ve>

roots

SCHOON KKH.

Positively

February.

Abstract of Meteorological Observations
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, fur the month of February, 181>8.
Lat. 44 54' 2" N. Lon. 08 40' 11" W.
Altitude above the sea, 150 feet.
Highest barometer February 4 .30.43 inches
Lowest barometer, February 1 ..28.03
Average barometer... .*. 29.89
Number of clear days..
8
Number of tair days.
2
Number of cloudy days.
18
Amount of snow fall..39.0 inches
Average snowfall lor Feb. for 30 years.22 1
Total precipitation as water. 8.05
Total movement of wind.. 6,174 miles
Average daily movement of wind. 220

LETTER1
To MOTHERS.

AN OPEN

It

seems

1IA< l\ IN<i

A

<'Ol (ill

l l( KLE ill the 1 II B<
WHEN 01 R

Cherry Cough

Curt

WILE STOP IT IN ONE DAY

lit cents per bottle,
POOH A son,

Enquire

of

GEO.

^V.

BAILED

Belfast, Feb. 1, 1898 -6tf.

TO LET.

necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
The store in Johnson Block formerly cert
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to by H. H. Johnson & Co. Apply to
C. O. POOR
those who pay their subscription to The
Belfast, Oct. 14, 1897.
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. Tindate will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
In Children or Adults. The safest and most
effectual remedy made is
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
In use 4fJ years. 35c. Ask vour Druggist for it.
published and mailed in New York, and not
Dr. J. F. TRUE A CO., Anburn. Me.
from this office.

WORMS

TRUE’S RIM WORM ELIXIR1
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.-hildhood and youth, when
every house from Mr.
road over Beaver Hill,
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first

we
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then Samuel

to

Rawlins,

vied with

Capt. Strout
Ephraim Perkins,
What schoolhouse

use.
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and then the
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studious
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one

scholar?
the

on

Dr, Talmage

hill,

under the hill, with
and three rows of seats,
.me
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enough
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we

come
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leaving

James Mar-

to

|

uvis, his father’s, Daniel
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as
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,.df

a

rise old Beaver

we

mile,

come

we

to Rev.

Klder Keene

came from
his wife, Louise
children—four boys

with
-even

He bought a large tract
neral Cummings and Gid■

which he intended to
it none of them took to

n

Jest,

being strong,

ni»t

next, and one other, O.
: ">k to the
law, and the
II. was a doctor.
But

survive, O. II. Keene,

v

ami

Mrs. James Wil-

the

iso

hill

come

we

to

Stephen IVrkin.-; and
•..'lit st recollection, was
Km... called Sinclair;
<
it.
apt. John, whose
n the place many years.

l

!•

•‘■1 away and Jesse Duucome to Rev. Tirao-

Warren,

James

1

the

saying

and wife at

mer

burg

by
a

'--pitality.
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no

A

question.
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vve come

poor old gentleman
inndsou as he passed
•The name will now die
1 if

in Freedom.
"if

to

A

Squirt

indfather

REV.

little

T.

DEWITT TAtMAC.R.

Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, the most renowned preacher in the world, has been
cured by Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and

William

of the Belfast

run-down and exhausted sensations of gen-

eral debility: a cure from those conditions
which cause indigestion, dyspepsia,
kidneyami liver complaints, female
weakness, etc.
You can be cured if you will use Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood aud nerve remedy.
Strength of nerves, strength of muscle,
strength of body, reuewed power, ambition
and endurance are its wondrous gifts to

remedy.
is
considered well off in |
Rev. Dr. Talmage. undoubtedly the greatut those who knew them ! est living divine, occupies in the hearts and
minds of the people a position of pre-emi.s much
due to his wife’s i
nent esteem and regard.
No other preacher
is. as he usually went to is so widely known, no other clergyman is
so distinguished throughout the world.
A
as lie called
for adnerve

her)

tlie old road
the

vve

nerve-weakened,

run-down, debilitated,
nervous, tired out and exhausted people. It
is the best spring remedy you can take, immeasurably superior to sarsaparillas or
other compounds. Take Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy this
spring,
and see. for yourself its wonderful toning,
cleansing and vitalizing effects.
To the despondent and
discouraged it is
the hope of renewed life,—a new world, as
it were, from which pain, suffering and despair are banished: to the weak, tired and
prostrate, it is a tower of strength; to the
nervous, sleepless, irritable, brain-weary
and nerve-racked, it gives natural, refreshing sleep and strong ami steady nerves; to

great orator and writer, his sermons have
the widest dissemination, until there is
scarcely a family where his name and works

descend

|

right

Aaron Gould,
other Levi. As vve go down

are

not known.

When such a man, a recognized leader
! and teacher of the people, testifies by his
written testimonial that Dr. Greene's Ner•me to Oliver
Kelley’s, the vura blood aud nerve remedy has helped
apt. W. G. Sibley’s, Na- him and that he recommends its use for invigoration after over-work, to restore the
•itics, the Tripp schoolliouse, strength, energy, nerve force and vitality of
<
apt. ( hase’s,Peter Ayer's, the system, when for any reason they are
lost, weakened or impaired, those who are
Ayer of Bangor and the sick aud suffering, who are weak, nervous,
W. Ayer of Freedom. We without strength, energy aud ambition, who
are discouraged and disheartened by repeatMr. Boulter's, and then to ed failures
to be cured, in fact all who have
need
of a strength-giving aud health restormeeting-house. We went
cau take renewed hope from
medicine,
ing
children from almost every ;
the words of this great preacher, that Dr.
d. Where are all the dames I Greene's Nervura is the one remedy among
all others to give them baek the health aud
mc, all gone! Mr. Carr the j
strength they have lost.
m.v dear schoolmates, where !
Rev. Dr. Talmage says :
1400 Mass Ave., Washington, D. C.
k.
inswers, ••where?''
1 commend Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood
<£ on

and

have Helped Mark Twain.
that Mark Twain lias
Me frankness of maturim 1
••tells tales like Bis•■■'S whom he
hits, so long
i >eived."
The example
i'lii'.'l nhead Wilson sentence
M ;i chapter in his latest
*s
not what you would call
not what you would call
was the kind of woman
; mot.1'
an illuminating instance
i Mark’s mind. A private
M:. Clemens to a friend in
;o is
interested in statistics
'■dogotis example of candor in
which have most influenced
pleasure. This is the list,

Abroad,

nts

Houghing It,

'ad,

Prince and Pauper,
Finn. Tom Sawyer, Yankee
of Prince Arthur, Personal
'•s of Joan of
Arc, Pudd’nhead
wing the Equator, and the
*f the late firm of Charles L.
Co.”
that veracious story-book,
Frog, the predecessor of all
tied, and possibly the most
: the lot.
[Harper’s Weekly.
the Entire

leading obj-ctof

Farm and
readers may procure in
M this paper, is, of
course, to
ultivator of the soil with the
f farming, it realizes that the
farm largely depends upon
of the household. Accordoliable space in each issue is
ur

wife, mother and daughters,
the boys and girls, who art.
at least we hope, they are—
liners’ wives.

-’feat

each
arti-

garden and household, by

in.

o

Replete
variety of original

writers of the

o

day,

Farm

only indispensable to the,
the requirements of the
We cordially recommend it

not

■•'
■

ets

and well devised to instruct
the farmer and his family.

“•*
u

r
T

n

im*' long you have had that
hasn’t air^dy depeloped into
I)r. Wood’s Norway Pine

ure

it.

Easy

to

asy to

Take

Operate

peculiar to Hood's Pills. Small in
efficient, thorough. As one man

Hood’s
know you
till it is all

never

pill

<1. Hood & Co.,
rs
Lowell. Mass.
Us to take with Hood's

j

j
1

j!

Sarsaparilla.

remedy

nerve

for

iuvigoratiou

the low spirited sufferers from nervous prostration and female complaints it is the entrance upon a new existence of robust happiness; iirdeed, she sick and suffering will
lind in Dr. Greene’s Nervura a veritable
fountain of health.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura is a physician’s
prescription, the remedy of physicians for
t lie cure of the people.
Use it if you have
need of a health and strength-giving medicine, and consult Dr. Greene, if you desire,
which may be done without charge, either
personally, or by letter,at bis office, :H Tem-

after

i have used the Nervura for
over-work,
that purpose.
T. De Witt Talmage.
of
cure
should not be lost while Dr.
Hope
Greene's Nervura remains untried: no one
should be discouraged or despair of a cure
who has not yet sought in this wonderful
remedy relief from the pain uf rheumatism
and neuralgia:
restoration
from nerve-

| pie Place, Boston, Mass
Above all do rot be persuaded to accept
some substitute which the dealer claims is
as good,” on which be makes a little
I “just
| more profit. There is no other remedy in the
world of anything like the value, power and
|
j efficacy of Dr. Greene’s Nervura in restoring
health
and strength.
Insist on having Dr.
weakness and nervous prostration; renew- j Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
ed strength from the weak, tired feelings, j aud
no
oilier.
accept
j
America’s

greatest

medicine

is

Kbeumutlsm lured In

Hood's

Sarsaparilla, which cures when all other
preparations fail to do any good whatever.

ami

Dover, N. H., Oct. 31, 1800.
Messrs. Ely Bros.:—The Balm reached
and
in
so short a time the effect is
safely

“Mr. Showman,” said au
inquiring individual, at the menagerie, “can the leopard
his
change
spots?”
“Yes, sir,” replied the individual who stirs
up the wild beasts; “when l.e is tired of one
spot he can easily go to another.”

me

surprising. My sou says thejirst application
I have a shelf tilled
gave, decided relief.
with “Catarrh Cures." To-morrow the stove
shall receive them and Ely’s Cream Balm
will reign supreme. Respectfully,
Mrs. Franklin Freeman.
Cream Balm is kept by all druggists. Full
size 50c. Trial size 10 cents.
We mail it.
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N. Y. City.

$100.
Dr. E. Detehoii’H Anti Diuretic

goin into that public house, are
Tim ?”
“Sure Oi am, yer riverince!”
“Then, do ye know, the divil is goin in

a row with bis wife, who
violently
a wish that he was dead, au Irishsaid:
“Oh, it’s a widow you’re wantin’ to be, is
it? Bedad, 1*1! take good care
you’re no
widow as long as I live.”
man

Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
account of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and hack,

Had

One bottle of Dr. Aguew’s Cure for the
Heart removed the trouble, and to-day I am
as well as ever l was.”—L. W.
Law, Toronto
.Junction. This is but one of a thousand
such testimonies to tl e merits of this
great

cure.—Off.

An Aggrieved Flass—“I suppose,” said
Mr. Frankstown, as lie handed a dime to a
tramp, “that you rind people more willing
to give now than they were a year ago, when
times were much harder?” “Weil, sir,” replied the tramp, “you will scarcely believe
it, but the return of prosperity is
had
on us.”
“How cau that be?” “They offer
us work now.
A year ago they didn’t.”

His

Idea.

“Papa,

said

Sammy Snaggs,

What does a candidate mean when lie says
he has burned his bridge behind him?” “He
means,” replied Mr. Snaggs, “that he lias
begun a hut campaign.” f Pittsburg Chron-

Very

icle-Telegraph.
Dr
Agnew’s

Catarrhal Powder.—
Rev. \V. H. Main, pastor.of the Baptist
Emanuel Church, Buffalo, gives strong testimony for and is a firm believer in Dr. Aguew’s
Catarrhal Powder. He had tried many
kinds of remedies without avail. “After
using Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder I was
bene fitted at once,” are bis words. It is a
wonderful remedy. It relieves instantly.
—70k

[Pittsburg Chronicle-Telegraph.

Filly fears.

him a musician!
Why, he
doesn’t know the difference between a nocFlaet: “You don’t
turne and a symphony.”
And they hurried to get away
mean it!”
from one another. Each is terribly afraid
that the other will ask, “By the way, what
is the difference?” | Boston Transcript.

Heart—Could not Lie Down for

Eighteen Months.— ‘I was unable to lie
down in my b d for eighteen
months, owing
to smothering spells caused
by heart disease.

in male or female.
Relieves retention of
water almost immediately.
If you want,
quick relief and cure this is the remedy.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists,
1\28
Belfast, Me.

Flict: “Call

|

Years of suffering relieved

in

a

night.

Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of Doan’s Ointment. Never fails.
At any drug store, 50 cents.

I

How They Get Them. Managing Editor:
‘•Mr. Quill, you will at once send out and
secure for the office the following list of articles : Two lengths of stovepipe, three buggy wheels, a broken stove, a wash boiler,
two clothes-lines, a lot of assorted gas-pipe,
and a thousand feet of mixed lumber.” City
Editor: “And luay I ask what this truck is

for?”

You Kezema?—Have you any skiu
or

chafing

or

eruptions? Are you subject to
scalding? Dr. Agnews Ointment

prevents and

any and all of these, and
cures Itching, Bleeding, and Blind Piles besides. One application brings relief in ten
minutes, and cases cured in three to six
nights. 35 cents.—71.

auy

drug store.

...

HOOD’S PILLS cute Liver Ills, Bil*
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to ope-ate. 25c.

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
As well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottle
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur,gs, a

remedy that is guaranteed
Chronic and Acute
and

Consumption.

to cure

and relieve all

Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis
Price 25c. and 50c.

fji

31t»

......

585

"i

74^49

3

4^0.876 97

Total

of
s-toek and

j

j

I

amount of
liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus..4,484 212 20
Capital actually paid up in cash.
l 000,000 00
surplus beyond capital
3,117.995 48

Aggregate amount of liabilities, ineluding let surplus.....$8,582.207 68
F‘KL1> & WEST, B8.lt,ist.
:»
Agents.

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus —.§10,057,220 93
FIELD & WEST. Itolfast.

Agents. 9
SCOTTISH UNION & NATIONAL
CO. of
INSURANCE COHPANV of Hartford, ku Kiliiib ireh. Scotland
Incorporated ii w>.|
Connecticut. Incorporated in June. 1867. Com ; t otumenccd business in r s in 1XX0. Man in
menced business in January, 1872. Charles B.
lu|,itil1 lMi'1 "I' iu -Mil,,
luting. President: James 1 Taintor, Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $500,0(0.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1 .>*»7.

INS."

ORIENT

si'"ooVi(

ASSETS DECEMBER

1, 1897.
Real estate owned by the company .unincumbered...
Loans on bond and mortpi^e<lst lu
Stock and bonds owned by the company, market value.‘.
Loans seen ed by collaterals.
Ca-di iii tlic c« mpany’s principal < thee
and in bank...
Inteiest due and accrued.
Preumiums in due course of collection

;

i

,ieJls).i..r'k' an ! Minis owiir.i
the com-

(Ud

s

;

St-a

by

I anv, market value
Loans sec ireii by ...
Cush m the company

1,705,088 63

|,q

.'3
; s

l77,5foi'4

:»«»

•.730,375 61

-j.'s,

«»;?<>

41
>-

..

1

-s-

! ,482,8X0

.iteral.
principal oftice and in bank.
Interest 1 ne and arcrn.-.l.’
ITtinium.s in due course of collection..

1.750 00

120,488

M‘".aSer'

Heal estat owned by the
company,
unincuii bered.
.* .y
Loans on bond and
mortgage lirst

5*.:>f9 43

*»

41

]s?74

1

57

—

>;;

A

ere cate of ill the admitted as ets
of the company at their actual value,$2,34'.»,371 .‘7
l.tA B! l.ITI ES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. s 101.505
Amount required to safely re-insure
all oiDstandinj; risks.
o.'o.iKio 72
All other demands airainst the com-’.087 4s
pany. viz; commissions, etc

I
!

j
|
I
I
I

Auercuatt
sets

LIABILITIES DK< EM HER

outstanding risks'. 1
All
h.
demands, a.ain.i *litconq ai y. viz commissions, etc.. Nd.
Total

I

of liabilities, .-x.-.-pi

:u>

II

A

T.

M 1

11,-

»5*'.,4S7 4(5

>

..

(odln-l.

\40nl-

t»

HSl k» \C
of til.
.1 1I
||.
!,,.
LINA INSL'kANCi: COM!' \ \\
•
1st day of Ih-.viiiIh
1 S*.>7. made
.Maine. Sncorpor ,o.-d 1 x ! t*
ltieuccil bitMiiess 1X1 ;i
Win. P., nark. p.
:e;i.
W. 11. Kill4. Secretary
C n
mi
84.oOO.tM-o
4
A

oil!!., oil t m- 3
to tin-State of

.«-•

v-sk

m:< KMi-.Ki: :i

s

Meal estate owned
unincumbered

by the

ci

1. ] sp7.

p im,
_>••

..

".ins ..ii

Stock

„,

bond :uul in.-rro:»_•

liens.
and

!>•

,,,(

...

I-

u

oinpanx. market xalmLoans secim
< ash in tbc
<
pr
p .1;
••tlicc and in hank
Interest due and accrued
l’r<-h iunts m tine course of col'.ce-

-41

!

7,)

1

784.SI l

f'"11

-•••

Alegate of all the admitted

;u?

7r>*5

i*j

822,782

SO

....

as-

of the eompanx at tlieir
actual value.
>12.<'81>,i»K’.)

sets

l.t MUUTIKs DK« EMBEK

81.185)7.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
elainc ..s
Amount reipiireil t" .-afely re insure all outstanding risk.**
—

89
400.000 00
391.251 f 5

All other demands against the
company, viz commissions, etc.

;

3w8

80.1.8

8tdf>.'>.87< >02
4.1 >< >0.1 mi 11 m »
4,488.7 18 8U

Aggregate amount »»t nubilities,
including net surplus.> 12

GOOD TIMES HAVE COME.
You
afford to

I

indulge yourself
you*
family in the luxury of a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction, i
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

I I

I I) A

\-Miis.

\\ I Sl

17

8,117,10784
1 OS,018 11

Total liabilities, except capital
stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash..

Surplus beyond capital

/

j

am.uu.r

Aft8r*-o'a:*• amount ot 11 al• 11 itit-.
cludinu net surplus.

....

can

14

t-apita! -toi-kaml net. surplus
2,124 '.>27 57
Capital 1.• 11:a 11 y paid up in c ish_ \ii.
Surp us t eyoiid capita!.1
s«>

>27.870

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in.$1,019,122 22
eluding net surplus...
WILLIAM F. THOMAS, Agent, Belfast .Hie*

43

um

o

amount

Surplus beyond capital.

2S5.X5.X

sure al!

Total amount of liabilties,except capital stock and net surplus. 1,114 003 .'u
Capital actually paid up in cash. 5hi,ioooo
735.278 41
Surplus beyond capital.

;

31,181*7.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
rl:ii,l|s
Amount required to safely re in-

...

of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus
Capital actually paid up in cash-

..! all the admitted asthe companv at their
aim-. .S4.4S7 16

of
y

actual

ns.1

p$

< *so

It, ll.i-

p

or

The Burgess Press,

Notice off Foreclosure.

of commencement, containing one acre.
And whereas the said James S. Eaton did, on
the sixteenth day of February, A. D. 1898, assign
and transfer said mortgage to me, the undersigned ; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
March 1, 1898.
3w9
JOSIAH PARSONS.

Bonds of Surityship
ISSUED

Ths Union Safe

BY

Deposit & Trust Co.

Opera
world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any
;
1

m

X'X ’BILLHEADS,
x'x
VaT LETTER HEADS, 1 V»'
1
I PROGRAMS,
!
PAMPHLETS,

Ami till kinds of

GUARDIANS,

TOWI TOPICS,
901* Fifth Avenue, New York'

SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors

Thompson.

10—ANTHONY KENT
Ry Charles Stokes Wayne.
A.V ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. Hy Champion HiueU.' I
u—AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Gilliat.
THAT
DRE
VDFUL
*3—
WOMAN.
By Harold R Vynna
w- \ DEAL IN DENVER.
I!y Gilmer McKendree.
•S WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By Da.;.l Christie Murray.
«*~A VERY REMARKABLE: GIRL. By I- H. Bickford
»7— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE.
By Harold R- Vynne..
*8-n! I OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
•9— THE WRONG, MAN.
By Champion Bissrll.
*>—THE HUNT EUR HAPPINESS.
By Anita Vlvintt
Chartres.
«-HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Hat<'l.1 R. Vynne*
b-".N the: ALTAR OF PASSION. By I'dm Gilliat.
*3—A MARTYR TO LOVE. By Ioanna E. Wood.

ASSIGNEES,
CONTRACTORS,
and to holders of any position of trust,
obtained upon application to

J. H. & W. H.
3ni52

At Belfast

can

be

Newbury Street,

AND DEALERS IN

Tents, A tunings.

Curt

Covers,

Duck, Con/nge,

Ik tints,

,pr.

1

31 From St

BANGOR |

,

Belfast, Via

GRAIM,

GROCERIES
Importers
t

lie finest

<>1

quality

Anthracite and

Suit.

^

Bi:si\i:ss

ISAAC 1*11 WAN

SYSTEM

LOcllS>

Blacksmith

lyORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Security Komis furnished
I

Itf

Apply
4t9

at

reasonable rates.

IDKIJTY SAFE DEPOSIT CO.
to

FKED

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

I

Copartnership.

F. B. CLIFFORD.
Spriugs, Feb. 16, 1898.—3w8*

u,

of

Wants all kinds of Raw

The partnership heretofore existing between M.
R. La FURLEY and F. B.CLIFFORD, is this day,
February 8, 1898, dissolved by mutual consent.
Business still to he carried on under the name of
F. B. Clifford.

j

A>

SYSTEM

SEEDS and

Dealers in

Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Seneca, &c. Full prices guaranteed. Careful
courteous
election,
treatment, immediate remit
aance.
Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free
Write for latest price circulars.
6m3S

El-US

of I’MONocitAl'ilv tin* best
system evei .I,
v'se,I- Fine rooms, moileru
itnpr.o ement"**st tetu-hers. SKMI KOK
TATUUM K.

FEED,

MASS.

49 Westminster St., Providence, R. I.

Teaches the

BUSINESS!

COLLEGE

■lOliliKiiS OF

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October, 1896—ly 45

Stockton

as

...Til K...

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)

Dissolution of

J. W. Frederick & Co.,

QUIMBr,

Savings Bank.

The Nose and Throat.

BOSTON,

to

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

GEO. F. EAMES, M. D, D. D, S.,
INo Ji to

Ttf

Newton s. Lord & Co.,

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to

—

EXECUTORS,
ADMINISTRATORS,

Legal Printing

neatly and promptly dom*.

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50
tents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express o*

1

House Block, Belfast, Me.

CARDS,
POSTERS,

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
tt per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a .56 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
•Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

UST.
.♦-THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellUb.
1 THE COUSIN OK THE KINO. Hy A. S. VanWestratt.
s
•— 1X MONTHS IS HADl-S. Hy Clarice I. Cllngham.
I
THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
By Captain Alfred

OF PORTLAND MAINE,
™

JOB PRINTERS,

Managing Editor:

“Heavens, what
stupidity! Listen, sir. The staff photographer is to pose it, sir, as a taken-on-thespot photograph of the submerged Maine."
[Cleveland Plain-Dealer.

"t'i'kif

collection^ 65s|455 ei

claims
Amount required to safelv" re-insure
all outstanding risks...
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.

amount

-.

|

Court,
January Term, 1838. J

WHEREAS. MARY PARSONS and J0S1AH
It
PAR- >NS of _Stockton, in the County of
Waldo anu State <>l Maine, by tlieir mortgage
deed dated the 22d day of February, A. I). 1887,
and recorded in Waldo'County Registry <>1 Deeds,
Book 213, Page 221, conveyed to JAMES S.
EATON of said Stockton, a certain piece of land,
with the buildings thereon, and bounded as follows. to wit: Beginning at the corner of the u.wn
road at the southwest angle on the west side of
Cape Jellison; thence northerly, by the east line
of said road twenty rods; thence easterly, parallel
to westerly line of said road right rods; thei ee
southerly, parallel to said first northerly line
twenty rods, to northerly line of said load; thence
westerly, by line of said road eight rods to place

Augusta, Me.,

Builds up the8ystem, puts pure, rich blood
iu the veins; makes men ami women strong
and healthy—Burdock Blood Bitters. At

liabilities, except
net surplus.§ 4.454,623 79
capital
Capital actually paid up in cash..
3,600,000 00
Surplus beyond capital. 2,662,597 14

Total

1’pon the foregoing libel, ‘Ordered, That the
libellant give notice to the libellee of the pendency thereof by causing an attested copy thereof and of this order thereon to lie published
three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper, printed at Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication thereefl to lie
thirty days, at least, before the term of said Court
next to be holden at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday ol April
next, that the libellee may then and there appear
and show cause, if any he has, why the prayer of
the libellant should not he granted.
Attest—TILESTON W A DUN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
3w3
Attest—TILESTON WADLIN. Clerk.

—

March 2.
The postponed hearing of Rowe and Hall, vs. the
Wiscasset and Quebec railroad, asking
that an injunction be placed upon the
further issue of bonds by the directors
and upon further work ou the road was
held before Judge Whitehouse this morning. The petitioners made their motion
to have the work stopped and as the other
issue was not contested, Judge Whitehouse granted a temporary injunction
against issuing more bonds.
A petition was filed for the appointment of a temporary receiver and the
hearing was fixed for May 10 at Belfast.
Wiscasset, March 2. The following
circular has been issued from the office of
ti e general manager of the Wiscasset &
Quebec, under date of March 1:
“To all employes: The undersigned has
resigned the office of general manager of
the Wiscasset & Quebec railroad, to take
effect, this day, aud pending the appointment of a successor, Mr. W. D. Patterson
has been designated by the directors to
perform the duties of said office. The
undersigned hereby desires to express bis
appreciation of the loyal and faithful services rendered by the employes of said
company during his connection therewith, and bespeaks for his successor,
when appointed, the same friendly co-operation in furtherance of the company’s
interests as has been accorded to him.
W. F. P. Fogg, general manager.”

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims .§
422,935 00
Amount required to safely re-in sure
all outstanding risks.....
3,954,796 70
All other demands against the company, commissions, etc.
76,892 09

Total

a

Apffreftate of all the admitted assets
of the company, at actual
value.6*
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and

Aggregate of all the admitted assets
of the company at their actual value,§10,057,220 93

aged

ss.

DECEMBER 31, 1897.
the

Premiums in due

.liable diligence.

Waldo

owned

Interest due and accrued.
course of

158,870 81
898,384 88

property.
Premiums in due course of collection,

asskts in erMiini 31. 1897.
Wherefore she prays that a# divorce from the !
bonds of matrimony may be decreed between her
Real estate
neii by the eompany. unand the said Charles E. Haley; that the custody
incumbered
>570,099 13
of their minor children, Earle'Banks Haley, aged
e .000 0c
j Loans on homl and mortgage, (1st I ien>
six years, and Joseph Keene Haley,
lour Stocks and bonds owned I»y the comyears, may be given her, and that her name may I
787,874.50
pany. market value.
be changed to the name the bore efore said ; Loans'secured
5,00000
by collaterals.
marriage.
Cash in the company’s principal office
Dated at said Belfast, this seventh dav of De
and in bank..
48,325* 4
cember. A.D. 1897.
Interest due and accrued
9,,>90 -jg
ESTELLE K. HALEY.
Premiums induecourseeoileetion.net.
115.77: 75
Rents and re insurance en losses paid.
7 79 os
STATE OF MAINE.
of al! the admitted assets ol
Aggregate
Waldo ss. December 7, A. D. 1837.
the company at their actual value. $l,< 19,1:'.
Then personallyappeared the above named Es1.1AI511.I lKS DFCKMUFR 31. 1897.
telle lv. Haley, and made oath :<» the truth
the
averment in the foregoing libel as to tlic residence
Netamountof unpaid losses and claims
77.14- 41
of tin* libellee. Bo lore me,
Amount required to safely re-insure all
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
outstanding risks
722,875'-'.
Justice of the Peace.
All other demands against the comJoseph Williamson, Attorney for libellant.
.7.849 59
pany, viz: commissions, etc.

STATE OF MAINE
Supreme Judicial

estate

...........

*■»

re as.

Moore, President: F u.mCal,ital l:ai‘l «piu cash. 81.(00.u.

...

>

cures

The Wiscasset & Quebec.

Heal

New
.u-need

<

F.

ASSETS

31, 1897.

owned

estate

j

per’s Weekly.

expressed

Kellet In Six Hours.

Itch ou human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sauitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

j

After

ye?”

“Faith, thin, he’ll have to pay for his own
Oi’ve only got the price of wan.”

dhrink, for

Beth (solicitous that so many feathers are
scattered over the hen-yard):
“Papa,
oughtn’t something be done to keep the
hens from wearing out so?” [Judge.

is afoot in New York to build
one or more hotels for the exclusive use of
self-supporting- women. The proposition
ism organize a
corporation to be known |
as the Woman's Hotel
Company, with aof
one
million
capital
dollars, the corporation to be formed when *500,000 is subscribed.
Then land is to be bought, and
a hotel built to
hold about a thousand
boarders. Plans for such a hotel have
been drawn, subject to change, and subscription papers circulated. The list of
subscribers is headed by Mr. Johns. Kennedy and Mr. Morris K. Jesup, each of
whom takes 200 shares, worth *20,000.
The committee on organization includes
Messrs. II. B. Turner, C. S. Fairchild, (
F. Cox, J. Kennedy Tod, and Charles 1).
Kellogg, the last-mentioned gentleman
being the acting secretary of the proposed
company, with offices in the United Charities Building.
People who know about the self-supporting women of New York say that such a
hotel as is planned is urgently needed, and
would be sure of patronage.
Various authorities submit that there are 2,000 art
students in town eveiy year,2,(XX)students
of music,2,000 trained nurses and medical
students and thousands of journalists,
stenographers, physicians, and other business and professional women.
It is estimated that there are 40,000 self-suporting
women in this
who
could
afford to
city
live at such a hotel as is planned. The
minimum cost of board and lodging in it
would be six dollars a week.
It is computed that a hotel containing 825 rentable
rooms (besides
lodging for its house-staff)
would pay, when full, a gross income from
all sources <»f *435,450.
Its estimated
expenses would be *255,053, which gives
an apparent surplus of £182,405.
These
expense estimates, which have been verified by live widely known and successful
hotel-managers, seem to show that the hotel would pay, tlipugh whatever the
profits, shareholders would not receive
more than five per cent, interest on their
investment.
The project is interesting, and, in view
of the success of the Mills Hotel, it will
not be surprising if it is really tried.
Of
course the scheme projected calls for a
scale of entertainment much superior to
what the Mills Hotel attempts.
One thing about which subscribers to
such a scheme would seem likely to want
information is rules.
By what regulations
are the boarders in this hotel to be
governed. and will they be subject to restrictions which other hotels do not find necessary? On this point the preliminary prospectus does not give information. [Har-

Have

be worth to you more than $100 if
you have a child who soils bedding from ucontinence of water during sleep. Cu-es
old and young alike.
It arrests the trou >le
at once, $1.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28

“Ye’re not

plan

disease

May

ye,

For Over

Day.

action upon the system is remarkable and
mysterious. It removes at once the cause
the disease immediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits: 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
4mo45

saved my sister from marrying that
young Hopkins.’’
“How so?”
“She accepted him by letter, and I forgot
to mail it.” [Chicago Record.
‘I

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
world.
of
the
cents
a botTwenty-five
part
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

a

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism ami Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its

silly

wid

Family.

sided

1

That the old

the road

ftt oi

!

1

if

S. arsm.iot as husband
"•‘id maniage -lie has

Woman’s Hotel.

a

! business in 18:3.
hecre,ar-v-

marriages, that she ami her said husband
together alter said marriage in .-aid
ami wife; that ever sii.ee j
comiucted herself toward
a- a
laiihtul, chaste a mi affectionate wile; Ajr.trrcuatc amount of liabilities, in>'' the -ai Charles K. Haley, wholly unmindful
cluding I'.et surplus.
$2,340,371 '.'7
(■i hi-marriage v.»ws and covenant, on the twe
h
Waldo Com. tv A cents I I 111.I) A \\ llsl.
•kty ot May. a. 1> 18113, utterly deserted youi liBelfast, Mr,
b( Maiit. and has ••••ntimied said desertion since
.-.ini date up in the present time,
being more than
Hiree consecutive years next prior to the lilim: .d
IM
M I IM II ANTS' INSl li.\N( I. CO. .-f
this libel; that about three years ago. she heard
I m isrs.
iJ Newark, .New JcimV,
t
that lie was in Des Moines, in the State of low.,;
but she avers that slit? does not know his present j Commenced l-u-incss in lN's. <i I.n*Stout. President. .1. K. Mullivan. Secretary. Capital paid uj>
it
residence, ami that
cannot be ascertained by
:n ca.-li. 8400,000.

emiiizt*

Antofogasta.

Plans For

->t

th

to

who could do that in

r

If

goes,

INSURANCE COMPANY of
[ fONT'NKNTA'.
V '”rk.
Incorporated in WJ

by
company.unby the company,
1'1<-u,wl,ered
unincumbered.... § 541,084 60 |j Loans
..$1,106.250 00
,
on bond and
(first
mortgage,
Loans on bond and mortgage(lst liens) 2,386,743 49
liens)...
Stocks and bonds owned by the comStocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
5,257,190 00
pany, market value.
0 5; 4 231 no
Loans secured by collaterals.
35,000 00 Loans secured
by collaterals. Nmie.
Cash in the company’s principal office
Cash in the company’s
ofand in bank.
principal
15
779,947
fice and in bank.
■>■>,,
Interest due and accrued and all other

Encourage

j

right, olY from the diWarren, wh • laid

:m-as
as

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real

Suffering
Spring

ESTELLE

m*w

then

TNSURANCE COMPANY OF NORTH AMERICA
1 ot Philadelphia, Ptnn. Incorporated in 1794.
Commenced business in 1792. Charles Platt. President; (ireville E. Fryer, Secretary. Capital raid
up in cash, §3.060,000.
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soaring.”
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Commendation
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MUNIFICENCE.

Dr. Greene’s Nervura Cures the Host
Renowned Preacher in the World.

Benjamin Cummings,

■

MUNYON’S

BY DR. GREENE’S NERVURA

sheep ranch now is,
•lireting-house in Unity.
?

in 1897.

An interesting compilation of the reDown Goes the Death Rate Before the
cord passages, long and short, of sailing
vessels on long voyages during 1897 has
Medical Conqueror.
been presented by London Fair Play. In
It
is
Professor
homeward passages the following ships
Munyon’s greatest
pleasure to select some city where disease
figure especially: from Calcutta the Bel- is running rampant
and the death rate
fast made the quickest passage, 95 days
is high, and give away, without
money
to New York, and the Lydgate the longFrom Rangoon
est, 158 days to Boston.
the Colling wood made the quickest passage, 302 days to Plymouth, and the
Xemesi the longest, 157 days to the Lizard.
! From
Melbourne the Salamis made tne
quickest passage, 82 days to the Lizard,
and the Hesperus made the longest, 188
days, same voyage. From Sydney the Sam
Plimsol made the quickest passage, 78
days to the Lizard, and the Maya the
longesi, 187 days to Hull. From New
Rev.
Finds
in the Use of Dr. Zealand the quickest voyages were made
by the Wellington, 77 days Lyttleton to
Greene’s Nervura and His
of this Scilly, and the Nellie Brett, 78days Auckland to New York.
From San Francisco
Grand
Will Influence and
the Cyrus Wakefield made the quickest
the
Sick and
to Use it and Be passage, 91 days to New York and the
Cambusdoon made the longest, 169 days
Cured. It is the Best
Medicine You Can to Queenstown. From Astoria the G.
W. Wolff made the quickest passage, 109
Take
days to Lundy, and the Java the longest,
196 days to Queenstown.
From West
Coast South America the Preusseu madfc
the quickest.passage, 69 days, Iquique to
Prawle, and the Clan Kobertsor the longest, 156 days Caleta Buena to Falmouth.
In outward passages to Calcutta the
Lena made the quickest passage from
rr Implied obligation, thousands of botNew’ York, 91 days, and the Crofton Hall
tles of his invincible remedies.
The rethe quickest from England, S4 days from
sult is always the same—Health, Happiness, and Hosannas for Munvon.
The
Liverpool. The longest voyages to CalFt. Louis “Republic” says:
Munyon’s
cutta were made by the Wayfarer, 146
Rcrallies reduced the death rate in St.
the
I
:s twenty per cent, in four weeks."
clays from New York, and
Cleomene,
151 days from Middlesbrough.
Munym's Rheumatism Cure relieves in
To Ranone to three hours, and cures in a few
goon the voyages were between that of
days.
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure posi
the Klio, s9 days from Bishop’s, and
tively cures all forms of indigestion and
ionao.h trouble.
that of the N'emesi, 1(57 days from New
Muuyon’s Cold Cure
vents pneumonia, and breaks up a
1
York.
To Melbourne the quickest was
cold in a few hours.
Many on's Cough
that of the Hesperides, 77 days from
Cure stops coughs, night sw.-ats, allays
Prawle
and the longest those of the
and speedily heals the lungs.
soreness,
A
At
separate cure for each disease.
•Sperauza L, 122 days from Savannah, and 1
nvi'.ly 2~> cents a vial. Perthe Falconhurst, 1 If* days from New York. » all druarists, to
Prof. Munyon. 1.Arch
sonal le’r.'rs
Su'eot. Philadelphia. Pa., answered with
Among the quickest to Sydney and Newfree me tical acvice for any disease.
castle. V S. W
were the Hele, (59 days
from isle of Wight, and the Wesfgate,
S2 days from New York; the h)ngest inlo the Honorable Justices of the Su! eluded the Hartford, 124 clays from Flushpreme Judicial Court next to be holdj ing, and the Senator Petersen, 11*5 days
en
at Belfast, within and for the
from New York.
To Ssn Francisco the
fastest were the Francesco Ciampa, 111
County of Waldo, on the first l uesdays from the Lizard, and the Kenilworth,
day of January, A. I> 18118 :
115 days from New York; the slowest
K. HALEY of Belfast, n said Countv.
whose maiden name was Estelle K. Banks, rebeing the N’atuna, 224 days from Dungeness.
To West Coast South America the spectfully libels ami represents that she was lawfastest trip was made by the Potosi, 59 fully married to CHARLES E HaLEV of Searsmom, in said County, at said Belfast, on the third
days. Dungeness to Valparaiso, and the day of March, A. If., 1831, by Rev. R. Pin 1'. Hack,
slowest
the
174
by
I
Cleniffer,
days Ham- j a minister of the gospel duly authorized to sol-
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ATWOOD, Winteiport, Agent. |
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FREEDOM, MAINE.
TRY GRAIN-0!

TRY GRAIN1-0!

Ask your (irocer
to-day to show you a package
Of DRAIN (), the new food
drink that takes the
place of coffee. The children may drink it with"in injury as well as the
adult. All win. try it,
like it
(JRAIX-O has that rich seal brown
of
Monlm or .lava, hut it is made from
pure (trains,
and the most delicate stomach
receives it without
distress. 1 -4 the price of coffee and
2,-. cents per
Sold
package.
by all grocers.

